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Preface
This book comprises the results of my work at TU Delft, Electronic Instrumentation
laboratory, during a period of four years. The topics presented here concern interferometry and CMOS chips, somewhat two different subjects. They are unified by the
question I tried to answer in this thesis, namely, “How can the profile of the object be
measured with a high accuracy?”. This question is a paraphrase of the title of the research
project I participated, and my part of it, as a Ph.D. student from the Microelectronics department, was a sensor for a heterodyne interferometer having been developed in the
Optics department of TU Delft. The convenient video cameras used to register the interferogram in the interferometer were considered to be one of the main bottlenecks of the
project, leaving the accuracy of the whole tool at the nanometer level. Therefore, a separate Ph.D. student position was devoted to the development of a custom sensor, which
could be fabricated in the University chip-making facilities, DIMES. Having accepted
the position, I have realised that a thorough knowledge of the measurement process is
necessary to build the required phase detector, and I devoted a part of the project time
to the interferometry-related questions and problems. My mathematical background instigated me to pay attention to the ill-posed problems of the fringe analysis, which has
resulted in a couple of new algorithms for phase extraction and unwrapping, which I
describe in this thesis. I anticipate these results by a concise review of interferometric
basic principles and arrangements, which can be useful for a non-optician dealing with
interferometric measurements. The chapter is supposed to give an answer to the question
“How can profiles of objects be measured interferometrically or with another wavefront
sensing technique?” Then the thesis moves further to the “sensor part” and considers
the question “How can a specially designed sensor increase the accuracy, the precision,
and the speed of the interferometric measurements?”, especially, in the case when the
desired accuracy is less then 0.01% of the light-source wavelength. The last part answers
to the question “How can a high accuracy phase sensor for a heterodyne interferometer
be designed?” and presents results of my research on the phase sensor prototypes.
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Introduction
The need for accurate and/or fast wavefront measurements appears naturally in various
areas of modern physics, technology, and medicine, but it is especially required in adaptive optics (AO) and optical metrology. Rapid development in these two fields demands
new advanced methods and sensors for wavefront measurements, aiming for speed in AO
and for accuracy in metrology.

1.1

Accurate phase sensing for EUVL

In optical metrology, the object’s shape measurement is performed by measuring the
distorted shape of the test wavefront, reflected or refracted by the object. For static
measurements, as for instance, during the fabrication of optical components, the accuracy
is the most important factor. With modern polishing technologies, such as ion-beam
polishing able to add or remove one-atom-thick layers of material, the accuracy of the
figure is limited only by the measuring instrument accuracy.
In the last decade, the IC production was maybe the most accuracy-demanding application of the optical metrology. According to the Moore Law (Intel EUV research,
2004; ITRS2005), the transistor density is doubled every 1 – 2 years. Thus the density of
the electrical components has already increased one million times since 1965, the year
when the law was published. This means that the minimum feature size of the semiconductor component has become smaller by 1000 times during last 40 years and continues
to decrease at the same rate. Obviously, there should be some limits due to the technology. The main limitation nowadays is seen to be imposed by the optical lithography,
a photographic process where the circuit patterns of the chip are printed on a silicon
wafer. The minimal feature size or critical dimension within an acceptable process window which can be produced by an optical system is restricted by the optical resolution R
1

2
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and depth of field D of the system given by
R = k1

Λ
NA

(1.1)

Λ
NA2

(1.2)

and
D = ±k2

where k1 , k2 » 1/ 2 are the process dependent constants determined empirically, NA is
the numerical aperture of the system, and Λ is the wavelength of the lightsource used in
the system (according to Attwood, 1999, chapter 10).
In the last years, the resolution of the projection systems for optical lithography has
been increased dramatically by continuous diminution of the wavelength and increase
of the numerical aperture and resolution-enhancement techniques such as off-axis illumination, phase-shifts masks, and optical proximity correction. However, as it follows
from Eq. (1.2), improvement in resolution by means of the increase in numerical aperture results in the decrease in depth of field and thus undesirable reduction of the process
window.
Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (EUVL) makes a dramatic jump in wavelength to
11 – 13 nm from 193 nm of currently used ArF lasers. This allows a minimum feature
size to be reduced below 50 nm while keeping the same depth of focus.
However, conventional lenses used for UV light are opaque at this wavelength, and
imaging optics in lithography should be changed to reflective or mirror-based instead of
currently used refractive or lens based. In order to achieve the desired smoothness and
profile accuracy of the mirrors used in the stepper, an advanced instrument is required
able to measure the mirrors’ shape with sub-nanometer accuracy both during manufacturing and utilisation.
The challenging task of building an instrument able to measure the profile of the
mirror substrate with accuracy of 1 Å in low spatial frequency range (up to 1mm-1 ) was
fulfilled in its optical part by Luke Krieg in terms of STW project DMR.0561 and was
described in his thesis (Krieg, 2004). Current version of the interferometer is able to
measure with accuracy of 4nm. The accuracy is mainly limited now by the sensor part of
the interferometer.
Krieg’s interferometer converts profile of the mirror in low spatial frequency range
into the phase distribution of the amplitude-modulated light on a detection plane. To
measure profile with the accuracy of 10-10 m using the wavelength Λ = 630 ´ 10-9 m the
phase should be measured with 2Π/ 6300 accuracy.
CMOS or CCD cameras with a high frame-rate (at least twice the frequency of the
amplitude modulations) and at least 12-bit analog-to-digital conversion can be used to
achieve the desired phase accuracy. Nowadays, with the constant progress in the imaging
industry, a camera for 10 kHz modulation frequency can be easily found. This approach
has however some drawbacks such as predefined sensor geometry and frequency range.
Due to the finite output data rate of the camera, it is difficult to increase both the spatial
resolution and the frame rate of the detector.
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A special “smart” phase detector for heterodyne interferometry can circumvent this
problem by calculating phase values on-chip at every pixel. This type of sensor was
reported recently to be used in 3D-camera (Lange, 2000), and tested by Krieg in his
setup, with discouraging results. A sensor designed specifically to meet the requirements
of Krieg’s interferometer is needed to achieve the 1 Å accuracy.

1.2

Fast wavefront sensing for adaptive optics

Adaptive optics works by measuring the shape of the incoming wavefronts and rapidly
compensating for it with an adaptive element – a deformable mirror or a lens with variable
refractive properties. The wavefront measurement is performed with a wavefront sensor,
whose speed and accuracy determine the speed and accuracy of the whole AO system.
Any optimisation in wavefront sensing stage can improve the performance of the whole
system or reduce its cost, or make possible an appearance of new applications of AO.
Initially, adaptive optics appeared as a technology to improve the performance of
astronomical telescopes by reducing the effects of atmospheric distortion, and many new
application have appeared recently: imaging of living retina, confocal microscopy, laser
resonators, and free space optical communication (4th IWAOIM; 5th IWAOIM). For the
most of these applications, the speed of the wavefront sensing is often more important
than its accuracy.
The trade-off “speed-accuracy” is mostly evident in the Hartmann-Shack wavefront
sensing. While theoretically its accuracy can be increased infinitely by increasing the
number of sub-apertures in the Hartmann mask, this results in the polynomial growth of
operational complexity of the algorithm needed to process the data, and thus reduces the
speed of the system. A thorough analysis of the error of the wavefront sensing with the
Hartmann-Shack method is required to find the optimal number of the sampling subapertures or the optimal geometry of the mask.
As the Hartmann-Shack method can be described as sampling of the wavefront local
tilts, it was assumed that irregular sub-apertures position can decrease aliasing effects
and thus increase the accuracy. In this thesis, the conjecture was verified numerically for
the case of the wavefront distortions caused by the atmospheric turbulence.
An alternative to the Hartmann-Shack sensor is represented by interferometric sensors,
which are easily implemented in AO systems with coherent light source; common-path
configurations like the shearing interferometer and the point-diffraction interferometer
allow interferometric patterns to be formed even with non-coherent light. The use of
interferometric wavefront sensors provides several advantages due to higher density of
information compared to the Hartmann method; it is also desirable in light-starved applications.
Despite the superior performance of interferometer-based wavefront sensors compared to Hartmann-Shack sensors, they are seldom used in the AO systems (even with
coherent light source) mainly because of the algorithmic difficulty of extracting the wavefront shape encoded in an interferometric pattern. Existing methods of fringe analysis
should be verified against the speed-accuracy performance by use of numerical model-

4
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1.3

ling. In this thesis, the performance of interferometer-based AO system was evaluated
numerically.

1.3

Organisation of the thesis

This thesis investigates new methods and sensors aimed at increasing the accuracy and/or
speed of wavefront sensing. The topics discussed are:
• fringe analysis;
• Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensors;
• 2D sensor for heterodyne interferometry;
with original contribution made on
• phase extraction from three interferograms registered with unknown reference wavefront tilt;
• optimisation of phase extraction-unwrapping-decomposition procedure for AO systems;
• optimisation of wavefront modal reconstruction with the Hartmann-Shack sensor
by using irregular masks;
• complete error analysis of the phase sensing error for heterodyne interferometry;
• possible implementation of CMOS phase sensor for heterodyne interferometry.
The thesis consist of 6 chapters, including an introductory part and a summary, and is
organised as stated below.
This introductory chapter explains the motivation of the research topic chosen for this
thesis and illustrates its importance for AO and EUVL applications.
Chapter 2 reviews the modern methods of optical testing. It introduces briefly the
most important concepts of interferometric formalism, such as wavefront, phase, and interference pattern formation and provides an overview of currently used interferometers.
Special attention is devoted to the interferometry-related problems: phase extraction and
phase unwrapping. This establishes the basis for the subsequent discussions and specifies
the research topic.
Chapter 3 presents the result of the research in the field of optimisation of existing
wavefront sensing methods. The first section introduces a novel method of phase extraction from a set of three or more interferograms registered with unknown tilts purposely
introduced in the reference wavefront. The method is illustrated by experimental results. The second section investigates the case of use of an interferometer as a wavefront
sensor in an AO system; it mathematically justifies method of fast modal decomposition
of a wrapped phase and illustrates the approach with numerical simulation results. The
last section is devoted to the analysis of the total error of the wavefront reconstruction
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with the Hartmann or Hartmann-Shack sensor. The results of the analysis applied to the
irregular Hartmann masks are presented.
Chapter 4 considers the 2D phase detector to be used in the heterodyne interferometer for measuring of strongly aspherical EUVL mirrors. It compares a conventional
high-frame-rate camera with a custom “smart” phase sensor, and discusses the best algorithm for the latter. The chapter also provides detailed error analysis for two possible
implementations of the sensor.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to the CMOS implementation of the 2D phase detector for
the heterodyne interferometer. It proposes three designs of a phase-sensitive pixel, and
reports on experimental results obtained with a prototype of the device.
The last chapter draws the conclusion to this research and discusses possibilities for
further development.

Chapter

2

Optical testing
This chapter provides a condensed overview of optical measurement methods and instruments, and builds a necessary foundation for the following chapters. Any reader familiar
with the interferometric methods and the use of Hartmann(-Shack) test is advised to skip
this chapter.
This chapter is organised as follows. First the basic principles of interferometry are
recapitulated; various interferometric configurations mentioned in the following chapters
are considered. Then important problems related to phase retrieving and phase unwrapping are formulated; the chapter gives an overview of algorithms and methods for interferogram analysis which are described in literature and/or commonly used, and discusses
them. Then Hartmann and Hartmann-Shack tests are presented and compared with interferometric methods.

2.1

Interferometric formalism

Interferometry is a method of measuring distances based on the principle of interference
– a mutual effect of two or more overlapping waves. Interferometers, instruments that use
optical interference, take a tiny distance of a light wavelength as a reference for precise
measurements. Nowadays, with a constantly increasing number of words starting with
“micro-” or “nano-”, interferometry can be perhaps considered as one of the main tools
not only for optical shop testing but also for various industrial and scientific applications.
Although this has given rise to an enormous variety of interferometer configurations,
any interferometric measurement is carried out as follows. First a fringe pattern, or an
interferogram, is formed by overlapping test and reference light wavefronts; then the
interferogram is processed to obtain the measurement data. We describe these steps in
the following sections.
7
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Light as a wave

Light is an essential physical phenomenon in everyday life. In many languages such
words as “light”, “bright” also mean “evident”, “understandable”, “clever”. But nevertheless the nature of light itself is a challenge to understand. The Mankind has consequently changed its view on the nature and the means of propagation of light – from
corpuscular to wave and to mixed wave-particle model. The non-trivial shift from the
naïve and primordial idea of light as a flux of particles to a notion of the lightwave has
become possible as a result of Young’s experiment. The shadow picture of two narrow
slits produced in the experiment could not be explained using a corpuscular theory, and
gave rise to the theory of the wave nature of the light.
There are two “wave” models of light used in optics – the so-called vector and scalar
wave theories. The former is based on Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory and uses vectors E and B to describe the disturbance of the electromagnetic field. This theory is
more complete as it takes into account more complex effects of the lightwave propagation, such as polarisation etc. As we are not interested in describing these effects, we can
use the scalar wave theory.
An optical wave in scalar wave theory is represented by a wavefunction u(r, t), dependent on position r and time t, and obtaining real values. This wavefunction should
satisfy the wave equation
1 ¶2 u
(2.1)
Ñ2 u - 2 2 = 0.
c ¶t
Any solution of the wave equation can represent an optical wave in free space. The
wavefunction itself does not have a physical meaning. However it is related to one of
the important quantities in optics, which can be detected by any photosensor – intensity. Optical intensity, or irradiance, is defined by doubled1 time average of the squared
wavefunction
I(r, t) = 2Xu2 (r, t)\,
(2.2)
t+T / 2

where, strictly speaking, the averaging X f (t)\ = T1 Ùt-T / 2 f (Τ)dΤ depends also on the time
of averaging T . However, as the optical waves are represented with a fast oscillating
wavefunction (with frequencies in the range 3 ´ 1011 –3 ´ 1016 Hz), this time average
quickly converges to some value. Thus, the time averaging interval T is usually chosen
to be much greater than the optical cycle, but small enough to represent the changing
conditions of the phenomenon under consideration. It is the irradiance that allows the
wave nature of light to be detected with the help of interference.
Monochromatic wave. Helmholtz wave equation.
A special case of the solution of equation (2.1) is a monochromatic wave. The dependence on r and t in the monochromatic wave is separated, and, moreover, it is a harmonic
1 The coefficient 2 is added to simplify the expression of the intensity for a monochromatic wave, see
equation (2.5)
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function of t for any fixed r:
u(r, t) = a(r) cos(Ωt - j(r)).

(2.3)

These waves (in the visible range of frequencies) are perceived by a human eye as pure,
spectral colours, hence the name “monochromatic”. a(r) is called amplitude, j(r) –
phase, and Ω – angular frequency of the monochromatic wave. Very often Ω is represented via frequency Ν, Ω = 2ΠΝ. The importance of the study of the monochromatic waves
comes out of the Fourier expansion of any wave as a sum or integral of monochromatic
waves.
We can stress the separate dependence upon space and time of the monochromatic
wave by writing it as follows:
u(r, t) = a(r) Re ãä(Ωt-j(r)) = Re a(r)ã-äj(r) ãäΩt = Re A(r)ãäΩt ,

(2.4)

where A(r) = a(r)ã-äj(r) is called complex amplitude, and U(r) = A(r)ãäΩt is called
complex wavefunction.
The irradiance of the monochromatic wave is given by the squared absolute value of
its complex amplitude, and does not depend on time:
1 t+T / 2 2
a (r) cos2 (Ωt - j(r))dΤ = a2 (r) = |A(r)|2 .
à
T ®¥ T t-T / 2

I(r) = 2 lim

(2.5)

If we substitute the expression for the monochromatic wave into the wave equation (2.1), we obtain a differential equation for the complex wavefunction – the Helmholtz equation:
(Ñ2 + k2 )U(r) = 0,
(2.6)
where wavenumber k is defined as Ωc .
Another important definition is that of a wavefront, a surface in the space defined by
the equation
Ωt - j = const,
(2.7)
the surface of equal phase. Sometimes in literature the word wavefront is used as a
general term to describe a monochromatic wave, and uses in fact a definition of complex
amplitude
w(r) = a(r)ã-äj(r) .
(2.8)
Plane and spherical waves
We will now describe two special cases of the solutions of the Helmholtz equation –
plane waves and spherical waves.
The complex amplitude for the monochromatic plane wave is given by the formula
U(r) = Aã-äk×r ,

(2.9)

where k is the wavevector, and A is a complex envelope. From the Helmholtz equation (2.6) it follows that the length of k is equal to the wavenumber k. The wavefronts of

10
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the plane monochromatic wave are represented by planes perpendicular to vector k. Its
wavefunction is obtained from the substitution of (2.9) into (2.4):
u(r, t) = Re Aã-äk×r ãäΩt = |A| cos(Ωt - k × r + arg A),

(2.10)

or, if we choose the x axis going in the direction of the wavevector k:
u(r, t) = |A| cos(Ω(t - x/ c) + arg A) = |A| cos(2ΠΝ(t - x/ c) + arg A).

(2.11)

The wavefunction is thus periodic both in time and space. Its period in time is 1/ Ν and
its period in space is Λ = c/ Ν, referred to as its wavelength.
Another solution is given by the following formula for the complex amplitude
U(r) = A

ã-äkr
r

(2.12)

where r = |r| – the distance to the origin of any system of coordinates. The wavefronts
of this wave represent spheres with the centrum in the origin.

2.1.2

Interference

From the homogeneity and linearity of the wave equation (2.1) it follows that any linear
combination Α1 u1 (r, t) + Α2 u2 (r, t) of its solutions u1 and u2 is also a solution. In physics this fact is usually referred to as the superposition principle. It means that any two
electromagnetic waves present in the same space and time will add to each other, or superimpose one onto another. For two monochromatic waves of the same frequency, their
complex wavefunctions U1 and U2 satisfy the same Helmholtz equation (2.6), which is
also homogeneous and linear, and thus the superposition principle holds for the complex
wavefunctions. As U1 (r) and U2 (r) are complex numbers, the irradiance of the sum of
two or more overlapping waves does not coincide with the sum of their irradiances (see
Fig. 2.1). This interesting effect of the interaction of two or more lightwaves is called
optical interference.
A case of special interest is a superposition of two monochromatic waves of equal frequencies; this results in the formation of a static interference pattern, or interferogram,
where regions of various intensity (called fringes in interferogram analysis) indicate the
regions of the constructive (bright fringes) or destructive (dark fringes) interference. The
interference of two monochromatic waves with slightly different frequencies is called
heterodyne interference and produces a dynamic interferometric pattern, changing in
time with the frequency equal to the difference frequency (“beating frequency”) of the
interfering waves. When the difference of frequencies is high, the resulting wavefunction oscillates too quickly, and the averaged total intensity is seen as a sum of the initial
intensities; that is two monochromatic waves of different wavelengths do not interfere.
Interference of two monochromatic waves with the same frequency
Let A1 (r) = a1 ãäj1 and A2 (r) = a2 ãäj2 be complex amplitudes of two monochromatic
waves with the same angular frequency Ω, overlapping in some point r0 of space. Then
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the resulting wave function will be given (see Fig. 2.1) by
u(r0 , t) = Re(A1 (r0 ) + A2 (r0 ))ãäΩt = a(r0 ) cos(j(r0 ) + Ωt),
where amplitude a and phase j are given by
1
a = a21 + a22 + 2a1 a2 cos(j1 - j2 )
a sin j1 + a2 sin j2
,
j = arctan 1
a1 cos j1 + a2 cos j2

(2.13)

(2.14)
(2.15)

and thus the intensity I of the resulting wave depends linearly on the cosine of the phase
difference of the overlapping waves:
I(r) = a21 + a22 + 2a1 a2 cos(j1 - j2 ).

(2.16)

If amplitudes a1 and a2 are constant, then the intensity attains its maximum in points
where two waves are in phase (the phase difference is an integer multiple of 2Π) and it is
at its minimum when the waves come out of phase (the phase difference is a half-integer
multiple of 2Π). In practice, amplitudes are usually slow varying functions and could be
considered locally as constants.
Suppose now that we know the form of one of the waves, e.g. A2 (r) is a plane wave
of type (2.9). If we place the detection plane parallel to the plane wave (see the first row
in Fig. 2.2), then under certain conditions imposed on smoothness of the wavefronts the
registered pattern provides information about the phase of A1 (r) — thus, lines of the same
intensity correspond to the line of equal phase, and the distance between the maxima of
the two closest white fringes corresponds to 2Π difference in the phase of A1 in the detection plane. If two interfering wavefronts are nearly parallel, the interferometric pattern
contains closed fringes and its Fourier spectrum is concentrated around DC frequency.
When the detector is not parallel to the plane of the reference wavefront (rows 2, 3, 4 in
Fig. 2.2), the fringes are closer to each other and with a large enough angle between the
plane wave and the detection plane no closed fringes will be present. This means that
the phase differences change monotonically along one of the directions of the detection
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Figure 2.1. Complex amplitude of the sum of two monochromatic waves: a) with matching
frequencies (interference); b) with slightly different frequencies (heterodyne interference); c)
and d) with different frequencies (no interference).
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Figure 2.2. A fringe pattern and its Fourier spectrum for the interference of a plane wave
with a spherical one for different values of the angle between the detector and the plane wave.
The lines and circles represent crests of the waves.
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plane. The Fourier spectrum of this type of pattern represents a three-lobe function, with
a central lobe corresponding to DC frequencies of the background irradiance, and two
symmetrical lobes located around the carrier frequency
Interference of two monochromatic waves with different frequencies
When the optical frequencies of two waves do not match, two vectors on the phasor representation of the complex wavefunctions in Fig. 2.1 are moving with different angular
speed, and thus the resulting vector corresponding to their sum is not constant. For a
relatively small frequency difference (up to several GHz for visible light), this change is
also relatively slow, so the changing interferometric pattern is formed. The intensity at
every point is changing as a sinusoidal function of time (see Fig. 2.1, b). This effect is
called heterodyne interference.
Where there is a large frequency difference, the vector A oscillates too fast (see
Fig. 2.1, c), and thus no effect of interference occurs.
Coherence
In nature, light from a thermal source cannot be considered monochromatic due to the
constant random changes in its amplitude and phase. Thus the interferometric pattern
formed by two beams can be observed only if these random fluctuations are strongly
correlated (coherent). The first interferometric instruments used division of the light
from a single-spectral line source and nearly equal paths travelled by each beam to the
detection plane. This was the biggest obstacle in the interferometric measurements before
the advent of the laser, which has a large temporal and spatial coherence. Nowadays,
white light sources (e.g incandescent or halogen lamps) coupled with an interference
filter to control the spectrum are used again to avoid extraneous fringes due to the long
coherence length of lasers (Liotard and Zamktsian, 2005; Wang and Zeng, 2005).

2.2

Interferometers

There is a large number of possible interferometric configurations that are used for optical shop testing (see, for instance, Hariharan, 2003; Malacara, 1992a, for detailed descriptions). This section reviews only the most frequently used interferometers that are
mentioned in the following chapters, with a particular emphasis on a heterodyne interferometer and its advantages for high accuracy measurements.

2.2.1

Two-beam Interferometers

In many optical applications the light from a point or collimated light source is divided
first into two beams, travelling on separate paths, which are then recombined in an observation plane. Mostly the interferometers of this type use division of amplitude to
form two beams; the division is produced by partially reflective films (beam splitters),
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birefringent elements or diffraction gratings. In the Michelson configuration of the twobeam interferometer, as shown in Fig. 2.3(a), light from a point source S is divided by a
semi-reflective coating of a plane-parallel glass plate, reflected by two plane mirrors M1
and M2 and recombined again. Due to the different optical paths travelled by two beams,
the interference pattern is formed at the exit of the interferometer2 , which can be seen on
the detection plane, with or without an imaging system (e.g. a telescope). A compensator
plate is often introduced to equalise the light paths for both the interferometer’s arms3 .
The pattern observed corresponds to that produced by the air layer between planes of M1
¢
and M2 , the image of M1 produced by the beamsplitter.
The Twyman-Green interferometer is a Michelson interferometer modified to use
collimated light. This is one of the simplest and hence most popular interferometers used
to test optical components since 1916. Its basic configuration is shown in Fig 2.3(b). The
M1

M1

¢

M2

Compensator

Compensator

Point light source

Beam splitter

S

M2

Point light source

Beam splitter

M2

S

Imaging system

Imaging system

Detection plane

(a)

Detection plane

(b)

Figure 2.3. The Michelson and Twyman-Green interferometers

point monochromatic light source and a collimating lens produce a flat wavefront, which
is divided in amplitude by a beam-splitter. Both arms are reflected back by mirrors M1
and M2 to the same beam-splitter and form an interference pattern which can be observed
on the screen or imaged to the camera. In this type of configuration one of the mirrors
2 Another,

complementary, pattern is formed going back to the light source
light in the second interferometer’s arm passes two times more through the glass
plate then the beam in the first arm
3 Without the compensator,
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(M1 , say) is used as the reference, producing the flat reference wavefront, and the object
under measurement introduces aberrations in the another arm. Refractive objects such as
plates and lenses are measured by placing them in between the beam-splitter and mirror
M2 , and reflective objects are measured by using them as M2 . For the compensated
interferometer, the surface deviation Α from the reference flat will produce an OPD ∆ and
the corresponding fringe number n = ∆/ Λ given by
∆ = 2(N - 1)Α

(2.17)

∆ = 2Α

(2.18)

for refractive objects and
for reflective objects.
The advantage of this interferometer is its simplicity. The disadvantages lie in the
limitations on the accuracy of the measurements due to spatial and temporal coherence
of the light source and accuracy of the etalon and beam-splitter faces. Malacara (1992b)
shows that the reflecting face of the beam-splitter must be polished with about twice
the accuracy required by the interferometer. The demands on the spatial coherence of
the light source require a collimator lens not to introduce OPD greater then the desired
accuracy, and those on the temporal coherence limit the maximum aberration that can
be measured. With lasers having become available in optical shops, the limitations on
the difference of the optical path were alleviated, and this made it possible to test large
mirrors in the so-called unequal-path interferometers.
The Mach-Zehnder interferometer, shown in Fig. 2.4, uses two beamsplitters BS1 and
BS2 . The collimated laser beam is amplitude divided first on BS1 , reflected by mirrors
M1 and M2 and recombined on the reflecting surface of BS2 . This configuration does not
need a compensator. The interferometric pattern is formed on the detection plane due
to the OPD introduced either by a sample in one of the arms, or by one of the mirrors
(similar to Fig. 2.3b). In the first case the pattern is equivalent to that produced by the
¢
air layer between a distorted wavefront W1 and an image of the reference W2 , produced
by the reflection on BS2 . The advantage of this configuration is that the test light beam
passes only once through the sample under test, which is better for large aberrations.
However, the drawback is the difficulty of adjusting it.

2.2.2

Shearing interferometers

In the configurations under consideration, the test and reference beams travel on separate
paths, and are inevitably affected differently by vibrations, air turbulence or temperature fluctuations and other mechanical disturbances. This effect can not be neglected
especially in optical tests with a large aperture. The interferometer configurations where
the test and reference beams traverse almost the same paths are known as common-path
interferometers. These systems also have the advantage that the quality of the optical
components in the interferometer can be lower.
A shearing interferometer is a common-path interferometer, where both interfering
wavefronts are derived from the system under test with a small shift in one with respect to
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BS2

W2
BS1

S

M2

Figure 2.4. The Mach-Zehnder configuration.

the other. The shear can be lateral (on the plane of a nearly collimated wavefront), radial,
when one wavefront is slightly scaled, and rotational. The simplest type is a lateral shift.
There are arrangements based, for instance, on the Michelson and the Mach-Zehnder
interferometers for converging wavefronts4 (Fig. 2.5). One of the simplest configurations
was designed by Murty; as shown in Fig. 2.6, a microscope objective, a pinhole, and
a lens under test create a nearly collimated beam, which is reflected by both sides of
the plane parallel plate. The shift produced is dependent on the plate’s thickness and
refractive index, and on the angle of incidence. Mantravadi (1992) provides also an
arrangement for testing large concave mirrors.
In a shearing interferometer, the interference takes place between two copies of the
test wavefront W (x). As shown in Fig. 2.7, for a lateral shearing interferometer, the fringe
pattern obtained is proportional to the finite difference of the wavefront in the direction
of the shear5 :
∆w = W (x.y) - W (x - ∆x , y).
(2.19)
For a small shear ∆x , the pattern is thus proportional to the local slope Wx of the wavefront:
I[x] = a + b cos[Wx ∆x ].

(2.20)

This property of the shearing interferometer which allows it to sense the local tilts makes
it similar to the Hartmann sensor (see section 2.4), and the algorithm of wavefront restoring from Hartmanngrams can be applied if two shearing interferograms with mutually
perpendicular directions of the shear are registered.
4 Although there are configurations for collimated laser beams, they are seldom used in practice because of
adjustment difficulties.
5 Without loss of generality we assume x be the direction of the shear.
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Convergent test
wavefront

Convergent test
wavefront
Lateral
shear

Lateral shear

a)

b)

Figure 2.5. Lateral shearing interferometers for converging wavefronts
Lens under test
Laser beam

Plane-parallel
plate or a wedge

Pinhole

Lateral shear

Figure 2.6. Murty’s shearing interferometer with a laser source and a tilted plane-parallel
plate.

2.2.3

Fizeau interferometers

The Fizeau interferometer, like the Twyman-Green interferometer, represents another
technique for the relative testing of smooth surfaces against a reference surface, a flat or
a sphere (see Fig. 2.8). In case of large deviations from the reference surface, a nullcompensator can be used. Despite the simplicity of the principle, the Fizeau interferometer can provide very accurate results, if well designed. The Carl Zeiss commercial
interferometers that are based on this configuration are able to measure aspherical surfaces with unprecedented accuracy of better than 0.20 nm RMS. (Dörband and Seitz,
2001; Handschuh et al., 1999).

2.2.4

Point-diffraction interferometers

The point-diffraction interferometer, discovered independently by Linnik in 1933 and
Smartt in 1972, is an interesting common-path interferometer configuration. The aberrated wavefront, which is brought to focus by a lens, forms an aberrated image of a point
light source on a semitransparent membrane. The membrane contains a tiny pinhole near
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W (x - ∆x )

W (x)
∆x

∆w
∆j =

∆w
Λ

x

Figure 2.7. Two copies of the test wavefront in shearing interferometry, with the relative
shear ∆x . The phase difference ∆j is determined by the wavefront finite difference ∆w in the
direction of the shearing and the wavelength Λ.

Figure 2.8. Carl Zeiss arrangement of Fizeau interferometer

the focal point to create a spherical reference wavefront. The membrane transmittance
and the pinhole size should be optimised to produce wavefronts of equal amplitude and,
thus, an interferogram with a good contrast. To facilitate accurate interferogram analysis,
a carrier frequency can be introduced by displacement of the pinhole laterally from the
focal point.

2.2.5

Phase shifting interferometers

Phase shifting interferometry (PSI) is usually considered as a separate class of interferometric measurements, but the main difference lies not in a special optical hardware
configuration, but in a specific way of encoding phase information in a sequence of timevarying fringe patterns, and phase retrieval at every point of the recorded images. PSI
was first used in the 1970s, with integration of computers in measurement systems, and
nowadays has become established in such fields as optical testing, distance measuring,
and microscopy (Malacara, 1992a, Chapter 14).
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Divergent aberrated
wavefront and a
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Figure 2.9. Linnik-Smartt’s interferometer

PSI is based on a concept of introducing a relative phase shift between the reference
and test wavefronts. The time-varying phase shift results in a time-varying optical signal
at each point of the interferogram. In the notation of section 2.1.1, for phase distribution
jr (r) and jt (r) of the reference and test beams respectively, and phase shift ∆(t), one has
Ar (r, t)
At (r)

= ar (r)ãäjr (r)-∆(t) ,
= at (r)ãäjt (r)

(2.21)
(2.22)

for complex amplitudes of the reference and test wavefronts. This results in an interference pattern whose intensity distribution is given by
Ä
Ä2
I(r, t) = ÄÄÄAr (r, t) + At (r)ÄÄÄ = a2r (r) + at2 (r) + 2ar at cosIjt (r) - jr (r) + ∆(t)M.

(2.23)

Thus every point r of the detector receives a time-varying amplitude modulated signal
with a sinusoidal dependence on the phase shift in the form of
I(r, t) = I0 (r) + I1 (r) cosIj(r) + ∆(t)M,

(2.24)

with a bias I0 (r) and an amplitude I1 (r) and a time delay equal to the phase difference
j(r) = jt (r) - jr (r) (see Fig. 2.10).
Common interferometer types, such as the Twyman-Green or the Mach-Zehnder, can
be arranged in a PSI configuration by adding an actuator to the mirror M1 , as shown in
Fig. 2.11. Then a mirror shift ∆x induces wavefront shift ∆w = 2∆x cos Θ, where Θ is an
incidence angle of a near collimated wavefront on the mirror (see Fig. 2.11). This gives
the phase shift ∆j = 4Π∆x cos Θ/ Λ.
A phase shifting modification of a point-diffraction interferometer, shown in Fig. 2.12,
was proposed recently (Lee et al., 2000; Medecki et al., 1996; Naulleau et al., 1999) for
highly accurate measurements. The diffraction grating divides the convergent aberrated
wavefront into two beams with a small angular separation. The semitransparent membrane is replaced by an opaque mask containing a tiny reference pinhole in the focal
point of one beam and a large window at the focus of another. The pinhole produces
the reference spherical wavefront, and the window transmits the test wavefront without
significant filtering.
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I1 [r]
I0 [r]
“Zero” level
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2Π - j[r]

∆(t)

Figure 2.10. Dependence of the intensity in a PSI fringe pattern on a phase shift. Note that all
three unknowns from equation (2.24) are encoded in this dependence. In PSI, the sinusoidal
signal of this type of dependence is sampled at several points, given by the phase shifts. To
calculate the phase difference Dj between two signals, the phase must be restored with the
help of a PSI algorithm. In heterodyne interferometry, the phase difference can be directly
sensed by measuring the time delay between two signals (for instance, by zero-crossing).
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Figure 2.11. A PSI arrangement of a Twyman-Green configuration and the induced phase
shift due to a mirror translation.
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In this configuration the amplitudes of both beams are almost equal, and thus attenuation of the test wavefronts by a neutral filter is not needed. Moreover, the beam
divisions allow the phase shift to be introduced, for instance by moving the diffraction
grating. Translation of the grating by one period produces a 2Π phase shift in the firstorder beam, while the phase of the zero-order beam does not change.
The advantages of the PSI configurations are mainly in the domain of phase extraction
from the interferogram (for more detailed information see section 2.3.1). PSI allows
the accuracy of the extracted phase to be increased, because the phase measurement
in the time domain can be performed more accurately; it does not require any special
configuration of the fringe pattern (closed or open), as the measurements are performed
in every pixel independently (local phase sensing); it is not sensitive to spatial variations
of intensity, detector sensitivity or fixed pattern noise, as all these, provided they are time
independent, can be included in terms I0 and and I1 . The influence of the time varying
noise signal is reduced statistically in PSI, by averaging the series of measurements. Thus
PSI has a greater repeatability than that of static recorded interferograms.
PSI can not be used to measure fast-changing, time-dependent events, or in applications where it is not possible to register multiple interferograms. Another drawback of
the PSI is in possible calibration errors of the actuators, which can increase the phase extraction error dramatically (see, for instance, Windecker and Tiziani, 1995). A slow drift
of one of the parameters, such as background intensity, for instance, affects the measurements based on multiple measurements. However, specially designed algorithms (Surrel,
1999) reduce this type of error.

2.2.6

Heterodyne and superheterodyne interferometers

Heterodyne interferometry is a particular type of PSI, with continuous linear dependence
of phase shifts on time. This type of phase shift can be produced by introducing an
optical frequency difference in the reference and test wavefronts:
Ur (r, t) = ar (r)ãä(jr (r)-2Π(Ν+DΝ)t)
Ut (r, t) = at (r)ãä(jt (r)-2ΠΝt) .

(2.25)
(2.26)

Then, similarly to (2.24), the resulting intensity in point r is a sinusoidal function on
time:
I(r, t) = I0 (r) + I1 (r) cosIj(r) + 2ΠDΝtM.
(2.27)
The advantage of heterodyne interferometry compared with other PSI methods lies in
the fact that DΝ is usually very large, and thus the same phase shift ∆ requires less time,
allowing dynamic measurements, such as distance measurement or turbulent flow measurement, to be performed. Also the continuous phase shift change makes it possible to
use a zero-crossing method of phase measurement by comparing the signal for every
point with a reference signal of the same frequency (see Fig. 2.10).
A frequency shift can be produced, for instance, by a moving diffraction grating,
which introduces a Doppler shift. An acousto-optic Bragg cell is able to create this type
of grating, with the usual range of operating frequencies in tens of MHz. In 1979 Massie,
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Figure 2.12. A phase-shifting version of the point-diffraction interferometer. The movable
grating separates the convergent wavefront into two beams and introduces phase shift. A
large window and a tiny pinhole in the opaque mask are placed in the foci of zero- and firstorder beams. The pinhole creates the reference wavefront, and the window transmits the test
wavefront almost unchanged.

Nelson, and Holly used a mechanical scanning system shown in Fig. 2.13 to obtain a
32´32 data array of phase differences which allows the OPD map of a deformable mirror
to be calculated with an accuracy greater than Λ/ 100, while contemporary “commercial
fringe interferometers claim a Λ/ 20 accuracy with a caveat of ‘good laboratory practice
required’”. Ishii (1991) presented a heterodyne interferometer using fibre optics and a
frequency modulated laser diode source. The wavelength in his setup was controlled by
the laser injection current and was changed to introduce the optical frequency difference
in two interferometer’s beams. Wang and Zeng (2005) proposed a double-grating frequency shifter which can be used for low-coherence heterodyne interferometry. Dubois
(2001) considered a non-linear (sinusoidal) time dependence of the phase modulation,
which is easier to create, for instance with a photoelastic birefringence modulator, while
maintaining almost the same accuracy.
The principle of heterodyne interferometry can be summarised as follows. The phase
term jr (r) in equation (2.25) which was carried by an optical frequency (» 1013 Hz)
is carried by the electronic signal (» 106 Hz), and is easier to measure. Use of two
Bragg cells driven at frequencies Ν1 and Ν2 allows an even lower carrier frequency to be
obtained, defined by Ν1 - Ν2 , in the range from zero to several MHz.
A superheterodyne interferometer described in Dändliker et al. (1988), or a multiplewavelength interferometer, superimposes two or more heterodyne fringe patterns created
from optical sources with two different wavelengths, say Λ1 and Λ2 , which do not interfere
(see Fig. 2.14). If the frequency differences introduced by AOMs are f1 and f2 , then the
photodetector receives a signal I(t) of the form
I(t) = a0 + a1 cos(2Π f1t + j1 ) + a2 cos(2Π f2t + j2 ),

(2.28)

where phase differences ji due to optical path difference L are given by
ji =

4ΠL
.
Λi

(2.29)
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(Twyman-Green interferometer)
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Figure 2.13. A heterodyne configuration supposed by Massie et al. (1979) represents the
Michelson and the Twyman-Green interferometers in series. The Michelson part uses two
Bragg cells (AOMs) tuned with 1 MHz frequency difference and a Λ/ 2 plate with a polarising
beam combiner to obtain two non-interfering frequency-shifted laser beams. The TwymanGreen uses expanded beam and two Λ/ 4 plates to obtain an interference heterodyne pattern,
which is mechanically scanned by a photodiode which is movable in directions x and z. The
signal is then compared with the reference signal, obtained from a fixed photodiode.

After amplitude demodulation (rectification and low-pass filtering), the result is
Idem (t) = a12 cos(2Π( f1 - f2 )t + (j1 - j2 )).

(2.30)

Here the optical path difference is contained in the phase term j = j1 -j2 , corresponding
Ä
Ä
to the synthetic wavelength L = Λ1 Λ2 / ÄÄÄΛ1 - Λ2 ÄÄÄ,
j=

4ΠL
,
L

(2.31)

which is carried by the superheterodyne frequency f = f1 - f2 . Introduced first as a
hologram-based method by Wyant (1971), two-wavelength interferometry was simplified by Polhemus (1973), who proposed multiplying intensity distribution only, rather
than both intensity and phase distribution as in two-wavelength holography. Thus the
positioning, thermal and resolution consideration become less critical. The advantage
of superheterodyne interferometry is in the artificial increase in the wavelength, which
is useful in situations where common or heterodyne interferometry result in too dense a
fringe pattern.
A similar approach is used in two-wavelength PSI, which offers improvements over
basic PSI, by increasing the measurable range without compromising the accuracy. By
subtracting two phase maps registered independently for two different wavelengths, an
equivalent synthetic phase corresponding to synthetic wavelength L is obtained. Due to
the larger wavelength, the conditions for the successful unwrapping procedure (see 2.3.2)
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Figure 2.14. Optical setup for two-wavelength superheterodyne interferometry according to
Dändliker et al. (1988). Two laser sources of different wavelengths Λ1 and Λ2 are followed by
a combination of polarisers (P), acousto-optical modulators (AOM), beam splitters (BS), and
polarising beam splitters (PBS) to illuminate a Michelson-type heterodyne interferometer.

are lower, and the synthetic phase can be unwrapped. The accuracy of the synthetic phase
is lower, and thus it is used only to assign fringe orders to the original phase maps.
Nowadays heterodyne techniques are considered to be a “golden standard” in surface
metrology (Whitehouse, 2002, Chapter 8) due to their high accuracy. A common path
arrangement with either two light wavelengths or two polarisations considerably reduces
the noise in the system, and is most often used in high-accuracy applications.

2.3

Interferometry-related problems and algorithms

As a result of any interferometric measurement, the physical quantity being measured
is represented as a phase distribution and encoded in a fringe pattern. The process of
extracting the phase distribution value from the interferogram is called phase demodulation and represents the subject of the interferogram analysis. This section covers two
main problems of interferogram analysis: phase retrieving and phase unwrapping. The
latter represents a subproblem of the former, as many phase demodulation algorithms
can provide phase values only wrapped modulo 2Π in the interval (-Π, Π]. Both problems are crucial to optical testing and are the subject of a large amount of scientific
literature. This section provides a short review of the phase retrieval and unwrapping algorithms described in literature, while the author’s contribution to the field is postponed
until chapter 3.
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Phase extraction

After digitisation, any interferogram can be described as
I[x] = a[x] + b[x] cos(j[x]) + n[x] = a[x](1 + Γ[x] cos(j[x]) + n[x],

(2.32)

where x = (x, y) denotes the position in the recorded image, and square brackets are
used to emphasise its discrete nature. Function a is called background illuminance, b the
modulation, Γ the fringe contrast or visibility and n is the noise in the recorded image (we
are not considering the noise introduced in the phase term here). Sometimes we will omit
the argument x or noise term n for simplicity. The task of a phase retrieval algorithm is
to find function j[x] for all image points x.
This task, although easy to formulate, is non-trivial. Even in the situations where the
noise term can be neglected, the equation (2.32) contains 3 unknowns to be found: a, b,
and j for every image point x, and thus additional information is needed. This can be a
priory knowledge on the wavefront shape, or an assumption about the independence of
a and b on position x. More often the additional information is provided either by considering the intensity in neighbouring image positions (or all over the interferogram) or
by registering multiple interferograms with a modified phase term. The former methods
form a class called global algorithms, and the latter local. The local methods are inherently more frequently used in phase shifting and heterodyne interferometry, due to the
changing phase in time. The global methods are often the only choice for dynamic measurements, when turbulence and vibration are present, or in applications where multiple
interferogram registration is not possible.
Global methods
Historically, fringe processing was done manually on a photographed interferogram. Using a densitometer or just the naked eye, the optician marked the brightest and the darkest
points in every fringe as crests of the cosine function, corresponding to kΠ, k Î Z, values
of the phase. The values in between were interpolated. The process is called OPD map
calculation, fringe counting or fringe tracking (for a “digital” version of the method, see
Tay et al., 2004).
Interferometry was revolutionized during 1950s as more and more electronic equipment appeared in the optical lab. Constant monitoring of changing fringe patterns with a
photodiode or CCD-arrays made new electronic techniques of direct phase measurement
and electronic phase counting possible (for an overview, see Hariharan, 2003, Chapter 6).
Heterodyne interferometry (section 2.2.6) is another example of an electronic technique
which replaces the measurements in the spatial domain with a measurement in a temporal
domain to obtain higher precision.
However, the traditional fringe-analysis techniques are still in use, mainly due to their
simplicity and because they do not require expensive and precise electronic equipment.
The advent of inexpensive but powerful desktop computers together with advances in
video camera technology have resulted in the development of a large number of so-called
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computer-aided fringe pattern analysis algorithms, which can be classified according to
the mathematical technique they use.
The Fourier transform method is one of the most popular (see, for instance, Kreis, 1986;
Macy, 1983; Takeda, 1987; Takeda et al., 1982). The algorithm performs a computation
in the frequency domain instead of the spatial domain, and needs a carrier frequency to
be introduced in the interferogram, so the phase contains a large tilt term, for instance in
x direction:
j[x] = Φ[x] + Ωx.
(2.33)
The tilt should be large enough to make j a monotonous function (this implies that the
interferogram should not contain closed fringes – a criterion often used in practice, see
Fig. 2.2). If the condition is fulfilled, then the interferogram can be written as:
I[x] = a[x] + b[x]ãäΩx+Φ[x] / 2 + b[x]ã-äΩx-Φ[x] / 2 = a[x] + c[x]ãäΩx + c̄[x]ã-äΩx , (2.34)
where
b[x]ãäΦ[x]
,
(2.35)
2
and bar ¯ denotes the complex conjugate. It is then possible to write in the frequency
domain (Νx , Νy ) by applying Fourier transform F:
c[x] =

F I = A[Νx , Νy ] + C[vx - Ω, Νy ] + C̄[vx + Ω, Νy ],

(2.36)

where A and C denote the frequency-domain representations of a and c,
A[Νx , Νy ] = F a[x],

C[Νx , Νy ] = F c[x].

Thus the Fourier image of the interferogram with a carrier represents a three-lobe function, with the spectrum of function c shifted by the distance Ω from the origin (see
Fig 2.15). Now, if only the one lobe corresponding to the C[Νx - Ω, Νy ] is separated
and the inverse Fourier transform F-1 is performed, this results in c[x]ãäΩx , and thus the
phase (with a carrier) modulo 2Π can be estimated as an argument of c[x]:
j[x] = Φ[x] + Ωx = arg c[x]ãäΩx .

(2.37)

In practice, the argument is found via the two-argument arctangent function arctan(x, y) =
arctan xy , which accounts for signs of x and y and returns values in the (-Π, Π] range.
Often, after separating, the lobe C[Νx - Ω, Νy ] is also transferred to the origin of the
frequency domain to obtain C[Νx , Νy ] and then the phase is estimated as
Φ[x] = arctan(Re F-1 C[Νx , Νy ], Im F-1 C[Νx , Νy ]).

(2.38)

It is clear that for this method to work accurately, the spectra of a and c should be
bounded i order to be separated by introducing the carrier. A modified Fourier transform method was proposed by Liu and Ronney (1997) to alleviate restrictions on slow
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Figure 2.15. Example of the interferogram with a linear carrier, its spectrum, the mask used
to separate the right lobe, and the restored phase.

variations of the phase term, provided that a reference interferogram with a slow-varying
phase is also registered. Also, the proper filter used for the separation of the lobe also can
increase the accuracy (see Malacara et al., 1998a, Chapter 8). This includes an additional
image-processing algorithm, which is usually computationally expensive. Kujawinska
and Wóciak (1991) proved the possibility of achieving the accuracy of Λ/ 100. In practice, however, very simple filtering similar to that shown in Fig. 2.15 can be used to obtain
rough results, especially in real-time applications. Section 3.2 provides an example of
the possible use of the Fourier phase retrieval algorithm in adaptive optics.
In a similar way to the Fourier method, the synchronous technique (Ichioka and Inuiya, 1972; Womack, 1984), the spatial phase-shifting technique (Mertz, 1983; Ransom
and Kokal, 1986; Servin and Cuevas, 1995), and the phase-locked loop technique (Servin
and Rodriguez-Vera, 1993; Servin et al., 1994) make use of a large tilt introduced in a
reference beam to obtain a carrier-frequency interferogram. The demand on the carrier
presence limits the applicability of these methods. A method based on coordinate transform (Ge et al., 2001) first converts interferogram with closed fringes to that with open
fringes, then uses the Fourier method to obtain the phase and then applies the invert
transform to obtain the initial phase distribution. This method is limited, however, only
to simple configurations of the fringe pattern, and/or requires human interaction to locate
the fringe loops’ centres.
It can be concluded (Kujawinska and Wóciak, 1991) that nowadays, with the development of high resolution image sensors and the implementation of pipeline processing,
the Fourier method seems to be the best choice for commercial systems of fringe pattern
analysis.
Phase tracking methods, as with other techniques that can retrieve the phase from a
single closed-fringe pattern without human interaction, use more sophisticated algorithms
and are therefore usually computationally expensive and relatively slow. A method based
on the regularised phase-tracking (RPT) system, described in Servin et al. (1997, 1999,
2001), uses the fact that slow changing a and b locally could be considered as constants, and the phase can be considered as a linear function of x (spatially monochromatic
fringe pattern). The algorithm uses a cost function related to (a) fidelity of the estimated
and observed irradiance and (b) smoothness of the modulated phase field. For example,
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in Servin et al. (1997, 2001), the cost function considers a neighbourhood of the pixel
under analysis to fit a plane. The plane is determined by using the gradient descent technique, which takes the partial derivatives of the cost function with reference local phase
and carrier frequency into consideration. Starting from a point r of the interferogram,
the method finds the local frequencies Ωx and Ωy which minimise the cost functions and
then moves to the neighbouring pixels.
One of the main advantages of the RPT-based algorithms is their robustness. By
adaptively approximating the phase distribution by a plane, the methods can detect the
phase of noisy closed-fringe patterns fully automatically. Moreover, the phase obtained is
already unwrapped, so no further unwrapping process is required. The main drawbacks
of this algorithm are its speed and inability to process discontinuous or fast-changing
phase distributions. It can easily fall on a local minimum due to the use of local gradients
in the case of interferograms generated by phase fields that contain many minima and/or
maxima. In a recent work, Servin et al. (2001) proposed the fringe-follower regularisation phase tracker technique (FFRPT), where a scanning strategy is used to avoid the last
drawback. A disadvantage of this is that a low-pass filtering and a binary threshold operation are required. These operations depend on the form of the particular fringe pattern
image. Additionally, the FFRPT could be affected by noise presence due to the local
consideration (taking a small neighbourhood) of fitting a plane to each central pixel in
the image.
The genetics algorithm, proposed by Cuevas et al. (2002), also uses a cost function to
determine the phase j[x] from a fringe pattern with a narrow bandwidth and/or noise,
but the phase is represented by a parametric global non-linear function instead of local
planes in each site x as in RPT methods. A genetic algorithm is used to fit the best nonlinear function to the phase from the full image. Thus the possibility of being trapped in
the local minimum and convergence problems of non-linear fitting is reduced. Another
advantage in comparison with regularisation techniques is that demodulation of a noisy
closed fringe pattern does not require either a low-pass filter or a binarising operator.
The drawbacks are (a) a model representation of the demodulated phase, (b) selection of
the optimal initial genetic parameters (such as population size, selection strategy, initial
search range coefficients, crossover and mutation probability) (c) low convergence speed
(about 5 minutes for demodulating 64 ´ 64 pixel fringe pattern on a Pentium IV-1.7 GHz
computer).
Fringe pattern normalisation -based methods (Quiroga and Servin, 2003; Quiroga et al.,
2001; Servin et al., 2003; Yu et al., 1986) use the process of filtering out the background,
the modulation, and the noise functions (a, b, and n) in the interferogram to obtain its
normalised version given by
IN [x] = cos j[x].
(2.39)
In envelope detection (Yu et al., 1986), the noise term n having been removed by filtering
in the spatial domain, the background a and the modulation b are found via interpolated
minimum and maximum intensity envelopes. Quadrature transform or Hilbert transform
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methods (Larkin et al., 2001; Quiroga and Servin, 2003; Quiroga et al., 2001; Servin
et al., 2003) use a local phase orientation to find a quadrature operator Q, such that
Q(b[x] cos j[x]] = -b[x] sin j[x].

(2.40)

If the background term is removed either by high-pass spatial filtering, or by subtracting
one interferogram from another, the quadrature operator allows the phase to be demodulated.
Other methods Ahmad et al. (2005) used an adaptive wavelet method to denoise the
interferogram with a carrier frequency. Next a quadrature transform based on a Hilbert
transform and a feedback loop are applied to produce the estimation of a phase. The
algorithm provides a continuous, unwrapped phase.
Local methods
The local methods restore the phase independently for every pixel by registering a set of
M interferograms Ii , corresponding to the same phase j:
Ii = ai + bi cos(j + ∆i ) + ni ,

i = 1, ¼, M,

(2.41)

where ∆i are introduced phase shifts, which are supposed to be known. Usually the
changes to ai and bi are negligible, and they are considered to be constant in time (that is
ai = a and bi = b). Thus, without considering the noise term ni , for every pixel there are
3 unknowns a, b, j, and M = 3 is the minimum number of interferograms for solving the
system. For instance, the following identity:
(I1 - I2 ) cos(Φ + ∆3 ) + (I3 - I2 ) cos(Φ + ∆1 ) + (I1 - I3 ) cos(Φ + ∆2 ) = 0
can be used to find the phase in general form expressed via ∆i , as
tan j =

(I3 - I2 ) cos ∆1 + (I1 - I3 ) cos ∆2 + (I2 - I1 ) cos ∆3
.
(I3 - I2 ) sin ∆1 + (I1 - I3 ) sin ∆2 + (I2 - I1 ) sin ∆3

(2.42)

For example, for phase shifts evenly distributed over a period ∆1 = 0, ∆2 = 2Π/ 3, and
∆3 = 4Π/ 3, the formula is as follows
0
3(I3 - I2 )
tan j =
.
(2.43)
2I1 - I2 - I3
For M > 3 one can either choose series of 3 interferograms and average the obtained
results or to use all M frames in one formula as for instance in a “4 bins” algorithm with
phase shifts ∆i = (i - 1)Π/ 4, i = 1, 4M:
tan j =

M
ÚM
i=1 I4i - Úi=1 I4i-2
.
M
ÚM
i=1 I4i-3 - Úi=1 I4i-1

(2.44)
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A large number of algorithms using various number of samples and values of phase
shifts are described in literature (for a very detailed review see Malacara et al., 1998a,
Chapter 6). Each method is designed to cope with the appearance of one or more systematic errors in the PSI, namely:
• background variation,
• non-sinusoidal form of a signal, e.g. due to non-linear camera response,
• phase shifts miscalibration, and
• mechanical vibrations.
Surrel (1999) has considered several methods of designing customised algorithms:
the Fourier transform method, the characteristic polynomial method, the data-averaging/datawindowing method, and the recursion method, and has shown their equivalence. From
a practical point of view, the method of characteristic polynomials (CP) seems to be the
simplest to use.
In the design of customised phase extraction methods, the signal is represented by a
periodic function on phase j and is written as
I(j) = aI1 + Γs(j)M.

(2.45)

Here, function s(j) is a cosine in the simplest case, but may also contain other harmonics.
In the absence of phase shifts miscalibration, any phase calculation formula using N
samples Ik , k = 1, ¼, N with phase shifts k∆,
Ik = I(j + k∆),
can be written as
j̃ = arctan

ÚN-1
k=0 bk Ik
.
ÚN-1
k=0 ak Ik

(2.46)

(2.47)

This equation can be rewritten as the constatation of an argument of a linear combination
S(j) with complex coefficients ck = ak + äbk :
N-1

j̃ = arg â ck Ik .

(2.48)

k=0

For Γ(j) is a periodic function with a period 2Π, the intensity signal I and the sum S can
be expanded in a Fourier series:
+¥

I(j) = â Αm ãämj ,

(2.49)

m=-¥
+¥

S(j) = â sm ãämj .
m=-¥

(2.50)
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For phase j̃ given by the algorithm (2.48) to be exact, all coefficients sm should be zero
except for s1 . This is not possible for a finite M, however, and thus the phase detection
algorithms should at least cancel coefficients corresponding to large terms in (2.49), for
instance bias Α0 and Α-1 .
The expressions for sm in terms of Αm can be obtained by substituting (2.49) into the
definition of S:
N-1

N-1

+¥

N-1

+¥

S(j) = â ck Ik = â ck â Αm ãäm(j+k∆) = â Αm ãämj â ck ãämk∆ ,
k=0

k=0

m=-¥

m=-¥

(2.51)

k=0

and thus
N-1

N-1
k

sm = Αm â ck ãämk∆ = Αm â ck I(ãä∆ )m M .
k=0

(2.52)

k=0

k
Surrel calls the polynomial P(x) = ÚM-1
k=0 ck x a characteristic polynomial related to the
algorithm (2.48), and notes that sm = 0 implies

P(Ζ m ) = 0

(2.53)

for Ζ = ãä∆ . Thus the factorisation of P(x) contains x - Ζ m for every removed harmonics m. This allows algorithms insensitive to chosen M - 1 harmonics to be constructed. Moreover, the number of cancelled harmonics can be increased by using matching
powers of Ζ for different ms, e.g. for ∆ = Π/ 5, ∆3 = ∆-2 . Considering the derivatives of
the CP, one can also adjust the algorithm to non-linear miscalibrations of the phase shifts
and bias modulations (see Surrel, 1996).
Self-calibrating PSI In the methods described the phase shifts are supposed to be known
and equal, up to miscalibration error. There is a class of methods referred to as selfcalibrating techniques, that do not require a priori knowledge of the phase shifts. Initially,
these methods have been developed to deal with linear and non-linear piston-shift errors
and tilt-shift errors. Lai and Yatagai (1991) directly calculate phase shifts from additional
linear fringes due to an additional tilted reference mirror moved together with the test
object. In the methods suggested by Okada et al. (1991) and by Kong and Kim (1995),
the phase distribution and phase shifts are calculated alternatively by iteration of the leastsquare algorithm. Chen et al. (2000a) have presented a modified method which uses
the first-order Taylor series expansion of the phase shifting errors also to compensate
for the phase error caused by tilt-shift errors. Dobroiu et al. (2002) cancel the effects
of both phase shift errors and the presence of tilts by calculating average phase shifts
for sufficiently small blocks of the interferogram space, so that the phase shifts inside
every block can be assumed to be constant. Based on a contrast-level map, the algorithm
iteratively adjusts the phase shifts and tilts.
There are also algorithms using both global and local techniques (semi-spatial methods Chen et al., 2000b; Larkin, 2001; Larkin et al., 2001; Windecker and Tiziani, 1995).
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Section 3.1 presents the algorithm developed by the author, which uses spatial information contained in interferogram differences to obtain values of phase shifts for every
pixel.
Note that any local algorithm, as it considers the phase only in a separate point of the
detection plane, returns the phase only in the interval (-Π, Π]. To obtain an absolute, not
modulo 2Π, value of the phase, corresponding to the absolute OPD, additional information should be used. This additional information can also be provided locally, e.g. by
measuring the phase at another wavelength, as in multiple-wavelength interferometry, or
globally, by tracking the phase change over the interferogram region. In the last case the
phase is obtained up to a constant additive term.

2.3.2

Phase unwrapping

As has been shown in the previous section, the extracted phase usually lies only in an
interval (-Π, Π]. (The case of the phase in [0, Π] we consider to be phase retrieving problem). The phase value are therefore only known modulo 2Π and are said to be wrapped.
The wrapped phase features a saw-tooth shape (see Fig. 2.16) and can significantly differ from the phase being measured. Thus a problem of unwrapping the phase occurs in
numerous fields of interferometry, including moiré interferometry, speckle pattern interferometry, phase shift interferometry, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging, and digital
holographic interferometry (according to Ghiglia and Pritt, 1998).
It is often thought that phase is obtained wrapped as a result of the phase extraction
algorithm, as there are algorithms that are able to extract the phase unwrapped. However,
in all these methods the phase (sometimes implicitly) is restored according to a model
which assumes an unwrapped phase.
In fact, the wrapping of the phase is a result of the observation process, as the phase
term is modulated by the cosine function, unsensitive to the sign of its argument and the
integer multiple of 2Π added to it. The wrapped phase, as shown in Fig. 2.16 and 2.17,
is just one of the possible phase distributions that can produce the same interferogram.
Additional requirements on the phase and/or its derivative made the problem less “illposed”. In fact, in the (unreal) case of unwrapping a phase in analogue, non-sampled
form, it is simply a question of removing any 2Π jumps at any point of discontinuity, and
changing the sign of the phase at points of the phase derivative discontinuity.
In practice, only a sampled phase is known, which leads to additional problems. It is
no longer possible to use a notion of discontinuity and instead other criteria have to be
applied to find out whether a 2Π phase jump is real or an artefact due to wrapping. To
distinguish between these two cases a natural limitation on allowed phase changes from
pixel to pixel should be imposed. Usually, the phase change between two neighbouring
samples is postulated to be less than Π, thus any phase jumps greater than Π is due to the
phase wrapping, and 2Π or -2Π should be added to restore the “original” value (see the
Fig. 2.18).
This natural conditioning can also be explained using the well-known Nyquist criterion. Indeed, as we in fact sample cos(j), the Nyquist condition demands that for the
adequate, non-aliasing sampling of the cosine wave in N points at distance D, the spec-
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Figure 2.16. One-dimensional example of a phase j, cosine of the phase, and wrapped phase
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Real phase j
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2Πk+j
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j-2kΠ
Possible phase
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Figure 2.17. The grid formed by lines ±j + 2Πk. Any phase distribution composed piecewise
from these curves will produce the same interferogram. Conditions imposed on the smoothness of the phase reduce the uncertainty of the problem.
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Unwrapped phase
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Figure 2.18. In case of a sampled wrapped phase, the phase can be restored by the application of Itoh’s lemma, if the Nyquist condition is fulfilled. The unwrapping by Itoh’s algorithm
is equivalent to moving from point to point along the x axis in a grid produced by Wj[x]+2Πk
values, and on each occasion choosing the closest point.
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Figure 2.19. If the Nyquist condition is not fulfilled, the restored phase shows spurious 2Πk
jumps.

trum of the cos(j) should be limited by the Nyquist frequency N/D2 from above. This, in
turn, means that there should be no harmonics in a spectrum able to travel further then
from extremum to extremum while changing from pixel to pixel, i.e. the distance from
pixel to pixel should be less than the minimum distance from the white fringe to the black
fringe. This implies that j varies less than Π from pixel to pixel.
The algorithm described was simplified by Itoh in his frequently cited article of less
than one page in length (Itoh, 1982). He noticed that, provided that the phase jumps are
not greater than Π,
ÄÄ ÄÄ
(2.54)
ÄÄDjÄÄ £ Π,
the algorithm should not check at every point to determine whether there was a spurious
or a real phase jump, but should simply establish the real phase jumps at every point at
once. If the wrapping operation is denoted as W, where
Wj = j + 2Πk,

k Î Z, such that - Π < Wj £ Π,

(2.55)

and if Dx denotes forward finite difference,
Dx f = f [x + 1] - f [x],

(2.56)

Dx j = WDx Wj.

(2.57)

then it is true that
Indeed, the expression on the right side is equal to
W(j[x + 1] + 2k[x + 1]Π - j[x] + 2k[x]Π) = W(Dx j + 2ΠDx k) = Dx j + 2kΠ,
where k is chosen so that the right side is in (-Π, Π]. But as the left hand side lies in the
same interval, k is just zero, and (2.57) is proved. We will refer to identity (2.57) as Itoh’s
lemma.
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As long as the real phase jumps are known, in a one-dimensional case the phase can
always be restored by integrating (i.e. summation). If the Nyquist condition was not
fulfilled at some points due to the noise or errors during registration of the interferogram,
the unwrapped phase can contain spurious jumps, but may still be piecewise correct. The
problem of unwrapping is solved in the sense that the phase obtained represents one of
the possible phase distributions resulting in the same interferogram shown in Fig. 2.17,
and the phase change from pixel to pixel is less than Π. This is not the case in two
dimensions, however.
In the two-dimensional case of the smooth initial phase the problem of phase unwrapping is usually formalised as follows. Given a distribution of wrapped phase Φ = Wj[x],
which can contain phase changes greater than Π, an integer distribution k[x] must be
found such that j = Φ[x] + 2Πk[x] does not contain phase jumps greater that Π. The
simplest algorithm is a 2D-version of Itoh’s linear algorithm, applied first to every row
and then to one column to obtain continuous phase distribution (Takeda et al., 1982).
The algorithm can be applied in the absence of any noise, complex border shape or undersampling. In this situation the phase jumps greater than Π are considered to be wrapping artefacts, and are to be removed from the unwrapped phase. Of course, if the initial
phase distribution is not continuous and contains abrupt phase changes, some larger phase
jumps should be allowed. In such cases the problem becomes far more complicated and
some heuristic algorithms based on an initial guess about permitted discontinuity should
be used.
In both cases, with and without abrupt phase changes, the notion of residues located
in the wrapped phase plays an important role. In two dimensions, instead of one value of
a phase change in every sampling point, there are two, for x and y coordinates. Thus a
vector field g = (WDx Φ, WDy Φ) is obtained. Using Itoh’s lemma, for a noise-free continuous phase with proper sampling, the wrapped version of this field equals the gradient
of the scalar field of phase values:
g = Ñj,
and the phase can be obtained by integrating this field. In practice (see Fig. 2.20), the
field g calculated with Itoh’s lemma can contain a solenoidal component, which makes
the integration path-dependent and inconsistent. Please note that the problem is not that
noise spoiled the unwrapped phase, but in fact that the noise presence made unwrapping
impossible, if the phase j is continuous. The field k[x] does not exist for this wrapped
phase distribution, because the previously non-existent solenoidal component appears
in g, making it inconsistent. Residues are the points of this inconsistence; they can be
located by calculating an integral of g by the small contour of four adjacent points:
gx [x, y] + gy [x + 1, y] - gx [x + 1, y + 1] - gy [x, y + 1].
For a gradient field this sum is always zero, and for solenoidal fields it becomes ±2Πk, if
taken around the positive or negative residue of the k-th order. The residues can appear
in continuous phase due to noise or undersampling, or due to abrupt changes in the initial
phase.
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Figure 2.20. An interferogram registered with 4 faulty pixels, extracted wrapped phase,
residues map, phase unwrapped by L2 -algorithm, an error map and 3D plot. Note the spread
of the global error in the unwrapped phase from the local errors.

Because the phase unwrapping problem appears in many areas of interferometry, the
literature on this subject is quite extensive. Articles up to 1997 have been summarised in
a book by Ghiglia and Pritt (1998). I will follow this reference source to give an overview
of the topic and add a brief overview of the methods published after 1997.
There are several approaches to solving the phase unwrapping problem. Most of
them consist of two steps: (a) obtaining an estimate of the true phase slopes s and (b)
integration of the field s. Based on the second step, the methods can be divided into
local and global methods. In local, or path-dependent methods, the unwrapped value of
j in a point x is calculated by integrating the field s (maybe inconsistent) along a path
connecting the point x and a fixed point x0 . In global, path-independent methods, the
field s is guaranteed to be consistent, that is s = Ñja with ja dependent on g and the algorithm, and the integration is performed globally. Fornaro et al. (1997) compared global
and local techniques using a Green-function approach and proved that both methods are
based on line integration of the phase gradient estimate g. In the local case the result
of integration is either right or wrong, depending on the choice of the integration path,
whereas the global methods provide the values obtained by averaging results obtained
along all possible paths.
For the estimation of the field s, the field g can be used only if it does not contain
residues. For noisy interferograms, a lot of residues can be eliminated by averaging or
using another type of filtering. The filtering of the wrapped data should be performed
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in a cyclic domain (usually the complex field ãäΦ is filtered). Quality maps, based on
pseudocorrelations, phase derivative variance, and the maximum phase gradient of the
wrapped phase field can be built to indicate the “goodness” of the data. The quality maps
are used as weights in filtering or in global integration techniques, or to guide the pathdependent methods. Masks, the thresholded versions of the quality maps, can be used to
prevent filters mixing data from different regions in the neighbourhood of abrupt phase
change.
Minimum norm methods In global algorithms, the field s is usually chosen to be the
closest to g from all integrable fields in a given norm:
||s - g|| ® min .

(2.58)

These methods are referred as “minimum norm” (Ghiglia and Pritt, 1998, Chapter 5),
and the least-squares method is the most often used, with an L2 norm. In this case the
unwrapped phase can be found as a solution of the Poisson equation by iterative or Fourier transform-based methods. This method, however, is seldom suitable because of its
smoothing behaviour in regions of fast changing phase. In practice, the weighted leastsquares method is often used in order to isolate regions of low SNR, accommodate the
residues or to impose other a priori knowledge on the desired solution. Although the
weighted least-squares algorithm is robust and effective in the presence of noise, it has
several limitations related to the prior knowledge on the initial phase or additional processing of the wrapped phase to assign the appropriate weights that will yield the correct
unwrapping. L p -norm methods were introduced to overcome the requirement for prior
specification of weights, but these are much more computationally expensive. Both L2
and L p norm methods provide a smoothed, averaged phase.
Branch-cut methods The branch-cut approach, summarised in (Ghiglia and Pritt, 1998,
Chapter 4), uses the unchanged, inconsistent gradient field g, and makes it path-independent
integrable by making “cuts” in the interferogram between residues of opposite polarity
and preventing unwrapping paths from crossing any of the cuts. As this can be done in
many ways (N! for N pair of residues), the algorithm looks for branch cut configuration
which minimises the total error. This is the main disadvantage of the algorithm in the
case of noisy interferograms with a significant density of residues.
Quality-driven methods Quiroga and Bernabeu (1994) proposed an algorithm able to
deal with a large amount of noise-introduced residues. Instead of branch cuts, the unwrapping paths are chosen to avoid the large local gradient variations.
Filter techniques Chyou et al. (2004) proposed a computationally effective algorithm
based on a multichannel least-mean-square approach. The algorithm scans the interferogram region by a block k ´l and uses an adaptive filter of length kl to predict values in the
next k pixels. The error function is calculated as the difference between predicted and actual values and used to modify the filter value. The unwrapping is performed by adding
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±2Π to the error function if its absolute value is greater than a chosen threshold. The
method increases the signal-to-noise ratio, but it is impossible to estimate the accuracy
of the restored phase.
Statistical methods obtain additional information from the wrapped phase or the interferogram. Chen and Zebker (2001) proposed an unwrapping method based on other
observable quantities such as wrapped phase, image intensity, and interferogram coherence. The properly unwrapped phase should maximise the statistical cost function, the
so-called a posteriori probability. Gao and Liu (2002) used a similar approach, based
only on the statistics of the wrapped phase to determine the thresholds for the selfcalibration algorithm which removes distortions and corrects corrupted phases. Their
method requires several iterations, however, to improve the accuracy of the phase unwrapping. The Bayesian approach (Dias and Leitão, 2001; Marroquin et al., 1995) uses
Markov random fields to build the cost function. This approach also permits the integration of information from fringe patterns of two different frequencies, so that the fine
structure is recovered from the high-frequency pattern and the approximate global shape
(i.e. the size of the discontinuities) is obtained from the low-frequency image.
Other methods Charette and Hunter (1996) use an interesting approach to unwrapping
the phase without true discontinuities based on 4 steps: (1) approximating the wrapped
phase in squares n ´ n with a plane; (2) calculating the variance of the wrapped phase in
each square (3) choosing regions with low variance (4) enlarging them until they touch.
This gives regions with a different constant index k[x].

2.3.3

Concluding remarks on phase unwrapping

To summarise, phase unwrapping appears to be an ill-posed problem, which reduces
the accuracy of interferometric measurements and increases the time needed for fringe
analysis. In applications aiming at high levels of accuracy, any phase unwrapping procedure should be avoided, and thus methods providing unwrapped phase values, such
as multiple wavelength interferometry, are the only possible solution. Lengthy phase
unwrapping procedure should be also avoided in high-speed applications, such as adaptive optics (AO), where multiple wavelength methods are not applicable, and thus either
non-interferometric wavefront sensing should be used in AO, or faster methods of interferogram analysis. The following section describes the Hartman(-Shack) wavefront
sensor commonly used in AO , while section 3.2 describes the author’s contribution to
the fast phase unwrapping problem.

2.4

Measurements with Hartmann wavefront sensors

Hartmann and Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensors represent another class of devices for
the measurement of the wavefront profile, which is suitable beyond coherent and monochromatic light. These sensors are very often used in adaptive optics, but also find
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an application in the field of metrology (see, for instance, Koch et al., 2000; Mercère
et al., 2003). Although regarded as a qualitative instrument when used in optical shop
tests (Ghozeil, 1992), the sensor can be used for accurate measurements. Koch et al.
(2000) performed an experimental comparison of a Hartmann-Shack sensor and a phase
shifting interferometer and concluded that Hartmann-Shack sensors could even replace
PSI for many applications, especially for large-optics metrology. This section reviews
the operating principle of the sensor and outlines its pros and cons as opposed to interferometry. It also provides a background for the author’s contribution, described in
section 3.3, on the analysis of the error of the modal wavefront reconstruction based on
the Hartmann test with various geometries of sampling masks.

2.4.1

Hartmann sensor operation principle

Hartmann and Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensors make use of the fundamental optical
law that light propagates in the direction of the normal vector to the wavefront (Ghozeil,
1992; Tyson, 1998). Thus, if we mask the whole wavefront and let it go only through
a small hole in a mask, called a subaperture, then a line connecting the centre of the
subaperture and the centre of the light spot on the detection screen can be used to estimate
a ray direction, or the normal to the wavefront, at the point where it exits the subaperture
(see Figure 2.21). Sampling the wavefront through an array of subapertures allows the
wavefront normal to be estimated at multiple points. The Hartmann-Shack sensor uses
microlenses instead of subapertures, and a detection screen placed in their focal plane.
This corresponds to the detection plane of the Hartmann sensor placed at infinity; Primot
(2003) proposed considering the regular microlens array of a Hartmann-Shack sensor as
a grating interferometer, and demonstrated the necessity for a new algorithm to extract
the local slope values from the Hartmanngram.
The result of the Hartmann(-Shack) test is similar to that of a lateral shearing interferometer (Section 2.2.2), namely the sampled and averaged local tilt values. Compared
with interferometric tools, the Hartmann(-Shack) sensor has the following features:
coherence of light is not important: indeed, although the wavefront is a surface of equal
phase, the HS sensor does not use an interferometric pattern, and thus is independent of coherence (in other words – incoherent light represents a piecewise smooth
function, which has almost everywhere the same gradient as that of a smooth function representing coherent light);
monochromatic light is not important as the white (or any broadband) light can be
represented as a sum (integral) of monochromatic waves with the same wavefront.
Or we can say, the wavefront normal considered to be wavelength-independent for
white light. (There are cases where this assumption is not true, as for instance, for
refracted light);
HS data contains intensity information as well as phase information, so the Hartmann
sensor can be used for measurements of non-uniform intensity distributed wavefronts, which are hard to measure with an interferometer;
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Figure 2.21. The operating principle of Hartmann sensor. The analysed wavefront W (x, y) is
sampled through a Hartmann mask; this produces a pattern of light spots in the observation
plane. The displacement of the spots (Dx, Dy) is proportional to the local gradient of the
wavefront ÑW sampled in the subaperture centre. The separation distance Dz between the
mask and the detection plane determines the sensitivity of the sensor. This distance should
not exceed the maximum value Dzmax , when the crosstalk of spots occurs.

HS sensor has a lower dynamic diapason than interferogram-based methods, because
as shown in the Figure 2.21, if the normal changes too fast with the position, HS
should provide method for discerning one spot from another; within the limits of
this diapason, any kind of optics, focusing or otherwise, can be measured;
the interferogram contains more information about the wavefront if we use the same
detector resolution. In HS sensing, the wavefront is always represented as a model,
i.e. a linear combination of predefined functions, and the same is true also for interferometric methods. Even in a case where no explicit model in a phase retrieving
algorithm is present, the finite resolution of the recorded interferogram (represented as a bitmap image) leads to the finite resolution of the retrieved phase, so the
phase is represented as a weighted sum of finite number one-pixel characteristic
functions. Thus the potential number of model terms is the number of pixel in the
detector. For the HS sensor the number of terms in the model should be less than
twice the number of subapertures, which is usually less than the number of pixels;
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long exposition time is possible, so that the Hartmann sensor can be used both for sensing aberration due to atmospheric turbulence and for averaging it. Indeed, a long
exposition time averages the spots and thus averages out aberrations that are fastchanging over time. This makes the HS-sensor desirable for optical shop testing.
On the other hand, a short exposition time (shorter than the mean time of aberration changes) allows to the sensor to be used in applications where fast-changing
aberration need to be measured and understood, for instance, in adaptive optics. In
interferogram-based methods long exposure times usually lead to lowered contrast
in the interferogram, and wavefront information is lost; in heterodyne interferometry long time averaging results in a completely gray interferogram;
HS are compact, inexpensive, and easy to set-up and use.
The advantages of the Hartmann(-Shack) sensor make it very useful in applications
where no coherent light is available. However, there is the usual tradeoff between data
quantity and speed. Traditionally HS sensors were considered in optical-shop testing
to provide fast quantitative, not qualitative measurement, according to Ghozeil (1992).
One of the main reasons for this is that to make HS more accurate, more subapertures
are needed and these must therefore be smaller. But, at certain level, diffraction patterns
generated by subapertures could seriously affect the positions of the centres of the light
spots on the detecting screen. To deal with the effect, the optician may want either to
use the grating-interferometer theory of the HS sensor developed by Primot (2003), or
to decrease the wavelength of the light. For instance, Mercère et al. (2003) described a
measurement of EUVL optics with a Hartmann sensor. The authors used a EUV light
source with Λ = 13.4nm and claimed to have archived accuracy of ΛEUV / 120, i.e. about
1 Å. However, they do not describe which statistical model of the sensed wavefront they
use, and hence, as will be shown in section 3.3, no statement about the accuracy of the
measurement should be made.
The problem of the accuracy of wavefront reconstruction with an HS test has been
addressed in many publications (Carmon and Ribak, 2003; Dai, 1994, 1995, 1996; Freischlad and Koliopoulos, 1986; Fried, 1977; Hunt, 1979; Lane and Tallon, 1992; Poyneer
and Véran, 2005; Roggemann, 1992; Roggemann and Schulz, 1998; Southwell, 1980;
Talmi and Ribak, 2004; Zou and Zhang, 2000). Two general approaches can be distinguished: modal and zonal. Zonal algorithms (Freischlad and Koliopoulos, 1986; Fried,
1977; Hunt, 1979; Southwell, 1980; Zou and Zhang, 2000) build a discrete phase field
with finite differences closest to the measured slopes in the least-square sense. The phase
data in between the measured points are interpolated. Modal algorithms (Herrmann,
1981; Roggemann, 1992; Southwell, 1980) approximate the wavefront’s phase by a linear combination of a number of aperture functions, or modes. According to Southwell
(1980), the modal approach is superior to zonal estimation in terms of error propagation
and is computationally easier and faster.
In adaptive optics, modal algorithms are commonly used, with different choices of
decomposition modes and methods. Zernike polynomials are often chosen as the decomposition basis due to their connection to classical aberrations; Karhunen-Loève functions
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or their pseudo-analytical analogues (Dai, 1995) present an optimal basis for compensation of atmospheric turbulence; exponential functions are suitable for direct demodulations of Hartmanngrams (Carmon and Ribak, 2003; Poyneer and Véran, 2005); influence
functions of the adaptive element are used in all cases when aberrations should be corrected.
The error of modal wavefront reconstruction has been analysed by a number of authors (Dai, 1994, 1996; Herrmann, 1981; Roggemann, 1992; Roggemann and Schulz,
1998). Herrmann (1981) introduced the basis gradient matrix and used it to describe
cross-coupling and aliasing effects; Roggemann (1992) proposed using the minimumvariance reconstruction algorithm instead of standard least-square minimisation, which
makes no use of the wavefront’s aberration statistics; Dai (1994, 1996) developed a clear
theory to analyse the total modal reconstruction error and applied it to define the optimal
number of decomposition modes for various sensor configurations.
In the following chapter, in section 3.3, we address the modal reconstruction error in
more detail.

2.4.2

Wavefront-sensing systems based on the Hartmann-Shack principle

As was mentioned in the previous section, some applications, such as adaptive optics
for instance, need fast qualitative measurements of the wavefront where there is a lack
of coherent source. The Hartmann sensor is often regarded as the de facto standard
for wavefront sensing in adaptive optics. Commercially available systems consist of a
Hartmann mask or microlens array in front of a CCD-camera and software for capturing
the image and restoring the wavefront from Hartmanngrams. The software first finds the
spots’ centres, calculates relative displacement and then restores the wavefront based on
an accepted model.
A new, “smart” Hartmann wavefront sensor has appeared recently (see de Lima Monteiro and Nirmaier, 2005 and de Lima Monteiro, 2002 for an extended overview). The
sensor calculates the spot displacement, comparing the photocurrents of quarters of every
pixel (quad-cells) and allows the wavefront restoration to be speeded up. Some systems
(such as those described in Nirmaier et al., 2005) also perform modal wavefront reconstruction from the measurements. Such systems, acting as a “black box”, require few
external components, and due to their integrated design usually have superior performance. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss in detail the possibility of creating an integrated sensor of
this type for heterodyne interferometry.

2.5

Summary

Interferometry uses the wave nature of the light with the light wavelength as the scale
of the measurements. By overlapping the test wavefront, whose shape is related to to
the quantity being measured, with the reference wavefront with a known shape, e.g. a
plane or spherical wavefront, an interferogram is obtained. An interferogram represents
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a cosine-modulated optical path difference distribution. As the latter depends on the refractive coefficient of the media, which, in turn, can depend on various fast-changing
conditions, such as temperature gradients, the interferometers with a common path for
both interfering wavefronts provide greater accuracy. Heterodyne and PSI arrangements
allow the accuracy of the extracted phase from the interferogram to be increased, and are
the most commonly used methods in surface metrology and other static measurements.
The effect of dynamic events can be eliminated by the averaging of multiple measurements. Two-wavelength PSI increases the range of measurements and eliminates the
ill-posed problem of phase unwrapping.
Hartmann(-Shack) test does not use the interference principle; instead, it estimates
the local slopes of the wavefront by measuring the displacement of focal spots produced
by the mask or lenslet array in the detection plane. The sensor alleviates demands related to the coherence of the light source, air turbulence and mechanical stability, but
is not usually considered to be an instrument for precise measurements because of the
decreased spatial resolution and strong dependence of the error of modal phase reconstruction on the mask geometry, reconstruction algorithm, and wavefront statistics.

2.6

Conclusions

We can outline the following important research topics in the fields of accurate optical
testing and/or wavefront sensing:
• new exact algorithms for phase retrieval and unwrapping,
• fast algorithms for phase retrieval and unwrapping,
• minimisation of the error of modal wavefront reconstruction by optimising the
Hartmann mask geometry.
Another topic to be added to this list is related to the hardware implementation of
the described algorithms. While most contemporary configurations use standard CCD
or CMOS cameras for interferogram registering, there is an emerging interest in custom
phase sensors for high-accuracy or real-time applications. These sensors should provide
complete or partial signal processing before its conversion to digital format. This should
reduce the influence of analogue-to-digital conversions error, decrease the demands on
computing power, and increase the speed of phase calculation. Another reason for developing a custom camera for interferometry can be related to specific application demands,
such as the size and pitch of the pixels, light wavelength and intensity, etc.

Chapter

3

New algorithms for optical
metrology
In the previous chapter, a number of problems related to the optical-shop measurements
were mentioned. For interferometry, these are the problems of phase retrieval and phase
unwrapping, and optimal mask geometry for the Hartmann or Hartmann-Shack tests. The
constant need for either more accurate or faster algorithms generates a vivid interest in
this topic. This chapter contains my original contribution to this field and presents the
following topics:
• phase retrieval,
• phase unwrapping,
• optimisation of the Hartmann screen.

3.1

Phase extraction from three and more interferograms registered with different unknown wavefront tilts

The information about a physical quantity being measured interferometrically is contained in the phase term Φ of the fringe pattern described by (2.32). The goal of fringe
analysis (see Section 2.3.1) consists in extracting this phase term. Many widely used
phase shifting methods are based on the phase detection of a sinusoidal signal and use at
least three phase-shifted interferograms (see section 2.3.1 on page 29). The phase shifts,
however, should be controlled with high accuracy. Any error in linearity of an actuator
response can introduce an error into the calculated phase. A number of methods referred
to as self-calibrating techniques has been developed to deal with linear and non-linear
piston-shift errors and tilt-shift errors (see section 2.3.1 on page 31 for an overview).
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Another popular approach is based on a spatial analysis of the interferogram, e.g.
with the discrete Fourier transform, described in section 2.3.1 on page 25. This method
needs only one interferogram but works well only when the interferogram has a narrow
bandwidth, a high-frequency carrier and a low noise level. The method cannot be used
if the interferogram contains closed fringes, though different improvements have been
proposed to overcome this obstacle (Ge et al., 2001). Goldberg and Bokor (2001) have
proposed using the Fourier transform method together with phase-shifting to determine
unknown phase-step increments. The spatial analysis of the interferograms allows the
phase steps to be found deterministically, not iteratively, without any a priori information; while time-domain-based phase shifting provides ease of implementation. Both
phase shifting and Fourier transform-based methods calculate the phase wrapped in the
interval (-Π, Π]. Some methods – such as the local phase-tracking technique and genetic algorithms (Cuevas et al., 2002; Servin et al., 2003; Yu and Cha, 1998) – return
unwrapped phase values, but these are computationally expensive.
This section presents a new algorithm which allows the phase to be reconstructed
from three interferograms registered with three different, arbitrary, unknown wavefront
tilts. Unlike the methods described in Chen et al. (2000a); Dobroiu et al. (2002), the tilts
are purposely introduced, and do not represent a phase shifter error. On the contrary, the
phase shifts are introduced in every interferogram point due to the tilts. The magnitude
of the tilts is larger than in the tilt-eliminating methods of Chen et al. (2000a); Dobroiu
et al. (2002) (several fringes per interferogram space), but not as large as in FFT-based
methods (for instance, Goldberg and Bokor, 2001). Our method uses both the spatial
analysis of the interferogram and the phase shifting. This makes it possible to alleviate
the restrictions common for spatial- or time-domain-only methods related to the bandwidth, carrier frequency, noise level, background illumination and intensity variation,
and, moreover, accuracy of the phase shifts. In fact, introduced phase shifts are calculated by the algorithm and thus need not be known a priori. The only requirement for
these is that they change linearly over the detector region. Spatial analysis of two interferograms with this type of phase difference will detect its parameters, and then a general
phase shifting algorithm can be used to retrieve the phase.

3.1.1

The algorithm

The method starts by recording three interferograms, I0 , I1 , I2 , which differ from each
other only by a small linear term in the phase
Ii [x] = a + b cos(Φi [x]) , i = 0, 1, 2,
Φ1 [x] = Φ0 [x] + Τ1 [x] + Σ1 ,
Φ2 [x] = Φ0 [x] + Τ2 [x] + Σ2 ,

(3.1a)
(3.1b)
(3.1c)

where Τi [x] = ti × x are the tilt terms and Σi the phase shifts. The interferograms can
be obtained by, for instance, tilting the reference mirror in the interferometer by a small
random angle. Again, we assume that a and b can be considered the same for all three
interferograms.
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For every pixel with the coordinates x, we have three equations (3.1), and we have
five unknowns to find: a, b, Φ0 , ∆1 = Τ1 +Σ1 , ∆2 = Τ2 +Σ2 . In phase shifting interferometry,
∆1 and ∆2 are known, and equations (3.1) can be solved for every pixel to obtain the
(wrapped) phase Φ0 . For instance, the following identity:
(I1 - I2 ) cos Φ + (I2 - I0 ) cos(∆1 + Φ) + (I0 - I1 ) cos(∆2 + Φ) = 0
can be used to find the phase as
Φ = arctan

I2 - I1 + (I0 - I2 ) cos ∆1 + (I1 - I0 ) cos ∆2
.
(I0 - I2 ) sin ∆1 + (I1 - I0 ) sin ∆2

(3.2)

In our case, the phase shifts ∆1 and ∆2 are supposed to be unknown and different for
every pixel. Moreover, for some pixels, one or both of the phase shifts are equal or close
to integer numbers of 2Π, thus reducing the number of equations in system (3.1) from
three to two, or one. However, as will be shown later, for the rest of the object area, the
set of three interferograms contains enough information to determine the tilt and piston
terms, and thus to make system (3.1) solvable.
The following method is proposed to find the unknown terms. Consider the differences of the interferogram Id,1 and Id,2 :
Id,1 = I1 - I0 = b(cos(Φ + Τ1 + Σ1 ) - cos(Φ))
and
Id,2 = I2 - I0 = b(cos(Φ + Τ2 + Σ2 ) - cos(Φ)),
which we can write as
Id,1

=

Id,2

=

Τ1 + Σ1
Τ + Σ1
sin KΦ[x] + 1
O,
2
2
Τ + Σ2
Τ + Σ2
-2b sin 2
sin KΦ[x] + 2
O.
2
2

-2b sin

(3.3a)
(3.3b)

Then, the set of zero-crossing points for each of the differences consists of two groups:
Τ +Σ
the first one is determined by the term sin i 2 i when Τi +Σi = 2kΠ, and the second contains
Τi +Σi
the points where Φ + 2 = 2kΠ, where k is an integer. The first group is not dependent
on a, b, Φ and forms parallel lines. It can be fully described by three parameters:
Θ, l, s,

(3.4)

where Θ is the common normal, l is the separation distance, and s is the distance from
the origin. The algorithm proceeds by finding these parameters. Then t can be found as
2Π
2Πs
l (cos Θ, sin Θ) and Σ = l . This gives the phase shift values ∆i for every pixel, which
can be substituted in equations (3.1) or directly in the phase formula (3.2).
The next section will describe the details of the practical implementation of the algorithm and the method for extracting tilt and piston values from the set of zero-crossing
points.
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Figure 3.1. Three original interferograms I0 , I1 , I2 obtained with a Twyman-Green interferometer, in space and frequency domains. The first interferogram corresponds to the original
object; additional tilts were introduced in the second and third interferograms. Note that all
three interferograms contain closed fringes and their Fourier spectra cannot be separated.

3.1.2

Practical implementation and examples

We begin with the three interferograms shown in Fig. 3.1. These interferograms were
obtained with an uncompensated Twyman-Green interferometer shown in Fig. 2.3b on
page 14, using a He-Ne laser with Λ = 638nm as a light source. The tilts were introduced
in a phase by tilting the reference flat mirror M1 by random small angles by adjusting the
screws of the holder, x-screw for one tilt and y-screw for another, to ensure unparallel
common normals Θ1 and Θ2 . A micromachined deformable mirror with 37 actuators
(Vdovin and Sarro, 1995) was chosen as a test object. The initial flat form of the mirror
can be deformed by applying voltages to the actuator. The maximum deformation is
about 9nm (30 fringes) in the centre. Various wavefront shapes were tested with the
method. The interferograms shown feature the presence of closed fringes, background
irradiance and contrast variations. Two principal lobes in their Fourier spectra, appearing
due to the introduced tilts, are overlapping and do not allow the use of the Fourier method
of phase extraction.
By subtracting the interferograms, we obtain the images shown in Fig. 3.2. Note the
regions of middle gray, corresponding to zero differences, which form visible parallel
lines.
To extract the zero-crossing lines, we used a threshold-based method in which the
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Figure 3.2. Differences of the interferograms Id,1 = I1 - I0 and Id,2 = I2 - I0 . Black and white
correspond to minimum (-255) and maximum (255) levels, respectively. The circle marks the
mask. Masking the object edges helps to avoid spurious zero level points.

point is considered to be zero-crossing if the corresponding value is closer to zero than
a chosen value. Fig. 3.3 shows the zero lines extracted in this step. Points extracted
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Figure 3.3. Points in interferogram differences which are close to zero are used as zero levels.
The threshold was chosen to be 1, the minimal possible level that is greater then 0.

from each differential image form two sets: one with parallel lines, and one repeating the
fringes of a "half-tilted" interferogram.
To determine the angle of parallel lines, their separation and shift relative to the origin, we used an algorithm based on the Hough transform (Ritter and Wilson, 1996). The
Hough transform maps any point (x, y) onto a sinusoidal function Ρ = x cos Θ + y sin Θ.
The key property of the Hough transform is that sinusoidals in Hough space associated
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with points lying on the same line have a common point of intersection, say (Ρ0 , Θ0 ). This
line has a normal (cos Θ0 , sin Θ0 ) and is shifted by distance Ρ0 from the origin.
In practice, the Hough space is limited to (Ρ, Θ) Î [-R, R] ´ [0, Π) for some R (the
maximum distance of any image point from the origin). Then it is quantised with finite
steps ∆Ρ = mR and ∆Θ = Πn and represented by a matrix of size (2m + 1) ´ n
A = IAi, j M,

i = -m, . . . , m, j = 0, n - 1,

which is called an accumulator. The rows of A represent the angle Θ; the columns, the
radius vector Ρ. The sinusoidals for every feature pixel in Fig. 3.3 are “drawn” in the
accumulator as follows. Initially, every cell of the accumulator is set to zero. Then, for
every row number j, the column number i(x,y) ( j) is calculated by
i(x,y) ( j) = C

x cos( j∆Θ ) + y sin( j∆Θ ) 1
- G,
∆Ρ
2

where the square brackets denote the integer part. The element Ai(x,y) ( j), j is then incremented by one. The result of the Hough transform is shown in Fig. 3.4. The intersections of
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Figure 3.4. The differential images Id,1 and Id,2 in the Hough space. R = 354, ∆Ρ = 1, ∆Θ =
Π/ 360. It is clear that zero-level points of Id,1 should contain about 8 lines at angle Θ about
170Π/ 360, and Id,2 – about 14 lines at angle approximately equal to 70Π/ 360.

a large number of sinusoidals are clearly visible.
After the Hough transform has been calculated, the parameters (3.4) are found as
follows. Find the maximum element M in the A and use ΘM and ΡM corresponding to
its position as lines normal Θ and shift from origin s. To find the separation distance l,
consider the row of the accumulator corresponding to ΘM (Fig. 3.5) and find the average distance between its local maxima, which have values greater than ΑM for a given
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threshold Α (typical values are 0, 3 - 0, 7, see Fig. 3.7). To reduce the influence of the
noise, the algorithm replaces the values of nearby positioned maxima with their average.
The maxima at the centre can potentially reach higher values than maxima near the
edges, due to the circular shape of the aperture. To compensate for the effect, we can
normalise the accumulator by dividing each cell by its maximum possible value (see
Fig. 3.6). This makes the maxima more uniform and facilitates locating them with the
threshold method.
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Figure 3.5. The accumulator rows containing the maximum elements. The local maxima
corresponds to the sinusoidal intersection points. The highest maxima corresponds to parallel lines in zero-crossing curves. The second row of pictures shows the maxima values for
normalised accumulator.
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Figure 3.6. Normalised accumulator rows containing the maximum elements and a norm
function we have used. The norm function is the same for every horizontal line in the Hough
space.

To test the values found for the added tilts, the differential interferogram (3.3) can be
Τ +Σ
divided by the first term -2 sin i 2 i , to obtain
Îd,1
Îd,2

Τ1 + Σ1
N and
2
Τ + Σ2
= b sinJΦ[x] + 2
N,
2
= b sinJΦ[x] +

(3.5a)
(3.5b)
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Figure 3.7. Lines detected by the Hough transform. The threshold Α for maxima selection
was set to 0.45 for the first set of zero-level points and to 0.25 for the second one.

shown in Fig 3.8. With proper values for the tilt the picture should be as smooth as the
Τ +Σ
original interferogram except in the vicinity of the parallel lines, where sin i 2 i is close
to zero.
Now the phase Φ can be found. Replacing the formula (3.2), one can use a simpler
identity
sin(Φ + Α) = cos(Φ + Β) sin(Α - Β) + cos(Α - Β) sin(Φ + Β)
to write
cos(Φ + Β) =
Thus, with Α = ∆1 / 2 =

Τ1 +Σ1
2

sin(Φ + Α) - cos(Α - Β) sin(Φ + Β)
.
sin(Α - Β)

and Β = ∆2 / 2 =

Τ2 +Σ2
2 ,
Τ +Σ -Τ -Σ

b cosJΦ[x] +

Î - cos( 1 1 2 2 2 )Îd,2
Τ2 + Σ2
.
N = d,1
Τ +Σ -Τ -Σ
2
sin( 1 1 2 2 2 )

(3.6)

This, together with (3.5b), allows us calculate the phase Φ + ∆2 / 2 as
Τ +Σ -Τ -Σ

Î - cos( 1 1 2 2 2 )Îd,2
Τ + Σ2
Φ+ 2
= arctan J d,1
, Îd,2 N .
Τ +Σ -Τ -Σ
2
sin( 1 1 2 2 2 )

(3.7)

The result is presented in Fig. 3.9.

3.1.3

Discussion

Artefacts in the extracted phase
The extracted phase in Fig. 3.9 contains visible errors along the lines where either ∆1 , or
∆2 , or ∆1 - ∆2 is equal to 2kΠ, k Î Z, that is, where the system (3.1) is badly defined.
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Τi +Σi
.
2

Although these artefacts introduce a small rms error, they can seriously affect the unwrapped phase (see 2.3.2 on page 32). They can be removed either by introducing a
fourth interferogram with tilt ∆3 in the algorithm and calculating the phase as the median of the results of three possible tilt combinations (see Fig. 3.10), or by obtaining a
and b from the system (3.1) and then calculating the phase Φ by substituting their values
smoothed by low-pass filter in equation (2.32) or just by using robust and noise-immune
phase unwrapping algorithms.
To illustrate the error caused by the artefacts, we used the phase extracted with the
Fourier transform method from an interferogram with a large tilt (Fig. 3.11). Note the
good correspondence between the two extracted phases.

Initial phase If the phase originally has a large linear carrier, its fringes are close to the
set of parallel lines themselves, and this can interfere with phase shift detection. In this
case some initial estimates on introduced tilts are needed.

Optimal tilt range As the tilt information is derived from spatial analysis based on periodicity, the linear term should change at least several wavelengths over the detector area.
The more lines are contained in the zero-level points, the more accurate are the calculated
parameters (3.4). For very small tilt values, the lines in the set of zero-level points will
become too thick, even for minimal threshold values (Fig. 3.12), and the Hough transform can give an incorrect value for the line slope. On the other hand, for large tilts, the
zero-level points due to the second terms in (3.3) begin to approach parallel lines with
the same slope, making tilt detection difficult. Thus the algorithm works best for those
tilt values for which Fourier transform-based methods fail.
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Figure 3.9. Extracted phase Φ +

Τ2 +Σ2
.
2

Figure 3.10. The fourth and fifth interferograms, the phase calculated for other tilt values,
and the resulting phase obtained by median.
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Figure 3.11. An interferogram with a linear carrier, the phase extracted with the Fourier
transform method used as a reference, and the wrapped difference between the reference and
the median phase from Fig. 3.11.

Figure 3.12. A small tilt will give an incorrect slope.
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Computational effectiveness and accumulator resolution The accuracy of the extracted
tilts depends on the angle and radius resolution of the accumulator. To fill the accumulator with angle step ∆Θ = Π/ n, O(n ´ N) operations are needed, where N is the number
of points in the zero-level set. To speed up the calculation, one can first estimate the
tilt with low resolution, and then fill only the small region of the accumulator near the
maximum with high resolution. Note that too high a resolution in Ρ makes the algorithm
too sensitive to noise and to quantisation of the interferograms. For the zero-level points
from Fig. 3.12, for instance, low resolution in Ρ and high resolution in Θ is necessary.
Robustness The algorithm does not depend on a and b as long as they are the same for
all the interferograms. In regions where b is close to zero or in cases with a high noise
level of the detector, spurious zero-level points appear and decrease the accuracy. The
algorithm also fails on overexposed interferograms or on interferograms recorded with a
non-linear camera.
Conclusions
We have proposed a new algorithm for phase retrieval from three interferograms that
have different unknown tilt terms. The method is independent of the carrier frequency
and the exact control of the phase shifts. The method can be used in applications which
use inexpensive or non-linear actuators or a control system with these characteristics.

3.2

Unwrapping via modal decomposition

Due to the complicated nature of the phase unwrapping problem (see section 2.3.2 on
page 32), it is always desirable to avoid phase unwrapping algorithms in real-time applications, such as adaptive optics (AO). Often in such applications exact values for the
unwrapped phase are not necessary, and the accuracy can be decreased in favour of the
speed. Moreover, in AO, the focus is on phase decomposition by influence functions of
the system, so algorithms which are able to extract the phase in a modelled form (see, for
instance Cuevas et al., 2002; Marroquin et al., 1998; Servin et al., 1994, 1997) and skip
the unwrapping process are attractive to use.
In this section I describe the algorithm which can be used in AO systems with an
interferometer as a wavefront sensor. Although Hartmann or Shack-Hartmann wavefront
sensors are mostly used in AO applications, the feedback interferometer working in a
real-time mode is a well-known research topic (see, for instance, Ishii, 1991). In general,
the advantage of the interferometric measurements is in the larger amount of information
provided by an interferogram, and the main disadvantage is a need for a coherent light
source. A point-diffraction interferometer configuration (section 2.2.4 on page 17) or a
shear interferometer (section 2.2.2 on page 15) can be used in the absence of the coherent
light source (see, for instance Dubra et al., 2004; Tyson, 1998).
The algorithm uses decomposition of the inconsistent gradient field in a linear combination of gradient fields corresponding to the influence systems of the adaptive ele-
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ment. As they are not usually large in number, the speed of the combined unwrappingdecomposition process can be high. The simulation using computer-generated interferograms illustrates the work of the algorithm.
First one needs to justify the use of direct decompositions of the wrapped phase by
gradients of the influence functions. Although this method is used quite often, and is
taken for granted by optical engineers, the question of its accuracy was not covered in
the literature. Here I provide a mathematically rigourous proof of the equivalence of the
direct decomposition of the gradient field with the sequential unwrapping-decomposition
process.

3.2.1

Identity of subsequent and direct unwrapping-decomposition in leastsquare sense

Inconsistent gradient field

F =G´R
Genetic
algorithm

g

LS algorithm

R
Other algorithms

Ñja1
Ñj

F

Ñja2

Direct unwrapping
via gradien
decomposition

ÑΦa1

G
G = all gradient fields possible
with the given image size

ÑΦ
ÑΦa2

L
L = all gradient fields possible
with the given adaptive
element

Figure 3.13. Schematic representation of phase unwrapping and modal decomposition in the
space of vector fields. Inconsistent gradient field g must be approximated by a vector ÑΦ
from linear subspace of modal gradients L. Any phase unwrapping algorithm approximates
g with a point Ñja from the subspace of all gradient G. Subsequent modal decomposition approximates Ñja by ÑΦa from L. Direct decomposition methods approximate immediately g by
ÑΦ. By the theorem on three perpendiculars, least-square (LS) unwrapping with subsequent
LS decomposition is identical with direct LS decomposition.

Let S denote the interferogram space. By Helmholtz’s theorem any vector field
defined on S may be written as the sum of an irrotational part (gradient of some scalar
field) and a solenoidal part
g = Ñj + Ñ ´ A.
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All gradient fields possible in S form a linear subspace G in the space of all vector
fields F (see Fig. 3.13). Any global phase unwrapping algorithm (section 2.3.2) finds a
point Ñja in G, close enough to the initial inconsistent gradient field g . The proximity
criterion defining how close or how far the unwrapped phase gradient Ñja could be from
the quasigradient field is chosen by the algorithm and is usually based on some additional
suppositions about the initial phase, desired noise robustness, and so on. According
to a particular algorithm, the point Ñja in G could be quite far from the irrotational
component Ñj of the field g, which is always provided by the least square algorithm, but
could be closer to the “original”, noise-free phase gradient Ñjo .
Gradients of all phase corrections that may be made with an adaptive element’s influence functions form in turn another linear subspace L in G. Again any decomposition of
the unwrapped phase ja finds a point ÑΦa = Ú Λi Ñ fi close enough to Ñja in L.
There are algorithms able to find immediately a point in L which is close enough
to f, fulfilling thus unwrapping and decomposition tasks. For instance, the sophisticated
genetic algorithm by Cuevas et al. (2002) provides good noise robustness but is very slow
and highly dependent on the input interferogram. The approximation in the least-square
sense of g by a point l Î L is fast and independent of the input.
The result of the least-square “quasigradient by gradients” decomposition coincides
with the decomposition of the irrotational component of g by the same gradients. Indeed,
if we introduce a dot product ( f , h) for f = ( fx [x], fy [x]) and h = (hx [x], hy [x]) defined
on S as
( f , h) = â ( fx [x]hx [x] + fy [x]hy [x])
xÎS

and the distance as

1
üfü =

( f , f ),

(3.8)

then the irrotational component Ñj is an orthogonal projection (the closest point) of g on
G, and further decomposition over gradients of the basis is an orthogonal projection of
Ñj on L. By the theorem on three perpendiculars it gives the same point l as an orthogonal
projection of g on L.
This algorithm can be regarded as a generalisation of the least-square unwrapping
algorithm. All the drawbacks of the L2 unwrapping algorithm are thus transferred –
noise sensitivity is high, for instance. Even a small amount of noise can create a large
number of residues that seriously change the irrotational component, and thus change the
decomposed phase.
Another disadvantage is that we approximate gradients by gradients in L2 , not the
phase by the influence functions. If a set of decomposition functions { fi } forms a full
basis in the space of scalar fields on S (e.g. all one-pixel characteristic functions), then
these two approaches give the same result. This is not the case in the general situation.
Consider the example in Figure 3.14, where we choose x to be one-dimensional and S to
consist only of 4 points (0, 1, 2, 3) for clarity. Then in the case of approximation of j0 [x]
by f0 and f1 in least-square sense we will obtain (x + 1)/ 5 as the solution, and x/ 3 in the
case of gradient over gradient approximation.
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Figure 3.14. Simple example that demonstrates the difference between usual and gradient
approximations. By approximating j0 [x] with functions a + bx in the least-square sense we
obtain 1/ 5 + x/ 5, and x/ 3 by approximating Ñj0 [x] = (1, -1, 1) with functions aÑ f0 [x] +
bÑ f1 [x].

3.2.2

Closed loop behaviour

The considerations from the previous section can prevent the unwrapping via demodulation algorithm from being used for a single interferogram analysis. But fortunately, in
closed loop systems the situation can be improved by the following iterations (see the
examples in Fig. 3.15). If we look at the coefficient values (Fig. 3.16) at every step of
the closed loop, we can see that during the first steps the large aberration is cancelled,
so the rest contains fewer residues (if they are not intrinsic to the phase), and then the
unwrapping algorithm calculates the phase more accurately, with the error mainly due to
the decomposition.
We can also roughly estimate the speed of the interferometer-based AO system. A
discrete Fourier transform of an average image size can be performed at rates ranging
from several Hz to 1 kHz, depending on the CPU type and the total number of the image
pixels N (see FFTW, for reference). During the unwrapping/decomposition operation a
2n ´ 2n-matrix is multiplied with a 2n-vector, where n is a number of influence functions.
The matrix contains information about the slopes of the influence functions and can be
calculated during the initialisation step, thus not decreasing the speed of the main loop.
The vector calculation requires about 2nN operations, which can also be performed with
modern computers at kHz speed (at least with the fixed-point numbers). Therefore, we
can expect from the whole system the update rate to be about several tens of hertz, or
about several kHz in the case of FFT performed by hardware.
Conclusion
Numerical simulations provide strong evidence that an interferometric sensor can be used
in a stable adaptive optical system and offer good performance. In this type of system, the
phase is extracted using the Fourier transform method. The control signals for the adaptive mirror are generated by direct decomposition of the wrapped phase over the influence
functions of the adaptive mirror. Numerical simulations show that the errors introduced
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Figure 3.15. Ten iterations of simulated closed-loop behaviour. The incoming wavefront was
a randomly chosen combination of the first 30 Zernike polynomials with a linear carrier and
remained constant through all the iterations. The normally distributed noise was added both
to phase and interferogram and was updated at every iteration. The phase was extracted with
the Fourier method and unwrapped via decomposition using a set of the influence functions
of an adaptive mirror. The feedback gain was chosen empirically equal to 0.7. We can see
that the system stabilises itself after about 4 iterations.

by the decomposition do not affect the system performance if the registered interferograms have a low noise content. The speed is limited by the speed of Fourier transform.
Hardware-based FFT processors can be used to build high performance systems.

3.3

Random masks for modal wavefront reconstruction with
the Hartmann test

In this section, we address the modal reconstruction error using Dai’s approach of total
reconstruction error minimisation. Dai (1994, 1996) has shown that this error is difficult
to eliminate and that therefore one should either define the optimal number of decomposition modes for a given sensor geometry or use iterative methods to increase this number
while keeping the error at the same level. However, iterative methods increase the computation time, a crucial factor in real-time AO systems. We propose using randomised
sensor geometry, which doubles the number of correctly reconstructed modes, requires
the same computation time and has a smaller total reconstruction error. We also show that
although the randomisation of the sensor geometry via small displacements of subapertures (s/a) centres eliminates crosstalk of low-order aberrations, it does not decrease the
total error and should not be used.
The next section presents the most general description of the modal wavefront reconstruction in matrix or linear operator notation. A formula for the total reconstruction
error is derived in a more general context than that of Dai (1996); it is also valid for
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Figure 3.16. Coefficients of Zernike decomposition of the restored phase in a closed loop

non-least-square algorithms. In the following sections, the theory is applied to build and
compare Hartmann reconstruction matrices for five sensor geometries and least-square
minimisation. Then, the total reconstruction error is calculated for Kolmogorov’s atmospheric turbulence.
The method presented is also applicable for estimating the error of modal wavefront
reconstruction based on any sampling method, e.g. wavefront reconstruction from the
discrete phase data obtained with a heterodyne or lateral shearing interferometer (see, for
instance Harbers et al., 1996, for a similar approach).

3.3.1

Mathematical description of HS wavefront sensing

HS sensor as a linear operator
In modal wavefront sensing with the Hartmann or the Hartmann-Shack (HS) sensor, the
incoming phase distribution f = f (x, y) is represented by the sensor as a function f̃ ,
which is a linear combination of given decomposition modes f j , j = 1 . . . , N. Because
this representation is based on linear operations of measurements of the wavefront slopes
averaged over the subapertures and least-square approximation of these slopes, Hartmann
sensing can be represented mathematically as a linear operator H, such that
N

f̃ = H f = â Λ j f j = Λ j f j ,
j=1
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where Λ j are the coefficients of the modal decomposition1 . Due to the linearity of H, if
the incoming wavefront can be decomposed over a “native” basis gi , i = 1, . . . , ¥, (e.g.
Zernike polynomials for optical shop tests, K-L functions for AO in turbulent media), so
that one can write
f = ci gi + c0 ,
where the constant (piston) term c0 is not sensed by the HS sensor, then the Hartmann
j
operator H is fully defined by its matrix H = (hi ), i = 1, . . . , ¥, j = 1, . . . , N. The
j
elements hi of the matrix H are given by the Hartmann images of the basis function:
N

j

Hgi = â hi f j ,
j=1

and thus one has

æç c1 ö÷
j
H f = ( f1 , f2 , . . . , fN ) × H × çççç c2 ÷÷÷÷ = hi ci f j ,
ç ÷
è¼ø
or, in terms of coefficients
j
Λ j = hi ci .

(3.9)

The properties of the HS wavefront sensor are thus defined by the properties of the matrix
H, which, in turn, depends on the sets of basis and decomposition functions f j and gi , on
the HS mask or lenslets geometry, and on the demodulation algorithm. These properties
are discussed in the following subsections; first we will explore common properties of
linear operators mapping infinite-dimensional space in a finite-dimensional space.
The error of the operator H
For given basis and decomposition functions, one can identify the functions with their
decomposition coefficients, and the operator H may be regarded as the mapping of an
infinitely long vector ci in an N-dimensional vector Λ j . Then, on the basis of the wellknown fact from linear algebra, the dimension of the subspace of all vectors mapped
to zero, Ker H, is infinity. Hence, for any HS sensor there is an unlimited choice of
aberrations sensed as zero by the sensor, and so for the natural definition for the error ¶
of the HS sensor as
Å
Å
¶ = ÅÅÅH f - f ÅÅÅ
the error is unlimited, unless we impose some restrictions on the possible forms of f .
Usually, these restrictions are expressed as statistical properties of the expansion coefficients ci of the sensed function. These can be either Kolmogorov statistics of the Zernike
1 For brevity, we have adopted tensor notation, namely the upper index denotes the rows and the lower, the
columns; thus Λ j is a column vector, and f j , a row vector. The same index repeated both as superscript and
subscript denotes the summation by this index. Moreover, to further simplify the formulae, we will use indices
always spanning the same range for a given letter, for instance, j, j1 , j2 always run values 1, . . . , N; i, i1 , i2 =
1, . . . , ¥, l = N + 1, . . . , ¥, and so on. We will also use this for splitting sums and vectors; for instance, we
will write ci = c j + cl and Xci ci \ = Xc j c j \ + Xcl cl \.
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coefficients of the plane wavefront passed through the turbulent media, or some expected
values of optical aberrations for a given polishing process, etc. These will be transformed
by the operator H into the probability properties of ¶. Namely, one has:
j Å
Å
Å ÅÅ
Å Å
Å
Å
Å
X¶\ = YÅÅÅÅ f - f̃ ÅÅÅÅ] = ÅÅÅÅX f \ - X f̃ \ÅÅÅÅ = ÅÅÅÅXci \gi - XΛ j \ f j ÅÅÅÅ = ÅÅÅÅXci \gi - Xci \hi f j ÅÅÅÅ ,
Å
Å

(3.10)

which in the frequent case of Yci ] = 0 leads to X¶\ = 0. In applications with non-zero
expected values of the decomposition coefficients, as for instance in optical shop tests,
equation (3.10) provides a formula for calculating the systematic error of the HS sensor.
Using identity (3.9), the second moment of the error ¶ can be calculated as
X¶2 \ = Y( f - f̃ , f - f̃ )] = X( f , f )\ - 2 Y( f , f̃ )] + Y( f̃ , f̃ )]
= Xci1 ci2 \(gi1 , gi2 ) - 2Xci Λ j \(gi , f j ) + XΛ j1 Λ j2 \( f j1 , f j2 )
¢

j1

¢

= Xci1 ci2 \(gi1 , gi2 ) - 2Xci1 ci2 \h*ij (gi1 , f j ) + hi1 Xci1 ci2 \h*ij ( f j1 , f j2 ),
(3.11)
where h*ij denotes an element of the transposed matrix H* . Hence the variance Σ¶2 =
X¶2 \-¶2 can be calculated, provided that the matrix of cross-correlation Xci1 ci2 \ and matrix
H are known. Note that formula (3.11) includes infinite summations and in practice
j
should be approximated with a finite sum, or explicit estimates should be used for hi and
Xci1 ci2 \.
Reconstruction in the native basis
Let us now consider the special case where decomposition modes are just the first N basis
functions
f j = g j,
(3.12)
and let the basis be orthonormal for a dot product ( f , g), so
¢

¢

(gi , gi ) = ∆ii ,
¢

where ∆ii is the Kronecker symbol. The calculations of the second moment of ¶ are then
simplified, as equation (3.11) can now be written as
X¶2 \ = Xci1 ci2 \(gi1 , gi2 ) - 2Xci Λ j \(gi , g j ) + XΛ j1 Λ j2 \(g j1 , g j2 ) = Xci ci \ - 2Xc j Λ j \ + XΛ j Λ j \,
(3.13)
and thus
*i2
j
X¶2 \ = Xci ci \ - 2Xc j ci \h*ij + hi1 Xci1 ci2 \h j .
(3.14)
An “ideal” Hartmann matrix H, given by
j

j

hi = ∆i ,

(3.15)
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can be considered for the special case of reconstruction in the same basis. The HS sensor
with this type of matrix is an ideal low-order filter in the space of the basis function, giving exact coefficients for the first N modes and being insensitive to higher-order modes:
N

¥

HI â ci gi M = â c j g j .
i=1
j

j=1

j

In this case, Λ = c , and from (3.10) we have
ÅÅ ¥
ÅÅ
X¶\ = ÅÅÅ â cl gl ÅÅÅ
Å
Å
l=N+1

for the mean error; and from (3.13)
def

X¶2 \ = Xci ci \ - Xc j Λ j \ = Xcl cl \ = Σtr2 .

(3.16)

The last term represents a mean-square error due to infinite-series truncation, a minimum
possible error for the orthonormal basis. This explains the name “ideal” for this type of
matrix.
In practice, however, the matrix H is often only an approximation to the ideal one,
and the error increases. If the first N columns of H form an identity matrix and the other
columns are not zero, then equation (3.15) is valid only for i £ N
j¢

j¢

(3.17)

hj = ∆j .

Using this, after splitting the sums in index i into two sums with indices j and l, we
obtain from (3.14)
* j¢

X¶2 \ = Xc j c j \ + Xcl cl \ - 2Xc j c j¢ \h j - 2Xc j cl \h*lj
* j2

j

* j2

j

j

j

*l2

*l2

+ h j1 Xc j1 c j2 \h j + hl1 Xcl1 c j2 \h j + h j1 Xc j1 cl2 \h j + hl1 Xcl1 cl2 \h j
j

j

*l2

= Xc j c j \ + Xcl cl \ - 2Xc j c j \ - 2Xc j cl \h*lj + Xc j c j \ + hl Xcl c j \ + Xc j cl \h*lj + hl1 Xcl1 cl2 \h j
j

*l2

= Xcl cl \ + hl1 Xcl1 cl2 \h j .
(3.18)
Now the error is given by the infinite-series truncation Σtr2 plus a new term due to aliasing
of the higher-order modes,
def

j

*l2

Σal2 = hl1 Xcl1 cl2 \h j ,

(3.19)

an aliasing error. The expression obtained coincides with that of Dai (1996).
If the first N columns of H do not form the identity matrix, an additional error is
accumulated due to cross-coupling of the decomposition modes. In this case, a general formula (3.11) should be used for the error, combining truncation, cross-coupling
and aliasing errors. Figure 3.17 illustrates the relation between different error types and
elements of the matrix H.
The importance of H for the error estimation is now obvious. In the next sections we
will describe the practical way of calculating the matrix.
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Figure 3.17. Differences between the ideal reconstruction matrix H (¥ ´ ¥ identity matrix)
and the non-ideal Hartmann matrix H and corresponding modal reconstruction errors. The
series truncation error appears due to discarding in the reconstruction of high-order modes
(marked in blue/dark gray in the diagram). These modes, however, can be sensed as loworder modes (non-zero elements in the “tail” of the matrix, marked with orange/light gray),
the effect known as aliasing in sampling theory. If the first N columns do not form a unity
matrix, low-order modes are also reconstructed with an aliasing error, often called crosscoupling or crosstalk in literature.

Dependence of the error on the sensor geometry
To build the matrix H, let us first try to account for the geometry of the mask. Note that
the measuring of the averaged wavefront slopes in HS sensing also represents a linear
operator. Indeed, if the slopes are measured over m subapertures ak , k = 1, . . . , m, then
the Hartmanngram contains encoded information about m pairs of numbers
1
¶f
¶f
âr, à
ârO ,
K
Sak àak ¶x
ak ¶y
where Sak is the subaperture’s area. If all subapertures have the same symmetrical form,
and hence all characteristic functions of the ak , Χak , are obtained from the same even
function Χa (r):
Χak (r) = Χa (r - rk ),
where ri are the subapertures’ centres, these m pairs can be presented as sampling of the
“filtered” function, written as
1
1
Χ (r - rk )Ñ f (r)âr = Χa * Ñ f
Sa àR2 a
Sa
in points rk . This is equivalent to multiplying the filtered wavefront by the sampling
function
m

â ∆(r - rk ).
i=1

Thus the result of HS-sampling can be presented as a linear operator G such that
m

def

Gf =

1
â ∆(r - rk )(Χa * Ñ f ).
Sa k=1

(3.20)

Although G f consists of m pairs of numbers, we will represent it as a 2m-vector for
simplicity. Then in basis gi , operator G is described by its matrix G, formed by Ggi , as the
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i-th column. This “filtered basis gradient” matrix contains important information about
the “compatibility” of the mask geometry and the basis functions. For instance, for a
91-hole hexagonal mask with Zernike polynomials as the basis, only the first 87 columns
of G are linearly independent. This means that for any further linear transformation, the
dimension of the space of all reconstructed wavefronts will be less than 87, and in the
general case, the following inequality holds:
dim Im H £ rank G.
Hence the number of possible reconstruction modes is limited by the rank of G. Thus
the geometries which result in matrices G with higher rank are desirable.
It seems extremely difficult to get an analytical dependence of rank G on the mask
geometry. However, some insight can be obtained from equation (3.20) considered in the
frequency domain:
m

F IG f M =

1
F J â ∆(r - rk )N * J F Χa × F Ñ f N.
Sa
k=1

In this formula, the influences of the subaperture size and the centres are separated. If,
as usual, the higher-order modes contain higher frequencies, the term F Χa × F Ñ f leads
to sensing of high-frequency modes as low-frequency ones, because F Χa is a low-pass
filter2 . On the other hand, the term F J Úm
k=1 ∆(r - rk )N, given by the position of the
centres, broadens the spectrum of the low-frequency functions. For regular masks, this
broadening is performed in a regular way, and the resulting spectrum is similar to one of a
high-order mode that is also regular due to symmetry. As a result of this operation, some
different modes can be seen by the sensor as very similar (see Fig. 3.18 for illustration).
This, in turn, produces poorly defined G. An irregular centre distribution does not have
a periodical spectrum and should increase the rank of the matrix G.
Dependence on the decomposition functions
The matrix H is defined not only by the gradient matrix G but also by the choice of
the decomposition functions f j , or, more accurately, by the choice of the decomposition
vectors fˆj generated by f j . The possible choices for f j are:
• the same basis function g j , e.g. Zernike polynomials;
• the response functions r j of the adaptive optical element;
• an arbitrary set of functions f j satisfying the desired properties, e.g. trigonometrical basis appearing in the Fourier analysis of the Hartmanngrams.
2 Due to the shape of F Χ , located near the origin, high frequencies contained in Ñ f will be attenuated after
a
multiplication of F Ñ f by F Χa
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F fhigh

F flow

× F Χa

* F Úk ∆(x - xk )

Figure 3.18. A schematic sketch of the sensing of high- and low-order modes for a regular and an irregular sensor geometry in the Fourier domain. Averaging of the slopes over
subapertures acts as a low-pass filter (multiplication with F Χa ). During this operation highorder modes are transformed into low-order ones (aliasing). Even in the case where filtered
functions are quite dissimilar, sampling with a periodic centre distribution (convolution with
a periodical spectrum) could result in significant spectrum distortion and similar spectra
(crosstalk). Irregular geometry, with the spectrum of the distribution of centres imitating a
∆-function, should not have the crosstalk effect.
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The 2m-vectors fˆj are obtained from the chosen f j , either by applying the same gradient
operator G,
fˆj = G f j ,
or, in some cases, by sampling unfiltered, one-point gradients (Herrmann, 1981), or
gradients of the decomposition functions that have been filtered with another filter:
m

fˆj = â ∆(r - rk )Ñ f j .

(3.21)

k=1

In any case, the coefficients Λ j are found as the coefficients of the closest by a norm üêü
vector in space generated by fˆj :
ÅÅ
Å
Å
Å
ÅÅG - Λ j fˆj ÅÅÅ = min ÅÅÅG - x j fˆj ÅÅÅ .
Å
Å x1 ,...,xN Å
Å

(3.22)

Independently of the choice of f j , fˆj , üêü , the result of the minimisation can be presented
in the form of a linear operator L:
Λ j = L(G f ) = (L ë G) f = H f ,
and thus
H = L × G.
From this equation, it is obvious that to minimise the HS sensor error, it is important to
choose the proper matrix L; not the fˆj or üêü, which can be chosen a posteriori. For
instance, if the decomposition modes coincide with the basis function, a pseudoinverse
for the first N columns of G (denoted as GN ) is commonly used as the matrix L
L = G+N ,

(3.23)

to obtain the first N columns of H closer to the identity matrix and to eliminate the
systematic error. If the systematic error is expected to be zero, the choice of L given
by equation (3.23) may not necessarily provide the minimum variance of the error. A
detailed discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of the thesis, however, and we will
restrict ourselves to the case of equation (3.23).
Gradient measurement and s/a centering error
There are two additional sources of error in HS wavefront sensing. The first is the measurement error of the spot centres in the Hartmanngram, say ek , so we have
Λ j = L(G f + ek ) = H f + Lek .
If the measurement errors are zero-mean independent variables, uncorrelated with coefficients ci , with a standard deviation Σg:
k

Xek \ = 0, Xek , ek¢ \ = Σg2 ∆k¢ , Xci ek \ = 0,
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then, instead of (3.14), from (3.13) it follows that
j

i2

j k2

X¶2 \ = Xci ci \ - 2Xc j ci \hij + hi1 Xci1 ci2 \h j + lk1 l j Σg2 ,
and we call

j k2

2
Σmeas
= lk1 l j Σg2

(3.24)

the measurement error term.
The s/a centering error appears because the subapertures’ centres rk are known only
with some finite accuracy. According to (3.20), this leads to non-linear changes in matrix
G. Usually the uncertainty is much smaller than the size of the subapertures, and the
error is negligible or can be considered as a part of the measurement error. Moreover, in
this thesis, we are comparing masks with regular structures with those with an irregular
pattern, for which the s/a centering error is irrelevant.

3.3.2

Irregular HS masks

(a) Hex91

(b) Hex61

(d) move61

(c) Hex61s

(e) MC61

Figure 3.19. 5 masks used for the calculation of H, shown in the unit circles. The subapertures are circles with a radius of 111 , except (b) with a radius of 19 . Each mask contains 61
subapertures, except (a) which has 91 holes.

To investigate the dependence of the error on the mask regularity, we calculated the
matrices H for 5 different HS masks shown in Figure 3.19. Masks Hex91 and Hex61
are regular hexagonal masks with 91 and 61 subapertures (s/a) of maximum size (1/ 11
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Figure 3.20. Fourier transforms of the s/a centres for Hex61, move61, and MC61 masks.

and 1/ 9, resp.). Because the hexagonal mask is the densest one, the s/a size should be
decreased to allow some randomisation. We have chosen to use the size of Hex91 for
masks with 61 holes. Hex61s is a regular hexagonal grid with a smaller s/a; move61
and MC61 represent two irregular masks.
Move61 represents a “small-movement” randomisation of the Hex61s. Each of the
centres of s/a in Hex61s has been moved by a random vector uniformly distributed in the
circle of radius 1/ 9 - 1/ 11 = 2/ 99 to avoid s/a overlapping. This kind of randomisation
seems to be a common approach for randomising regular structures. For instance, the
s/a centres of modified HS sensors considered by Dai (1994) can be regarded as smallmovement modification.
MC61 is a random mask. We obtained it with the Monte-Carlo method by adding a
random vector uniformly distributed in a circle with radius 1 - 1/ 11 as a new s/a centre
if it was not closer than 2/ 11 to any of the existing centres (to avoid overlapping) and not
further away than at least 3/ 10 from any of these (to avoid too sparse a pattern containing
less than 61 points).
For 61 s/a, the maximum possible rank of G is 122. Consider a determinant of the
first 122 columns of G as a continuous function of s/a centres rk . Then, due to continuous
dependence, this determinant is likely to be ill-defined for move61, and a similar matrix
H. Again, when looking at the Fourier transforms of the s/a centres of different types of
masks, we see that small-movement randomisation still has a regular spectrum, while the
Monte-Carlo centres do not have any regular pattern in their transform (see Figure 3.20).
Thus a bigger rank of G can be expected for a truly random mask geometry.

3.3.3

Calculation results

We have used þÿ for our calculations. First, we calculated the first 1000
Zernike polynomials gi in form of Noll (1976) using a free package written by Patterson
(2002). To calculate the filtered basis S1 Χa * Ñgi in analytical form for any s/a radius a
a
and s/a centre rk , we converted gi into polynomials in x and y with the origin translated
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in rk , and replaced every monomial xi y j by its integral over s/a:
j+1
ì
ai+ j G( i+1
ï
2 )GJ 2 N
ï
1
,
ï
i+
j
ΠGI 2 +2M
xi y j # 2 à
xi y j âxây = í
ï
ï
Πa x2 +y2 £a2
ï0, otherwise.
î

i and j are even,

Then we calculated numerically matrices G for all masks shown in Fig. 3.19, and
obtained the maximum number N ¢ of the first linearly independent columns of G for
each of the sensor configurations. The results are shown in Table 3.1.
From G we can obtain H for any number N of decomposition modes using the leastsquare approach given by Eq. (3.23). Figure 3.21 presents matrices obtained for N = 40
and N = 80. Notice that for N = 40, matrix H for MC61 mask contains smaller elements,
while regular masks contain fewer non-zero elements. As cross-correlation coefficients
Xci1 ci2 \ also often form a sparse matrix, fewer aliasing error can be expected from a matrix
with smaller coefficients produced by the Monte-Carlo Hartmann mask.
For twice the number of decomposition modes N = 80 (see Fig. 3.21(f) – (j)), matrix
H for regular masks Hex61 and Hex61s does not satisfy condition (3.17), and even
low-order aberrations are sensed as some combination with other modes (crosstalk of
modes). This could potentially result in a larger aliasing error, as correlation coefficients
are usually greater for low-order functions. Randomised masks and regular Hex91 all
have N ¢ > 80, and thus their first 80 columns form identity matrices (no crosstalk).
However, obviously the aliasing error, given by the “tails” of the matrices, will be larger
for Hex91 and move61 masks than for MC61.
Table 3.1. Properties of HS sensing for various mask types

Geometry

Hex91

Hex61

Hex61s

move61

MC61

regular

regular

regular

small displacements

Monte-Carlo

Number of s/a

91

61

61

61

61

Radius of s/a

1
11

1
9

1
11

1
11

1
11

N¢

86

62

62

122

122

NOpt

29

29

23

26

42

0.92723

1.01019

1.15096

1.3821

0.880957

Σtr2

2
+ Σal ,

2

rad ,
for D = 2 m, r0 = 20 cm

To calculate the residual error, we used the turbulence statistics from Roddier (1990).
For a number of decomposition modes less than N ¢ , formula (3.18) can be used3 . This
expression involves infinite sums, which should be approximated for practical purposes.
3 For

N > N ¢ , Eq. (3.18) is not valid, and the variance of the error is given by Eq. (3.14). The plot of
according to Eq. (3.19) for N covering the whole range from 1 to 2m has a large discontinuity in almost
monotonic behaviour in point N = N ¢ . This allows implicit calculation of N ¢ for a given mask.

2
Σal
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(a) Hex91

(b) Hex61

(c) Hex61s

(d) move61

(e) MC61

(f) Hex91

(g) Hex61

(h) Hex61s

(i) move61

(j) MC61

0

1

3

2

3

1

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

(k) Colour scale coding

Figure 3.21. Matrices H, obtained for various masks for N = 40 ((a) – (e)) and N = 80 ((f)
– (j)) decomposition modes. Absolute values of non-zero elements are indicated by a linear
gray-scale level for values in [0, 1] and a logarithmic hue scale for values greater than 1 (see
Fig. (k)). We recommend viewing this figure on the screen using a high level of zoom.
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Figure 3.22. An infinite sum hl1 Xcl1 cl2 \h j for Hmove61 for N = 15 decomposition modes is
approximated by a finite one with l1 , l2 = N + 1, . . . , L and plotted against L.
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Figure 3.23. Sum of aliasing and truncation errors and measurement error for the 5 masks
shown in Fig. 3.19 and the Kolmogorov turbulence statistical model.
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We used Dai’s asymptotical approximation for the infinite-series truncation term Xcl cl \,
Xcl cl \ ^ 0.274N -0.8428 K

D
O
r0

5/ 3

j

,
l2

and approximated the infinite sum in the aliasing term hl1 Xcl1 cl2 \h j by a finite one, letting
l1 , l2 change from N + 1 to some L. For matrices H under consideration, the aliasing term
can be considered to be constant for L > 700 (see Fig. 3.22 for an illustration), and thus
we used L = 700 in our calculations.
The results for the contribution of aliasing and series truncation terms in the residual
error are presented in Fig. 3.23(a). The plot presents the variance of truncation and
aliasing errors (in (D/ r0 )5/ 3 rad2 ) against the number of decomposition modes N. As was
expected, the Monte-Carlo randomisation of the s/a centres results in a smaller error and
at the same time can be used for a larger number of decomposition modes. Table 3.1
shows the optimal number of decomposition modes NOpt for all the masks and minimum
aliasing plus the truncation error calculated for (D/ r0 ) = 10.
For each mask we calculated the measurement error with Eq. (3.24) in terms of the
slope-measurement variance Σg2 , which depends strongly on the application parameters,
such as detector sensitivity and pixel size, spectrum of the light, etc. Added to the truncation and aliasing error, the measurement error can affect the optimal number of decomposition modes and, of course, the total restoration error. Nevertheless, from Fig. 3.23(b)
it follows that the total error for mask MC61 for N > 40 remains the smallest.
We also calculated H and the reconstruction error for the case of decomposition of
averaged gradients by point gradients, given by Eq. (3.21). In this situation, the leastsquare solution of Eq. (3.22) is given by the pseudoinverse of the point gradients matrix
ĠN :
L̇ = Ġ+N .
(3.25)
The matrices obtained look similar for a small number of decomposition modes. When N
increases, the “tail” of the matrix of decomposition by point gradients grows faster than
that for decomposition by averaged gradients; also crosstalk (non-zero elements in the
first N columns) becomes more apparent (see Fig. 3.24 on the facing page). The calculated error is shown in the Fig. 3.25. The truncation and aliasing error are approximately
the same for small N, but have larger minimal values and grow more rapidly when N
increases. The measurement error is slightly less for point gradient decomposition for
small N, but the difference is negligible.

3.3.4

Discussion and concluding remarks

In this section we have developed the reasoning of Dai to cover the general case of modal
wavefront reconstruction. We have shown that independently of the choice of native
wavefront basis and reconstruction function set, the modal wavefront reconstruction with
the HS wavefront sensor can be presented as a linear operator in a space of continuous
functions. As this operator maps infinite-dimensional space onto a finite-dimensional
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(a) N = 40

(b) N = 60

(c) N = 100

Figure 3.24. H for decomposition by averaged (top picture in each pair) and point gradients
for various N.
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Figure 3.25. Aliasing and measurement error, in ID/ r0 M 3 and Σg2 resp., for reconstruction
with averaged and point gradients.
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space, there is an infinite-dimensional space of function reconstructed as zero by the
sensor. As a consequence, no statement about the accuracy of HS-sensor-based measurements should be made in the absence of a statistical model of the incoming wavefront.
We have also illustrated the model we have developed by calculating the total wavefront reconstruction error with Zernike polynomials for the case of Kolmogorov’s turbulence. The error was calculated for various geometries of the sensor’s array of subapertures. According to the calculations, the use of the 61-hole mask with randomly distributed centres gives better results than the regular hexagonal mask with 91 subapertures of
the same size.
The results may be different for other wavefront statistics, but based on a comparison
of the matrices for the Zernike basis, for instance for 40 decomposition modes, we expect
better performance of the random masks. Moreover, measurements with regular masks
experience catastrophic growth of the aliasing error when the number of reconstruction
modes increases. This encourages the use randomised masks in practice.
Some problems expected for the location of the spot centroids due to the irregular
nature of the mask are related to the need for calibration, which, in principle, increases
the slope measurement error. But in practice, any Hartmann sensor is calibrated first, and
as a result the slope measurement error increases equally for regular and irregular masks.
The associated measurement error of the Hartmann sensor was shown to be smaller for
the irregular mask starting from a certain number of decomposition modes.
The proposed model allows the error of the correction with the active element’s influence functions to be estimated, which are usually not orthogonal. In this case, the use
of irregular masks is not yet justified. Another interesting problem for this case is the
construction of the optimal decomposition operator L, either for a given statistic or for a
least-square approximation. This can be a topic for future research.
An interesting and unexpected fact is the sudden drop of the aliasing error for N =
N ¢ +1. Compare, for instance, the matrices for Hex61 and Hex 91 for N = 80 (Fig. 3.21(f)
and (g)). Although the first N columns no longer build an identity matrix for HHex61 and
produce a certain cross-coupling error, the tail of the matrix contains smaller coefficients
than that of HHex91 , resulting in a smaller aliasing error. This is another possible research
topic – minimising the number of s/a while keeping approximately the same error level.
Some notes on the s/a sizes, fill factor, and signal-to-noise ratio. Due to the reduced
fill-factor of randomised masks, one can also expect noticeably reduced signal-to-noise
ratio in a light-starved environment for HMC61 . Again, we should consider aliasing and
measurement terms separately.
From the signal analysis point of view, the signal-to-noise ratio is defined by the signal and noise parts of power spectrum. If we are interested only in the first N Zernike
components, or the low-frequency part, the high-frequency part is related to the noise.
Averaging of wavefront slopes over s/a can be considered as prefiltering, limiting the
signal bandwidth. For s/a smaller in size, the filtering function is broader, so the highfrequency parts are not lost but replicated as low-frequency parts for regular masks, increasing the aliasing error (see Fig. 3.18 and also compare the plots of Σal for Hex61 and
Hex61s in Fig. 3.23(a)). Thus for regular geometries the signal-to-noise ratio decreases
with the reduced fill factor. Our conjecture is that random masks should be less prone to
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this effect.
From the image analysis point of view, the size of the subaperture is related to the
signal-to-noise ratio in the recorded Hartmanngram, and affects the gradient measurement error ek . However, in equal light conditions, masks with equal s/a sizes have equal
ek . Thus, although the fill factor of HMC61 is approximately 2/ 3 of that of HHex91 , the
signal-to-noise ratio and correspondent term Σg2 remain at the same level. Moreover, it is
possible to create a microlens array with MC61 centre distribution and 100% fill factor,
using technology described in de Lima Monteiro et al. (2003). An average lens in such
an array will be 3/ 2 times larger than lens in a regular array with Hex91 geometry, and
the measurement error will be even reduced.
In this section, we performed calculations only for a constant s/a size. For a trigonometric basis, the Fourier transform of a circular aperture is a low-pass filter. A
hypothetical averaging using the Bessel function subaperture would result in an ideal
low-pass filter in the Fourier basis, and thus an ideal, projective H. This is not possible
for the Zernike basis, as its high-order terms contain a low-frequency part (in the central
region). Thus, it would be interesting to investigate H for random masks with changing
subaperture size, larger in the centre and smaller towards the edges. This mask could
generate H closer to the ideal projection.

3.4

Summary

This chapter investigates problems related to phase retrieval, phase unwrapping, and
modal phase reconstruction. Three new methods developed by the author were presented, discussed and compared with traditional methods in relation to speed, accuracy, and
ease of implementation.
• A new method of phase retrieval from three or more interferograms corresponding
to different purposely introduced tilts of an object wavefront uses the information
contained in the interferogram differences to reduce the problem to phase shifting. Three interferograms are the minimum for restoring the phase over most of
the image. Four or more interferograms are needed to restore the phase over the
whole image. The method works with images including open and closed fringes
in any combination; it can be also considered as a self-calibrating algorithm for an
inexpensive phase shifting interferometric set-up.
• A method of direct demodulation of an inconsistent gradient field obtained from
a wrapped phase was proven to give the same result as that of subsequent leastsquare phase unwrapping and modal decomposition. Thus, the most time-consuming operation of phase unwrapping may be skipped in real-time applications that
aim for speed rather than for accuracy. The chapter gives an illustration based on
numerical simulation of how the methods can be applied in an AO system with
closed feedback. With iterative phase approximation, the accuracy rapidly increases; the system needs only about four iterations to stabilise itself. This means
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that an AO system could be built which is able to perform at a kHz rate with an
interferometric wavefront sensor.
• The random geometry of a Hartmann-(Shack) wavefront sensor and its influence
on the total error of modal wavefront reconstruction are considered by means of the
proposed mathematical model, which describes the modal wavefront reconstruction in terms of linear operators. The model covers the most general case and is not
limited by the orthogonality of the decomposition basis or by the method chosen
for decomposition. The total reconstruction error is calculated for any given statistics of the wavefront to be measured. Based on this estimate, the total reconstruction
error is calculated for regular and randomised Hartmann masks. The calculations
demonstrate that random masks with non-regular Fourier spectra provide the absolute minimum error level and allow the number of decomposition modes to be
doubled while retaining the same level of reconstruction error. Or, vice versa, for
the given number of reconstruction modes a random mask with a smaller number
of subapertures can be used, thus increasing the fill factor and the signal-to-noise
ratio; this can be important in a light-starved environment. The model also allows the total measurement error to be estimated in high-accuracy optical shop
tests using the Hartmann-Shack method. One of the most important conclusions
to be drawn from the error analysis is that no statements should be made about the
accuracy of any measurement using the Hartman or Hartmann-Shack test without
first specifying the statistics of the measured aberrations.

Chapter

4

2D phase detector for heterodyne
interferometry
As was demonstrated in chapter 2, heterodyne interferometry and two-wavelength heterodyne interferometry provide the best accuracy, range, and speed of measurement that
can be performed in fully automatic mode. However, heterodyne and super heterodyne
interferometry seem to be used less frequently than PSI, mainly due to the convenience
of the interferogram registration in the latter technique. In PSI, the sequence of interferograms is usually recorded by a video camera which is synchronised with the phase
steps. The exposure time, as long as it is kept constant, can be adjusted for the desired
value, and is not related to the phase steps. In heterodyne interferometry, the intensity
change due to the phase shifts should either be monitored constantly or integrated with
an exposure which corresponds to the beating frequency. The latter case, because of the
high heterodyne frequencies, increases the demands on the camera sensitivity and the
frame shutter speed and accuracy, while constant monitoring of the intensity even at tens
of interferogram points simultaneously increases the complexity of the system.
A two-dimensional (2D) array of detectors capable of direct phase sensing could decrease the data flow and system complexity dramatically (see Figure 4.1). By introducing
a signal processing on-chip before the analogue-to-digital conversion, the amount of data
to be digitised and transferred to the computer can be dramatically decreased. This, in
turn, results in a higher speed, an increased number of continuous measurements, and
hence increased accuracy. Such an array can be considered as a “smart” phase sensor1 .
This and the following chapters are devoted to the design of a 2D “smart” phase
sensor to be used in a heterodyne interferometer. While this type of sensor can be used in
1 To be precise, the smart sensor, according to the IEEE 1451.2-1997 standard, should also include other
functions in addition to on-chip signal processing to “enable or support distributed processing” such as selfidentification, self-diagnosis, conforming to a standard data and control protocol, etc. However, we consider in
situ signal processing to be the most important contributing factor to the “smartness”.
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Obtain interferogram

A/D Conversion
(digitise fringes)

Process the information

Conventional interferogram processing

Obtain interferogram

Analog processing of
fringes

A/D Conversion
(digitise phase values)

Process the information

“Smart” interferogram processing

Figure 4.1. In conventional computer-aided interferogram analysis, the fringe pattern is digitised first and processed in a digital form. This method is well suited to phase shifting
interferometry, where a sequence of images are to be stored and processed. For a large sequence of fringe patterns or for a heterodyne interferometry, where the continuous change of
the optical signal needs to be monitored, fringe processing is necessary before the digitisation.

any instrument which uses the heterodyne or superheterodyne interferometry principle,
the design described in these chapters was developed with a specific application in mind,
namely a heterodyne interferometer for measuring the profile of the substrates of concave mirrors for extreme ultra-violet lithography. The interferometer was designed by a
team from the Optics Research Group (Department of Imaging Science & Technology
at the Faculty of Applied Sciences, Delft University of Technology) under the leadership
of Luke Krieg, and is reported in his thesis (Krieg, 2004); based on this work, the application requirements for the sensor to be used in this interferometer are defined first
of all in this chapter. Then the chapter discusses the advantages which a custom phase
sensor provides over conventional video cameras, in terms of the accuracy and speed of
the phase calculations, and provides a short review of the literature devoted to special
interferometric sensors. A link between the device physics of a general phase sensor
and the “4-bins” phase detection algorithm is established which makes the algorithm the
main candidate for a silicon implementation. Then the chapter presents my results of the
analysis of the phase calculation error for continuous- and sampling-mode sensors for
the “4-bins” algorithm.

4.1

Absolute heterodyne interferometer for strongly aspherical concave mirrors

There are several methods reviewed in section 2.2 which are suitable for measuring the
profile of the extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) optics. Goldberg et al. (2002) used
a phase-shifting point-diffraction interferometer (Fig. 2.12) with an EUV light source
and reported an accuracy of 0.02nm, which is currently the best result obtained. Carl
Zeiss (Dörband and Seitz, 2001; Handschuh et al., 1999) used a Fizeau interferometer
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(Fig. 2.8) with a carrier frequency introduced in the interference pattern and obtained an
accuracy of 0.15nm; Mercère et al. (2003) has reported on the use of a Hartmann sensor
(Fig. 2.21) with an EUV light source to achieve 0.11nm accuracy; Goldberg et al. (2002);
Naulleau et al. (2001, 1999) applied phase-shifting modification of a point-diffraction
interferometer (see Fig. 2.12) at the 193nm wavelength to achieve measurement repeatability of 0.004Λ rms.
None of these three methods can be used for control during the fabrication of the
mirror substrate in a standard optical shop environment, without the need for constant
recalibration due to intermediate optics and/or the use of an EUV light source. Sommargren (1996) proposed using a single-mode fibre to form a reference spherical wavefront.
This approach was adopted in the heterodyne interferometer for strongly aspherical concave mirrors, developed by the Optics Research Group, TU Delft.
The interferometer is shown schematically in Fig. 4.2. Its operating principle can
be summarised as follows. A laser beam with the precise wavelength Λ is divided by
beam-splitters into several beams. Each of the beams then passes through the AOM
(acousto-optical modulators), tuned with the frequency difference D f . One of the beams
is then fed to a reference fibre, and another to the object fibre. A reference fibre shines
directly on the sensor, and the light from the object fibre goes first to the mirror and is
reflected back to the detector. A number of precautions were taken to ensure the same
delay for both beams at the surface of the detector. The reflected and reference wavefronts form an interferometric pattern on the detection plane. The optical path difference
between reference and object beams at every point of the detection plane will produce a
corresponding phase shift of the sinusoidal intensity modulation at this point. The profile of the mirror is thus encoded as the phase distribution at the detection plane. If the
unwrapped phase is known at every point, then the OPD is known, and back propagation
algorithms (Krieg, 2004, chapter 3) can be used to restore the profile of the mirror.
In the interferometer designed with a sub-nanometer accuracy in mind, special attention should be paid to every stage of the interferometric measurement, namely the light
source, the mechanical part of the interferometer (such as frame and mounts), the interferogram registration, the phase detection algorithm, and the back propagation methods.
The light source system designed by Krieg is a multiple wavelength light source,
capable of maintaining up to three different stable wavelengths. For the instrument, as
with any other interferometer, uses the wavelength as a length standard, a stabilised setup
consisting of an actively stabilised HeNe laser and two tuneable external cavity diode
lasers, stabilised and locked by Fabry-Perot cavities was used. The light source allows
not only for continuous, but also for discrete phase shifts between any three wavelengths,
making PSI, heterodyne, and two-wavelength techniques available.
The interferometer frame and the optical components of the light source were specially designed to minimise vibrations, which increase the noise level in the system, and
temperature effects, which affect the repeatability of the measurements. To reduce the
influence of the air turbulence, the whole setup is placed in a helium atmosphere. Due to
the refractive index of the helium close to the unity, the impact of density and temperature
changes is reduced about sevenfold.
It is obvious that the accuracy of the phase measurements limits the accuracy of the
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Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of the heterodyne interferometric setup developed by
Krieg’s team.

whole system. Thus the detector represents an equally important part of the interferometer. In the course of the project a decision was made to fabricate the customised sensor
using Delft University of Technology’s clean-room facilities provided by the Delft Institute for Micro-Electronics (DIMES). The sensor should be able to measure the phase
of the sine-wave modulated signal with an accuracy of 2Π ´ 10-4 radians. While the
sensor could be used in any interferometric application, the main goal was to use it in
this specific application. The following section considers the requirements imposed on
the sensor design in detail.

4.1.1

Sensor design specifications

Although the interferometer can use conventional cameras (Krieg has reported achieving
an accuracy of 4 nm with a commercially available Sony CCD), the use of standard video
cameras, even high speed ones, limits the available methods only to PSI or sequential
two-wavelength techniques. Moreover, the current trends in camera making, such as
miniaturisations and high fill-factor, are disadvantageous for this type of interferometer.
A specially designed sensor which satisfies the application requirements should increase
the accuracy of the measurements to 1 Å. We will now discuss specifications resulting
from the interferometer setup as well as from error minimising criteria.
Physical dimensions
Due to the strong asphericity of the mirrors, the interferometric pattern contains a large
number of fringes. If the distance s between the detection plane and fibre tips is small,
the pattern obtained is too dense. For fringes to be resolvable, the photosensitive part of
the pixel should be less then half the minimal fringe width. Increasing s decreases the
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density and relaxes the demands on the pixel size. However, with increasing s the size of
the detector also increases. This results the cost of the detector being higher, difficulties
in manufacturing it, and increased dependence on the detector positioning. Klaver (2001,
in chapter 5) has investigated the dependence of the measurement error on the geometry
of the detector and the separation distance s. I have accepted his specifications for the
separation distance s = 80 mm as a starting point (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1. Klaver’s specifications for the geometry of the detector

Parameter

Value

Minimum number of pixels
Photosensitive part of each pixel
Detector size

24 ´ 24
36 ´ 11Μm2
19 ´ 8mm2

Light and photocurrent level
The interferometer should be able to measure the uncoated mirror substrate, which reflects only 4% of the light. Due to this small ratio, the finite output power of the laser
source, and tiny size of the detectors, the expected number of photons per second per
detector is 2.5 ´ 108 (according to Krieg, 2002). Even with the optimistic estimate of
quantum efficiency of the silicon at 638 nm Η = 0.9 (see, for instance, Saleh and Teich,
1991, Figure 17.3-9), the average photocurrent can be expected to be at a level of 36 pA.
The detector’s processing circuitry should be able to cope with this small quantity.
Noise level
As the detector should provide a phase value with an accuracy of 2Π/ 10000, the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of the phase sensor should be greater than 64 dB. This implies, for
instance, a lower limit of 12 bits for any quantisation.
Heterodyne and demultiplexing capabilities
The sensor should offer an advantage over conventional cameras by being able to perform direct phase measurement from a sine-wave optical signal. As in multiple wavelength heterodyne interferometry the signal represents a sum of sine waves with different
frequencies, the sensor should be able to “tune” to the desired wavelength or to offer
demultiplexing functionality.
A light source developed by Krieg is able to provide different beating frequencies in
the range of several Hz up to several MHz. The sensor should be able to operate at least
at a frequency of several kHz to achieve the desired accuracy during the 1 sec time frame
of laser source stability. The beating frequency of 10 kHz was accepted as a working
frequency for the sensor.
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All these criteria should be met in the design of a custom high-accuracy phase sensor.
The remaining freedom in the choice of technology, algorithm, schematics, and layout
should be used to minimise the phase measurement error. Let us consider first the algorithms for phase sensing and identify the best candidate for the high-accuracy phase
sensor.

4.2

Algorithmic minimisation of the error

From now on, the “phase” term should be understood as a phase relative to a reference.
Usually an external clock signal or an optical signal received by one of the pixels is
defined as the reference. In any case it should be noted that if one is able to measure the
phase relative to the reference with an accuracy of ¶, then the phase difference between
any two pixels can be measured with an accuracy of 2¶.
Suppose that we are now given such a reference. There are two main ways to measure the relative phase of the signal in each pixel. The first method is the simplest and
involves taking snapshots that are fast enough of the light intensity of every pixel, recording them on the computer and calculating the phase on the computer.We refer to this
approach as Fast-Sampling Type Camera (FSTC). An alternative approach to the camera
and computer-based FSTC method is a “smart” phase sensor, with direct phase sensing.
These two approaches are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

4.2.1

Fast-sampling approach

A fast-sampling type sensor is simply a CCD or CMOS camera able to perform at a
much higher than standard (25 fps) frame rate. Nowadays, high-speed cameras of this
type are available on the market with frame rates up to 100kHz, recording time up to
several seconds, and a high-speed interface with a PC. With the exponential growth of IC
speed and memory capacity, this type of sensor may well be a good option in a couple
of years. However, the huge amount of data provided by this type of sensor2 requires
a wide-bandwidth interface to transfer the data and lengthy, computationally expensive
post-processing to extract the phase information. Thus the fast-sampling approach can be
considered as a “quick-fix” solution appropriate only for small number of pixels and/or
frame rates.

4.2.2

Smart phase sensor

Before choosing the most suitable algorithm for a “smart” phase sensor, it is important
to be aware that the "zero-crossing" algorithm, which is often recommended, can only
2 According to the Nyquist criterion, the sine-wave signal should be sampled at least twice per period.
According to the specifications of the previous section, it is therefore necessary to take snapshots of the signal at
least 20, 000 times per second and at least at 24 ´ 24 = 576 pixels. This results in 11, 52 millions values, which,
having been digitised with a digital resolution of at least 12 bits, results in a data rate of about 17.28MBps in
total. If one needs for instance to measure the phase over 256 ´ 256 pixels, the required data rate is 1.7 Gbps
(by comparison the fastest hard-drive at the time of writing is able to write 150 MB per second).
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be used in high-accuracy measurements after appropriate filtering of the signal. Usually,
this filtering is performed electrically using an RCL-network or an active filter. Although
considered as a possible alternative in the early stages of the project, this approach was
abandoned for the following reasons:
• firstly, any electrical filtering introduces the phase shift, which is highly dependent
on component matching and increases the error,
• secondly, as is shown later in this chapter, the phase detection algorithms used in
PSI represent filters themselves and, due to the fact that filtering is performed in
the Fourier domain, and not in the time domain, this filtering gives better results.
The selectivity of these filters (the Q-factor) is defined by the total measurement
time; the requirements on component matching are significantly reduced due to the
simplicity of the operations performed.
Now let us consider one phase-measuring pixel of the smart sensor and decide first in
what form it will provide the information about the phase. There are two possibilities of
encoding the phase value – as one number j (phase value in radians) or as a pair of numbers (x, y), so that the phase is given by arctan(x, y). Most of the algorithms considered
in section 2.3.1 provide the information in the second way, and though this doubles the
data rate, it seems to be unreasonable to implement the calculation of arctangent value j
on the chip, and it is better to leave the data in (x, y) format.
The pair of values (x, y) from every pixel could be in analogue or in digital form. For
the sake of accuracy the A/D conversion should preferably be done on the chip. This
avoids additional errors during the transfer of sensitive analogue data to the computer.
However, it is reasonable to start the sensor development with analogue output. It is
then possible to use commercially available, elaborated and accurate high-resolution data
acquisition boards to test the workability of the sensor, and implement the ADC part
afterwards. Errors during the transfer of the analogue output could be decreased if fully
differential output is used. This means that every number at output should be represented
by a pair of signals, x1 and x2 , say, so that x = x1 - x2 . One of the numbers in the pair
could be common for every pixel or every pair (ground, for instance), or it could be
specific for every pixel. If it is specific for every pixel, the phase is then calculated using
the following formula
j = arctan(x1 - x2 , y1 - y2 ).
A “4-bins” version of the PSI algorithm has exactly the same form (see Eq. (2.43) in
section 2.3.1). This makes the “4-bins” algorithm ideal for implementing either in the
device physics, e.g. through a specific CCD gate distribution as in the sensor developed
by CSEM, Switzerland (Lange, 2000), or as a circuit in a VLSI chip.
The “4-bins” algorithm, as with any other algorithm used in PSI, is based on a
sampled version of the signal, series sn , n = 0, . . . , N - 1, and can be considered as a calculation of a component of the signal’s discrete Fourier transform S f . Indeed, Eq. (2.43)
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can be rewritten as
N-1

Φ = arctan

4-1
4-1
s4i+1 - ÚN/
s4i+3
ÚN/
-2Πän 4ff
i=0
i=0
= arg S f ,
= arg â sn e
N/ 4-1
N/ 4-1
Úi=0 s4i - Úi=0 s4i+2
n=0

a formula for calculating the discrete component of f -th component of the signal sampled
with frequency 4 f . Analogously, phase detection can also be performed with a continuous representation of a signal, s(t), if one considers its continuous Fourier transform,
S( f ). In this case, the phase is also given by an arctangent of a ratio of two numbers,
namely
Τ

Τ

Φ u arg S( f ) = arg à

s(t)e-2Πi f t dt = arctan

0

- Ù0 s(t) sin(2Πi f t)
Τ

Ù0 s(t) cos(2Πi f t)

,

where Τ is the total time of measurement. Thus one should consider a discrete and a
continuous version of the phase measurement algorithm and perform a thorough error
analysis for both of them.

4.3

Error analysis of the phase sensor

This section considers the possible sources of the error for the discrete and continuous
phase detection algorithms, and analyses their influence on the measurement accuracy.
Then a common scheme of the analyses is applied to a particular case of our application,
with frequency of the signal at 10 kHz and 1 second total measurement time. Important
considerations on possible noise level and detector non-linearity conclude the section.
The possible sources of error in discrete and continuous methods are:
• frequency detuning
• finite integration time
• sampling of the signal (in sampling systems)
• non-ideal sine wave at the input (harmonic distortion in the electrical signal)
• non-ideal transform performed (distortion in the reference signals)
• electrical noise.
The first three sources are intrinsic to the method and are independent of the hardware
implementation of the sensor. The last three are caused by the hardware.
Usually all the error sources are divided according to whether they are systematic,
i.e. intrinsic to the algorithm, or random, introduced by noise during measurement. In
the following analyses, however, the random errors introduced in the signal level are
considered together with the systematic ones, and possible methods of reducing these
errors are discussed, while the errors dependent on the sensor implementation are left
until the corresponding chapter.
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Ideal sine wave
We start from the input optical signal which we assume to be intensity modulated by an
ideal3 sine wave s̃(t) = ã + b̃ sin(2Π f0t + j) of a known frequency f0 , with a phase shift
j to be found by the algorithm (see Fig. 4.3(a)). Its Fourier spectrum is represented by
three ∆-functions, located at zero and ± f0 frequencies. The argument of the component
corresponding to the f0 gives the phase value j. The phase-sensing algorithms try to
identify this argument ĵ = arg S̃( f0 ) as the phase estimate (see section 2.3.1).
General periodic signal
The optical signal s̃(t) is converted to the electrical one by a photodetector, which can
have a non-linear dependence of the current on the light intensity I(P). In this case the
electrical signal will still represent the periodic function
s(t) = IIã + b̃ sin(2Π f0t + j)M = a + bg(t)
with the same period T = 1/ f0 , and the phase shift expressed as time delay, j = 2ΠDt/ T
(see Fig 4.3(b)). In the frequency domain this results in additional harmonics at frequencies ±n f0 , with arguments ±nj0 , and an absolute value defined by the degree of
nonlinearity:
¥

g(t) = â Cn ã-2Πä f0 nt+änΦ ,

(4.1)

n=-¥

where Cn are complex numbers4 , C0 = 0. The presence of these additional signal components does not change per se the argument of f0 -harmonic.
Presence of noise in the signal
The noise present in the system is the first factor to change arg S( f0 ). The signal is now
represented as
s(t) = a + bg(t) + n(t),
where n(t) is a random function, characterised by its statistical properties. In electronics,
the electrical noise is often assumed to be a stationary in a wide sense random process,
fully defined by its distribution function Pn(t) and correlation function Pn(t1 ),n(t2 ) . Based
on the power density function, it is possible to distinguish between white and “1/ f ”,
“pink” noise (Fig. 4.3(c)), occurring most often in electronics. Their spectrum (random
variable of frequency f ) will be added to that of the signal, creating a cloud of uncertainty,
which establishes the precision or repeatability of the measurements. Additional spurious
frequencies, e.g. 50Hz, which also add to the signal with random, though constant during
the measurement, phase and amplitude, are also considered as noise. In the examples
shown in Fig. 4.3(d), the presence of the 50 Hz noise component is exaggerated.
3 The

case of slow changing a and b is considered later, together with time windowing.
are real numbers if the sensor response has no hysteresis, and the g(t) then inherits the symmetrical
property of the cosine function
4C
n
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Figure 4.3. A signal seen by the sensor in time and frequency domains.
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Figure 4.3. A signal seen by the sensor in time and frequency domains (continued).
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Windowing
Due to the finite measurement time and possible time-dependent a and b, the spectrum
of the optical and electrical signal is never represented by ideal ∆-functions. Indeed, as
the signal s(t) can be written as
s(t) = w(t)(a(t) + b(t)g(t) + n(t)) = wa (t) + wb (t)g(t) + wn (t),

(4.2)

its spectrum, shown in Fig. 4.3(f), is given now by the convolution of those of g(t) and
wb (t) plus the spectrum of wa :
S( f ) = Wa ( f ) + Wb ( f ) * G( f ) + Wn ( f ).

(4.3)

This operation results in aliasing, an effect of mutual influence of the harmonics as shown
in Fig. 4.3(f), and the phase of S( f0 ) is again changed:
¥

S( f0 ) = Wa ( f0 ) + â Cn ãänΦWb ( f0 - n f0 ) + Wn ( f0 ).
n=-¥
n¹0

The error introduced is dependent both on the shapes of Wa and Wb and on the magnitude
of other harmonics present in g. The convolved noise spectrum Wn does not change the
relative size of the uncertainty cloud.
Correlation with a reference signal
Thus the sensor implementation sees the signal in the form given by equation (4.2). Both
the continuous and discrete phase sensing algorithms, described in the previous section,
can be represented as a correlation of the signal with a periodical test signal, given as a
pair of its imaginary and real part,
r(t) = cos 2Π f ¢t + ä sin 2Π f ¢t,
r(t) =rc (t) + ärs (t),

for the continuous type of sensor,
for discrete type of sensor.

(4.4c)
(4.4d)

The difference between the continuous and discrete versions is only in the replacing
functions cos 2Π f ¢t and sin 2Π f ¢t with their sampling analogues rc (t) and rs (t). In both
cases the phase value is estimated as
¥

j = arg à

s(t)r(t)ât.

(4.5)

-¥

This equation can be rewritten in the form of a convolution instead of a correlation
by introducing “backward-propagating” sampling functions r- (t),
r- (t) = r(-t),
with the following Fourier spectra
R- ( f ) = R(- f ) = F(r*).
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Then, using the following relation between h(0) and its Fourier spectrum H( f ) = F h:
¥

h(0) = à

(4.6)

H( f )â f

-¥

and the convolution property, the result is
¥

s(t)r- (-t)ât

ĵ = arg à
-¥

= arg(s * r- )(0)
(4.7)

¥

F(s * r- )( f )â f

= arg à
-¥
¥

S( f )R- ( f )â f .

= arg à
-¥

This means that the phase can be estimated by an integral of the product of Fourier spectra
of electrical and test signals.
For the ideal continuous test signal given by equation (4.4c), the spectrum represents
a single ∆-function, and the integral (4.7) is thus equal to the argument of the value of the
signal spectrum at frequency f ¢ ,
ĵ = arg S( f ¢ ).
(4.8)
In practice, other harmonics are inevitably present in the spectrum of the test signal,
which will result in a larger systematic error and larger cloud of uncertainty.
In the “4-bins” algorithm, both real and imaginary parts of the test signal given by
equation (4.4d) will be represented by a pair of non-negative signals,
rc (t) = rc,+ (t) - rc,- (t) = r0 (t) - r2 (t)

(4.9)

rs (t) = rs,+ (t) - rs,- (t) = r1 (t) - r3 (t),

(4.10)

with such functions ri , that they are all periodic with period T and represent a iT / 4 shifts
of the same function:
ri (t) = r0 (t - iT / 4),

ri (t + T ) = ri (t),

i = 0, . . . , 3.

(4.11)

Thus every function ri is a convolution
ri (t) = p(t) * ШT ,iT / 4 (t)

(4.12)

of a pattern function p(t) with support [0, T ] and periodic comb function ШT ,iT / 4 ,
¥

ШT ,iT / 4 (t) = â ∆(t - kT - iT / 4),

(4.13)

k=-¥

see Fig. 4.3(g) for an illustration and Bracewell (2000) for reference. A well-known
property of the comb function is that its Fourier transform is again a comb function with
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a corresponding base frequency, so
¥

F ШT ,iT / 4 (t) = F ШT ,0 (t - iT / 4) = ã-äΝiT / 4 Ш1/ T (Ν) = â (äi )k ∆(Ν - k/ T ).

(4.14)

k=-¥

Thus this results in
¥

¥

F r(t) = P(Ν) × â (äi )k ∆(Ν - k/ T ) = P(Ν) × â ∆(Ν - 4k/ T - 1/ T ) = P(Ν) × 4 Ш4/ T ,1/ T (Ν),
k=-¥

k=-¥

(4.15)
which leads, combined with (4.7) and (4.3), to the final phase estimation formula
¥

ĵ = arg â P((4k + 1) f ¢ )S((4k + 1) f ¢ ).

(4.16)

k=-¥

From this formula it is clear that the choice of test functions in the form given by (4.9)
and (4.11) results in an algorithm that will add up only every fourth harmonic frequency
from the spectrum of s(t). The magnitude of the input from every fourth harmonic is
defined by the shape of the spectrum P of the pattern signal p, as shown in Fig. 4.3(h).
Equation (4.16) can be represented graphically as calculation of the angle formed by
corresponding to 4k + 1 harmonics phasors, plus a random phasor due to the noise, as
shown in Fig. 4.4. Note that the additional harmonics results in a systematic phase error.
From this rapid analysis we can conclude that
• the non-linear response of the photodetector introduces a systematic phase error,
and the noise introduces a random error
• the long measurement time decreases the error
• the error is not very dependent on the sampling pattern function
• the continuous phase sensor has a minimum possible error
There follows an accurate mathematical description of the error for the cases of continuous and discrete phase sensing algorithms.

4.4

Error analysis for continuous method

Consider the signal to be given by the equation (4.2), with g(t) given by its Fourier
series (4.1). Then the convolution Wb ( f ) * G( f ) from equation (4.3), is given by the
sum
¥

Wb ( f ) * G( f ) = â Cn ãänΦWb ( f - n f0 ).
n=-¥

(4.17)
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Σĵ

ĵ
j

Figure 4.4. Phasor representation of equation (4.16). For the sake of clarity, only 3 terms
from the infinite series are shown.

For a continuous version of the algorithm, with test functions given by (4.4c) for a reference frequency f ¢ = f0 , the reference spectrum is represented by a single ∆-function, and
therefore the noiseless part of the correlated spectrum is given by:
¥

Snoiseless ( f ) = Wa ( f ) + â Cn ãänΦWb ( f - n f0 ),

(4.18)

n=-¥

so, using identity (4.8), the mean value of the phase is estimated as
¥

ĵ = arg IWa ( f ¢ ) + â Cn ãänΦWb ( f ¢ - n f0 ) + Wn ( f ¢ )M.

(4.19)

n=-¥

Ä
Ä
Then the systematic error Dj = ÄÄÄj - ĵÄÄÄ equals to zero in the case of ideal frequency
¢
matching ( f0 = f ) and measurements during exact integer numbers of periods, and thus
the total phase measurement error will be defined only by the noise term. As in Krieg’s
setup (section 4.1) the same frequency generator is used for both optical setup and test
signals, we can expect the frequency detuning to be practically zero. Thus the systematic
error will be defined by the measurement length and magnitude of additional harmonics:
Ä
Ä Ä
ÄÄ
Ä
Ä ÄÄ
ÄÄWa ( f ¢ )ÄÄÄ + Ún¹1 ÄÄÄCn ÄÄÄ ÄÄÄWb ( f ¢ - n f0 )ÄÄÄ + ÄÄÄWn ( f ¢ )ÄÄÄ
(4.20)
Dj 6 arcsin
Ä
ÄÄ ÄÄ ÄÄ
ÄÄC1 ÄÄ ÄÄWb ( f ¢ - f0 )ÄÄÄ
For instance, for a rectangular window of N + Ε = N ¢ periods width,
w(t) = rect K

ì
ï1, 0 < x < N ¢ T ,
x
1
ï
- O=í
ï
¢
ï0, elsewhere
NT 2
î

(4.21)

and its Fourier transform W ( f ) is given by
¢

W ( f ) = N ¢ T ã-äΠN T f sinc( f N ¢ T ),

(4.22)
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Ä
ÄÄ
ÄÄW ( f )ÄÄÄ can be estimated as
1
Ä
ÄÄ
,
ÄÄW ( f )ÄÄÄ 6
Πf

(4.23)

if Ε is unknown5 . Thus, if a and b do not change during the measurement time,
a
1
Ä
Ä ÄÄ
Ä
ÄÄ
Ä Ä
ÄÄWa ( f ¢ )ÄÄÄ + â ÄÄÄCn ÄÄÄ ÄÄÄWb ( f ¢ - n f0 )ÄÄÄ 6 ¢ + b â ÄÄÄCn ÄÄÄ ÄÄ ¢
Ä
Πf
Π ÄÄ f - n f0 ÄÄÄ
n¹1
n¹1
»

a
1
Ä Ä
+ b â ÄÄÄCn ÄÄÄ
Π f0
Π
1| f0
|n
n¹1

=

1
Π f0

æç
ö
çça + b â ÄÄÄC ÄÄÄ 1 ÷÷÷ ,
çç
Ä n Ä |n - 1| ÷÷
n¹1
è
ø

Ä
Ä
because ÄÄÄ f ¢ - f0 ÄÄÄ  f0 . Moreover,
2
æç
(N ¢ ∆ f )2 ö÷
æ
IN ¢ T ( f ¢ - f0 )M ö÷÷
÷÷ ,
÷÷ > N ¢ T b çççç1 Wb ( f ¢ - f0 ) > N ¢ T b çççç1 ÷
3!
3! ÷ø
è
ø
è

where ∆ f = f ¢ / f0 - 1 is a relative frequency error. If N ¢ ∆ f < 1, this means that the
reference functions and the signal oscillate for the same number of integer periods during
the measurement time, the second term in the last equation is greater than 5/ 6, and one
can conclude that
æç
æ
ö
ö
çça + b â ÄÄÄC ÄÄÄ 1 ÷÷÷ 1 × 6 6 1 6 ççç 1 + â ÄÄÄC ÄÄÄ 1 ÷÷÷ .
çç
ç
÷
nÄ
Ä
Ä n Ä |n - 1| ÷÷ bN ¢ T 5
¢
ç
N 5Π Γ n¹1
|n - 1| ÷
n¹1
è
è
ø
ø
(4.24)
From this equation follows that
Dj 6 arcsin

1
Π f0

• the error due to windowing decreases in inverse proportion to the number of measurements
• the error increases linearly by the inverse of the contrast and by the weighted sum
of the harmonic coefficients.
See Fig. 4.5 on page 96 for the illustration.
The presence of the contrast term in the systematic error makes measurements inaccurate for low-contrast interferograms even with the large number N, and when the Ε
is small. In electronics, however, it is often desirable to keep the contrast of the signal
small, to achieve better linearity, or to shift the signal to the operational point of the circuit
(biasing of the signal). Moreover, a large chip area can result in dark-current variations
through the pixel matrix (so-called fixed-pattern noise), which, in turn, result in contrast
variations and make it impossible use of look-up tables to eliminate the influence of Γ in
5 For

known and small values of Ε the estimate can be improved.
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formula (4.24). The dark current level and the detector’s sensitivity are also temperature
dependent. All this makes the presence of the contrast term in the systematic error of the
phase measurement utterly undesirable. The common heterodyne phase measurement
algorithm should be updated for high-accuracy measurements.
Contrast independent version of the algorithm
The proposed solution is to modify the algorithm slightly by using shifted measurement
windows for each of the reference signal’s components; this makes the algorithm contrast
independent because of the following considerations.
If the reference signal is represented as four components as shown in equation (4.9),
then the phase is calculated via four integrals Ii :
Τ

Ii = Ii (Τ) = à

ri (t)s(t)ât,

0

where Τ = N ¢ T = NT + ΕT is the total measurement time. Now consider modified
integrals Ii , where the integration window is shifted as a whole for iT / 4 seconds:
Τ+ iT4

Ii = Ii (Τ) = à

iT
4

¥

ri (t)s(t)ât = à

ri (t)wi,Τ (t)s(t)ât

-¥

(4.25)

¥

IR-i ( f )

=à

* Wi,Τ
( f )MS( f )â f ,

-¥

where wi,Τ (t) are the shifted rectangular functions:
wi,Τ (t) = rect K

iT
ì
ï
x - iT4
1
ï1, 4 < t < Τ +
- O=í
ï
ï0, elsewhere,
Τ
2
î

iT
4 ,

Wi,Τ = F wi,Τ denote their Fourier transforms, and S( f ) is a discrete spectrum of unlimited
periodic function,
¥

S( f ) = â Cn ∆( f - n f0 ).
n=-¥

Then ri (t)wi,Τ (t) are exact shifted copies of the one function r0 (t)w0,Τ (t), and resulting in
R-i ( f ) * Wi,Τ
( f ) = IR-0 ( f ) * W0,Τ
( f )M × ã2Πä

iT f
4

.

Thus the phase is estimated as the argument of the following sum
¥
( f )M J1 + äã2Πä
IR-0 ( f ) * W0,Τ

I0 + äI1 - I2 - äI3 = à

Tf
4

- ã2Πä

Tf
2

- äã2Πä

3T f
4

N S( f )â f .

-¥

The middle term in the integrand in this equation is always 0 for f = 0, and thus the
whole sum is independent of S(0), and hence on the contrast Γ. Moreover, in the case of
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Figure 4.5. An example of nonlinear detector response (a), which resulted in a distorted
sinusoidal signal (b) with a reasonable harmonics magnitude (c). The next three plots show
the dependence of the calculated phase on the time of measurement, for the total measurement
time of 0.001, 0.01, and 1s. In the simulation f0 and j were taken to be equal to 10 kHz and
-1, resp. Note that the presence of harmonic distortion increased the measurement time
necessary to achieve an accuracy of 1/ 10, 000. After one second of measurements (10, 000
periods) the accuracy was only of 1/ 1000 magnitude. Plots (g) – (i) show the dependence of
the systematic error on Ε for N = 10, 100, and 10, 000, resp., and a constant contrast level
Γ = 0.5. Plots (j) – (l) show the dependence of the systematic error on Ε for various contrast
levels Γ = 0.5, 0.05, and 0.005, resp., and for a constant number of periods N = 10, 000,
i.e. 1 second of measurement. Note that a poor contrast level can result in a significant
deterioration the accuracy even for a long measurement period.
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ideal tuning (i.e. matching frequencies of the input and reference signals), the same is
true for harmonics with numbers not equal to 4k + 1. In the presence of small detuning,
such that T f » 1, only the influence of nearby harmonics with numbers not equal to
4k + 1 is almost eliminated, and one can neglect the Γ1 term in formula (4.24).
The results of numerical simulation of contrast-independent phase measurement are
presented in Fig. 4.6. It is clear that, for the same time measurement accuracy Ε, the
contrast-independent algorithm has a much smaller error.
Random error component
Now let us consider the noise term Wn ( f ¢ ) from (4.19),
¥
¢

w(t)n(t)ã-2Πä f t ât.

Wn ( f ¢ ) = à

(4.26)

-¥

Let n(t) be white stationary Gaussian noise with mean and variance (0, Σ 2 ) , that is a
continuous-time random process satisfying the following conditions:
Μn (t) = Xn(t)\ = 0

(4.27)
2

(4.28)

Rnn (t1 , t2 ) = Xn(t1 )n(t2 )\ = Σ ∆(t1 - t2 ).

For Wn ( f ¢ ) is a linear transform of a Gaussian process n(t), it is also a random Gaussian
process with a zero mean due to
¥

¥
¢

¢

w(t)n(t)ã-2Πä f t ât_ = à

XWn ( f ¢ )\ = [à
-¥

w(t)Xn(t)\ã-2Πä f t ât = 0,

-¥

and variance Σ 2 NT ¢ :
¥

XWn ( f ¢ )2 \ = [à
-¥
¥

=à

¢

w(t2 )n(t2 )ã-2Πä f t2 ât2 O _

-¥
¥

à

-¥
¥

=à

*

¥
¢

w(t1 )n(t1 )ã-2Πä f t1 ât1 Kà
ât1 ât2 w(t1 )ã

-2Πä f ¢ t

w(t2 )ã2Πä f t2 Xn(t1 )n(t2 )\
¢

1

-¥
2

Iw(t)M ât = Σ 2 NT ¢ .

-¥

Then, if Wb ( f ¢ - f0 )/ Σj  1,
0
6 Σ
1
6
Σ NT ¢
6 0
= 0
,
Σj =
¢
¢
Wb ( f - f0 )
5 NT b 5 2NT ¢ SNR

(4.29)

0
where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is taken to be b/ ( 2Σ). Thus the precision of the
phase measurements increases as a square root of the total measurement time.
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Figure 4.6. The same signal as in Fig. 4.5(a) is processed with the contrast-independent
algorithm. Plots (a) – (c) show the dependence of the systematic error on Ε for N = 10, 100,
and 10, 000, resp., and a constant contrast level Γ = 0.5. Plots (d) – (f) show the dependence
of the systematic error on Ε for various levels of contrast Γ = 0.5, 0.05, and 0.005, resp., and
for a constant number of periods N = 10, 000, i.e. 1 second of measurement.

4.5

Discrete version of the algorithm

This section estimates the phase error for the discrete version of algorithm, with sampling
functions in the form given by equation (4.4d).
Substituting (4.18) into (4.16), one has

¥

ĵ = arg â PI(4k + 1) f ¢ MSnoiseless I(4k + 1) f ¢ M
k=-¥
¥

¥

= arg â PI(4k + 1) f ¢ MJWa I(4k + 1) f ¢ M + â Cn ãänΦWb I(4k + 1) f ¢ - n f0 MN
n=-¥

k=-¥
¥

= arg J â PI(4k + 1) f ¢ MWa I(4k + 1) f ¢ M
k=-¥
¥

¥

+ â Cn ãänΦ â PI(4k + 1) f ¢ MWb I(4k + 1) f ¢ - n f0 MN,
n=-¥

k=-¥
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an expression similar to that of (4.19), which results in a similar expression for the error
Dj 6
ÄÄ ¥
Ä
¢
¢
ÄÄÚk=-¥ PI(4k + 1) f ¢ MWa I(4k + 1) f ¢ MÄÄÄ + Ún¹1 ÄÄÄÄCn ÄÄÄÄ Ú¥
k=-¥ PI(4k + 1) f MWb I(4k + 1) f - n f 0 M
Ä
.
arcsin Ä
Ä
ÄÄ ÄÄ ¥ ÄÄÄ
ÄÄC1 ÄÄ Úk=-¥ ÄÄWb ((4k + 1) f ¢ - f0 )PI(4k + 1) f ¢ MÄÄÄÄ
(4.30)
Note that for certain functions p(t), namely for those with support less then T / 4, the
windowing (0, Τ) in integrals Ii is equivalent to shifted windowing (0 + iT / 4, Τ + iT / 4)
and so these algorithms are also insensitive to harmonics other than 4k + 1.
This formula can be used numerically when the spectra of pattern and windowing
functions are known, because it is difficult to obtain a closed expression in a general
case. However, a rough estimate of the following type can be used
ÄÄ
ÄÄ
Ä
ÄÄ
ÄÄâ a b ÄÄÄ 6 max ÄÄÄb ÄÄÄ â ÄÄÄa ÄÄÄ
n n ÄÄ
ÄÄ
Ä nÄ
n Ä nÄ
ÄÄ n
ÄÄ
n
to get
ÄÄ ¥
ÄÄ
¥
ÄÄ
Ä
ÄÄ â PI(4k + 1) f ¢ MW I(4k + 1) f ¢ MÄÄÄ 6 max ÄÄÄW I(4k + 1) f ¢ MÄÄÄ â ÄÄÄPI(4k + 1) f ¢ MÄÄÄ
ÄÄ
ÄÄ
Ä
Ä
ÄÄ
ÄÄ
a
a
Ä
k Ä
ÄÄk=-¥
ÄÄ
k=-¥
Ä
Ä
(4.31)
¥
ÄÄ
ÄÄ
¢ ÄÄ
¢ ÄÄÄ
Ä
6 ÄÄWa ( f )ÄÄ â ÄÄPI(4k + 1) f MÄÄ
k=-¥

and analogously
ÄÄ
¥
¥
ÄÄÄ
ÄÄ
ÄÄ ÄÄ ÄÄ
Ä
Ä
ÄÄâ ÄÄCn ÄÄ â PI(4k + 1) f ¢ MWb I(4k + 1) f ¢ - n f0 MÄÄÄ 6 ÄÄÄÄWb ( f )ÄÄÄÄ â ÄÄÄÄCn ÄÄÄÄ â ÄÄÄPI(4k + 1) f ¢ MÄÄÄ ,
ÄÄ
ÄÄ
Ä
Ä
ÄÄ n¹1
ÄÄ
k=-¥
k=-¥
n¹1
(4.32)
so for rectangular windowing described by (4.21), instead of inequality (4.24) the result
is
ö÷
1 6 æçç 1
çç + â ÄÄÄÄCn ÄÄÄÄ÷÷÷ ,
(4.33)
Dj 6 ¢
÷
ç
N 5Π Γ n¹1
ø
è
and one can neglect the Γ1 term if the pattern function p(t) has non-zero values only in
(0, T / 4) interval.
Noise component of the error in discrete algorithm
Analogously to the continuous case, the noise component will be a random Gaussian
process with a zero mean, with variance which must now be multiplied by the power of
the sampling function:
ÄÄ
ÄÄ2
¥
6 Úk=-¥ ÄÄÄPI(4k + 1) f ¢ MÄÄÄ
Σj 6
.
(4.34)
0
5
2NT ¢ SNR
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Summary

The chapter discusses a custom phase detector for the heterodyne interferometer for
measuring EUVL mirrors, which was designed by the Optics Research Group, TU Delft.
The interferometer was reported to achieve accuracy of 4 nm with a conventional CCD
camera used for registering the interferometric pattern. A special sensor consisting of
the two-dimensional array of detectors capable of direct phase sensing can improve the
accuracy by increasing the number of continuous measurements performed. We suggest
the “4-bins” algorithm for phase calculation at every pixel of the detector because the
similarity of its formula with the format of electrical signal needed to keep the calculated
value. We also provide the error analysis for the general case of phase detection and
its application to the particular cases of “4-bins” continuous and discrete phase detectors. The formulae derived in this chapter can be used for the estimation of the minimum
measurement time needed to achieve the desired accuracy.

4.7

Conclusions

• A special “smart” phase sensor per se provides the same measuring accuracy as a
fast-sampling type camera with the same frame rate and quantisation level. The
smart sensor, however, is easier to couple with a higher heterodyne frequency; the
dramatic growth in the number of continuous measurements produces the corresponding gain in the accuracy.
• The “4-bins” phase detection algorithm is chosen as the basis algorithm for the
smart phase detector.
• For an increased accuracy, the smart sensor should be able to apply a non-rectangular
windowing for the signal. When the continuous reference functions are used in the
algorithm, the sensor should be able also to shift the windows.
• For N cycles of measurements, the accuracy is proportional to
is proportional to 01N .

1
N

and the precision

Chapter

5

CMOS lock-in pixel
This chapter discusses in detail possible implementations in silicon of the phase sensor
described earlier. Nowadays, we can distinguish three main technologies in silicon semiconductors industry: bipolar, CMOS, and CCD (see Table 5.1). Each of them has its
own advantages and disadvantages; a custom processing, e.g. CCD/CMOS or BiCMOS
hybrid, combining best features of two technologies can be used. However, we have selected conventional CMOS, because it seems to be the most widely accepted integrated
semiconductor circuit technology, inexpensive, and well-understood (Liu et al., 2002).
The last but not least argument was the availability of the 1.6Μ CMOS process in TU
Delft domestic facilities, DIMES (Delft Institute of Microelectronics and Submicrontechnology).
The name “lock-in” pixel was coined by Lange and Seitz (2001) for a similar phasesensor, because of its high frequency selectivity resembling that of lock-in amplifiers.
The lock-in pixel of Lange uses a special CCD/CMOS technology optimised both for
the charge transfer and signal processing; the concept was developed further in CSEM,
Switzerland, and resulted in a commercial product, 3D-camera “Swiss Ranger SR-3”
(Swiss Ranger SR-2). In Chapter 5 of his thesis, Krieg (2004) describes the discouraging
results of the evaluation of “Swiss Ranger” in his heterodyne interferometric setup. He
concluded that the necessary measurement accuracy was not achieved due to:
• 2-bin (“2-tap” in the CSEM’s terminology) approach which makes
sensor particularly sensitive to phase-shift and phase-drift errors;
• non-linear response which causes the error to be both amplitude and
phase dependent, preventing a posteriory correction of data;
• a large difference in the response between adjacent pixels;
• a large pixel size;
• a high noise level.
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Table 5.1. Modern integrated semiconductor tecnologies
Process

Pro et contra
Ì mature technology
Ì both analog and digital devices are available

CMOS

Ì several types of photodetectors
Ì rich choice of analog storage devices
Ì low cost standard process
Ì mature technology, a workhorse of analog IC design

Bipolar

Ì high-speed and low-mismatch analog devices
Î larger chip area than CMOS
Î more complex and expensive process than CMOS
Ì optimised for imaging technology
Î charge transfer devices only

CCD

Î only addition and subtraction are realizable on chip
Î the most processes are proprietary and not available to third parties
Ì low noise
Î non-standard hybrid process
Ì low noise

CCD/CMOS

Î limited to charge-mode devices
Ì excellent analog storage
Î high cost due to a more complex process
Î non-standard hybrid process

BiCMOS

Ì all characteristics of CMOS plus high-quality bipolar devices
Ì large number of functions is realizable
Î high cost due to a more complex process
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Note the correlation with the last three error sources outlined in the section 4.3; we will
take into account this while discussing our design of 4-bins lock-in pixel.

5.1

General consideration

Being limited by the boundaries of the CMOS technologies, we have a freedom of choosing design techniques to optimally implement the algorithm in the CMOS circuit. For
instance, the electrical signal can be represented by using current, voltage, or electrical
charge. The current mode has its advantages in the simplicity of performing addition and
subtraction, and in a high dynamical range of the signal. In the subthreshold region of
the operation of MOS-transistor, the translinear principle (see, for instance, Liu et al.,
2002, Ch. 7) can be used to implement any function in the form of
Iout =

Õi (Iib + Ii )Αi
Α .
Õ j (I jb + I j ) j

(5.1)

The voltage mode is closely related to the current mode; a number of voltage-to-current
and current-to-voltage conversion circuits is possible in CMOS. Voltage-mode circuits
are seldom used alone in the analogue IC design because of a limited dynamic range
and their reliance on resistive elements, which are area-expensive and have a large mismatch. The charge mode, widely used in CCD where potential wells store and transfer
charge packets (Theuwissen, 1995), is also possible in CMOS. Wide range of capacitors
available in the CMOS process with a good matching factor can be used for this purpose.
A mixed mode is often used in IC design, applying the most appropriate mode to
different chip stages. Thus independently of the technology used and the implementation
of the phase sensor, there are three stages of the sensor:
photosensing stage in which light intensity is transformed into an electrical signal; this
is the input stage of the sensor;
signal-processing stage, that is the algorithm implementation, and
output stage where the values calculated are transferred from the chip to the outer
world.
Two first stages are represented schematically in Fig. 5.1. Let us consider every stage
separately.
Input stage From the error analysis performed in the previous chapter it follows that
the input stage of the sensor should perform high-linear conversion of the photo-signal
into the electrical signal. The ideal case is to have all but the first one of the components
Ci ’s in decomposition (4.1) described on page 87 equal to zero. Consider 7 photodetector structures available in standard CMOS, presented in Fig. 5.2 (after Moini, 1999,
who provided also a detailed analytical treatment of these structures). There are three
vertical junction diode structures, one lateral junction diode, one lateral and one vertical
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Figure 5.1. The first two stages of the discrete/continuous version of lock-in pixel. The
input stage comprising a photodiode and a (current) buffer performs linear conversion of
the photosignal into the electrical signal. The processing stage calculates the correlation
integrals Ii by multiplying the signal by the reference functions sin± , cos± and integrating the
product. The reference functions are either rectangular pulse trains for the discrete version,
or sine and cosine functions for the continuous case, or any four functions satisfying the
condition (4.11) stated on page 91.

(parasitic) bipolar transistor, and one photogate. For our application featuring low light
intensity at wavelength Λ = 632.8nm, the Well-Sub photodiode (Fig. 5.2(a)) provides
the best combination of quantum efficiency and a dark-current level; moreover, only vertical junction diode structures are free from parasitic diodes affecting the linearity of
photoresponse.
The input stage of the sensor operates in the current mode. Since the photocurrent
of a photodiode depends on the voltage across its terminals (see Fig. 5.5 and explanation
in the following section for more details), the output pin should be kept under a constant
voltage or buffered from the rest of the circuit. Usually this can be done with a feedback
network, for instance a current conveyor (Sedra and Smith, 1970) or using the virtual
ground of an op-amp (Graeme, 1996).
Processing stage As it is shown in the previous chapter, the signal processing stage
of both continuous and discrete sensors should perform integration of the photosignal
multiplied with a reference signal. Thus it is natural to use the charge mode for the
integrated signal, as the accumulated charge on a capacitor Q is given by the integral of
its current:
t

Q(t) = à I(t)ât + Q(t0 ).

(5.2)

t0

Multiplication of the photosignal by the reference can be performed either by a translinear circuit for the continuous version of the sensor or using switches for the discrete
version.
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Figure 5.2. Photodetector structures available in the standard N-well CMOS process. (a)
Well-substrate diode, (b) diffusion-well diode, (c) diffusion-substrate diode, (d) lateral diode,
(e) vertical bipolar transistor, (f) lateral bipolar transistor, and (g) photogate (adapted from
Moini (1999)). Structures with a deep photosensitive region are more sensitive to the red
part of spectrum, with a shallow one – to the blue part. Non-vertical structures include also
vertical diodes as parasitic structures.

Output stage The output stage of the sensor should provide the readout of the stored
charge with minimum distortion; usually a unit-gain follower is used. As reading the
voltage across the capacitor terminals is a common technique in imaging applications,
any of existing solutions, such as active-pixel matrix readout (Theuwissen, 2002), can be
applied.
The readout stage can be made common for several pixels, for instance, for each
column to gain some area inside every pixel and to obtain a better output amplifier matching.
The following sections describe some possible schematics of the CMOS lock-in pixel
and discuss them; we start from a small recapitulation of available structures in CMOS
which will be used as building blocks in the proposed schematics.

5.2

Basic CMOS structures for the lock-in pixel

Any silicon chip represents a combination of several basic structures connected together
to form a desired circuit. The choice of the structures is usually determined by the technology, and although it is possible to create new structures, in CMOS the choice is mainly
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limited to a diode, a capacitor, a resistor, and a MOSFET (Maloberti, 2001).

5.2.1

Resistor

In CMOS, diffusion or polysilicon structures are used to form passive1 resistors; it is
not difficult to obtain integrated resistors in the range from several W to tens or hundreds
of kW. However, passive resistors in analog VLSI circuits are seldom used due to their
bulkiness and poor accuracy. According to Maloberti (2001), the accuracy of integrated
resistors cannot be better than 15%, with the worst performance being exhibited by the
resistors with the highest sheet resistance; this makes accurate elements with large resistive value not feasible in integrated technology. Nevertheless, with a very careful layout
one can achieve 0.1 – 0.2% matching. This quantity, though acceptable for a majority of
applications, prevents us from using integrated resistors in a high-accuracy circuit for the
lock-in pixel.

5.2.2

Capacitor

For the analog VLSI circuits, good quality capacitors with a high capacitance per unit
area are required. In CMOS, capacitors are obtained by overlapping two or more successive layers (see table 5.2); the best “analogue” capacitors are produced by a “poly-poly”
capacitor (two polysilicon layers with a thin oxide in between; an additional implant of
poly layer is added to the standard technology) or by a “poly-diffusion” capacitor (polysilicon on top of an n+ or p+ diffusion; an additional operation for an n+ or p+ should
be added). In a cheap digital CMOS process, there is a trade-off between the maximum
capacitance per unit area given by the MOS capacitor, and a smaller influence of parasitic structures in the poly-in1-in2 “sandwich”-type capacitor, shown in Fig. 5.3. The top
and bottom plates of any CMOS capacitor form additional parasitic capacitances to the
substrate; their values are comparable with that of the capacitor itself and should be taken
into account in the circuit design.
The accuracy of the integrated capacitors is higher than that of resistors, in the range
of 6–12%. The matching of the integrated capacitors is known to be very high, because
1 We do not consider here active resistors used often as a load, as they are actually MOSFET-based structures.

Table 5.2. Capacitor properties for DIMOS01 process. tox is the oxide thickness, Τ is the
capacitance per unit area.

Type

tox , nm

Τ, fF/Μm2

ΣΤ , %

MOS (with a gate oxide)
poly/sub (field oxide)
IN/poly
IN2/IN

25
710
700
800

13.46
0.47
0.48
0.42

3.33
3.29
3.33
3.33
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Figure 5.3. “Sandwich” CMOS capacitor formed by polysilicon (“poly”) and two metal
layers (“In1” and “In2”) and its (approximately) equivalent circuit.

it is defined mainly by the geometry of a capacitor and oxide thickness, which is more
uniformly distributed over the wafer area than the doping dose of a diffusion layer. However, certain precautions in layout, such as keeping the same perimeter-to-area ratio, use
of dummy elements, etc., are required to increase the matching.

5.2.3

Photodiode

Possible photo-diode structures already were presented in Fig. 5.2. The equivalent circuit
of an integrated photodiode (see Fig. 5.4) consists of an ideal diode, a current source, a
junction capacitance, and parasitic resistances. The current source Iph represents the
Out

Rs

Gnd
Iph

Out

Rd

Out

Cj

=
p-epi

Figure 5.4. N-well-substrate photodiode and its circuit model.

photocurrent generated in the p-n junction by a (monochromatic) photon flux and is considered to be proportional to the flux’s power P:
Iph = rP,

(5.3)

where r = r(Λ, Vr ) is the p-n junction responsivity2 at a given wavelength Λ and reverse
bias voltage Vr . Resistance Rd represents the so-called diode’s “dark resistance”, which is
the resistance of the zero-biased diode junction; this high resistance produces little effect
and can be often ignored. The series resistance of the diode Rs is low and is also generally
2 Generally speaking, the AC response of the photodiode is a more complex event, as it accounts for two
photocurrent components; the fast drift component idr corresponds to the carrier generated inside the depletion
region, and the slow diffusion current idi is produced by the carriers generated outside the depletion layer. Thus,
the step response displays a dual time constant; the photocurrent iph first rises rapidly and then settles slowly to
the value given by the formula (5.3). This defines the fundamental AC response limit for the photodiode (for
more details, please refer to Graeme, 1996). In the majority of applications, however, the limits are imposed
by other factors, for instance the junction capacitance described later.
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ignored. C j is the junction capacitance of the diode; it represents the effect of the fixed
ionic charge in the depletion layer. In many applications, the junction capacitance is the
most important factor affecting the linearity, stability, and bandwidth of a photodiode
circuit. C j depends linearly on the diode area and non-linearly on the reverse voltage Vr
applied to its terminals:
C j,0
,
(5.4)
Cj = 0
1 + Vr / jb
where jb is the built-in junction voltage and C j,0 is the photodiode capacitance at zero
bias. C j,0 can be approximated as
C j,0 » ¶Si

Aj
Wj

(5.5)

,

where A j is the junction area3 and W j is the width of the depletion layer.
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Figure 5.5. The current-voltage characteristics of a photodiode for various illumination
values resemble those of the ideal diode with an offset due to the photocurrent. Note the nonzero slope in the left part of the plot (photoconductive mode) caused by the dependence of
the photosensitivity on the reverse bias. Only for the photoconductive mode with a constant
reverse bias the response of photodiode is directly proportional to the photon flux.

The current-voltage characteristics (see Fig. 5.5) of a photodiode are given by those
of a p-n junction with an added photocurrent Iph proportional to the photon flux and
increasing together with the reverse bias:
I = Is IãV /UT - 1M - Iph ,
3 The

junction area does not match with the diode area, especially for the small-sized diodes.

(5.6)
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where UT = KT / q is the thermal voltage of the junction. Usually, photodiodes are operated with a reverse bias applied to them (photoconductive mode); the larger the reverse
voltage, the wider the depletion layer and the stronger an electric field in the p-n junction.
Moreover, according to formula (5.4), the parasitic junction capacitance C j reduces with
the reverse voltage increasing. These factors reduce the slow diffusion component of the
photocurrent idi and increase the fast drift current idr , reduce response time and increase
the photosensitivity.
Even when the photodiode is not exposed to light, there are carriers thermally generated in and near the depletion region which contribute to a small dark current. The
dark-current level depends on the process technology, on the temperature, and on the
width of the depletion layer (hence on the reverse bias). High sensitivity of the darkcurrent level to lattice defects results in unpredictable dark-current-level distributions in
photodetector arrays (the so-called fixed-pattern noise, FPN).

5.2.4

MOSFET

Metal-Oxide-Silicon Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) is one of the most common
devices used in modern IC technology. It is composed from two heavily doped regions,
called the source and the drain, separated by a Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) structure, called gate (see Fig. 5.6). The region under the gate is called the channel; it is
G

S

D

B

W
n+

G
n+

p+
S

L
p-

D
B

Figure 5.6. MOSFET structure. n-type MOSFET, nFET or NMOS transistor, and its symbol
are shown. MOSFET has four terminals: the source S, the drain D, the gate G, and the bulk
B. The current-voltage characteristics are defined by the given process parameter and by the
width W and length L of transistor’s gate, chosen by IC designer.

separated from the polycrystalline gate by an insulating thin oxide layer. The type of
the source and drain doping (n or p) determines the type of the transistor – n-channel
MOSFET, or p-channel MOSFET; names n-type MOSFET, nFET, NMOS, and p-type
MOSFET, pFET, PMOS are also in use.
The current-voltage characteristics of the MOSFET depend on the relative voltages
between its four terminals: Vs , Vg, Vd , and Vb . Depending on the gate-source voltage Vgs ,
the transistor is said to operate in different regimes: cutoff, subthreshold, and abovethreshold (see Liu et al., 2002, for a detailed description). Relative drain-source voltage
Vds determines whether MOSFET operates in triode or saturation region4 . For nFET, the
4 In

fact, transistor leaves the triode region of operation if its dependence on the drain voltage (reverse
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current-voltage characteristics are summarised in Table 5.3; the second-order effects are
neglected there. From this table we can see that in digital circuits, where the MOSFET
usually acts as switch, transistor operates in the cutoff and linear above-threshold modes;
in analog circuits, the exponential current-voltage dependence can be used to implement
more complex functions.
Table 5.3. Expression for Ids of nFET in different operation modes. Here Is is the scaling current, Κ is the subthreshold slope factor, Cox is oxide capacitance, and Μn is electron mobility;
these parameters are process-dependent.
Mode

Subthreshold (Vgs < VT0 )

Above threshold (Vgs > VT0 )

Cutoff

0

0

Triode

Is WL

Saturation

Is WL

ã
ã

ΚVg /UT

(ã

-Vs /UT

(ΚVg -Vs )/UT

,

-ã

-Vd /UT

Vds > 4Ut

)

ΜCox W
L

I(Vgs - VT0 )2 - (Vgd - VT0 )2 M,

ΜCox W
L

(Vgs - VT0 )2 ,

Vds < Vgs - VT0

Vds > Vgs - VT0

MOSFET as a switch
Switch allows topology of a circuit to be changed dynamically. The ideal switch corresponds to a short circuit in its “on” state and to an open circuit in the “off” state. MOSFET is often used as the approximation of the switch (see Fig. 5.7). For the n-channel
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out
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in

out

»

Roff

out

»

Figure 5.7. The ideal switch and its approximation by an nFET. The closed switch corresponds to a MOSFET in the linear region with a finite on-resistance Ron ; the open switch is
represented by a MOSFET in the cut-off region with the off-resistance Roff .

MOSFET, applying the highest possible voltage in the circuit to its gate ensures the linear
region of the transistor’s operation; its on-resistance can be expressed as
Ron =

1
ΜCox WL (VGS

- VTh )

.

(5.7)

For DIMOS01, the process transconductance parameter ΜCox is 75ΜA/V 2 for nFET and
22ΜA/V 2 for pFET. Thus for an overdrive voltage (VGS - VTh ) about 2 V and unit aspect
current) becomes negligible; thus in high-accuracy circuits the saturation mode should be dealt with care.
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ratio W / L one gets Ron,n = 6.66kW and Ron,p = 22.72kW for n- and p-channel transistor
respectively.
As the on-resistance increases when the overdrive voltage is close to zero, in practice
a combination of complementary types of transistors (the so-called “transmission gate”,
see Fig. 5.8) is often used. Usually the aspect ratio of n- and p-channel transistors is
chosen in such a way that the complementary switch has a constant conductance in the
middle range of voltages.
Φ

out

in

Φ̄

Figure 5.8. Two complementary transistors as a switch can operate in the rail-to-rail range
of the input voltages, but require two complementary control signals.

Transmission gates and single-transistor switches are widely used in digital electronics. There are however some problems related to the use of CMOS switches in accurate
analogue circuits, namely clock feedthrough and charge injection.
Clock feedthrough term is used to describe the coupling of a fast-changing voltage signal, e.g. clock signal, to an analog node through a coupling capacitance Cpar between
them; this effect is especially dangerous for floating nodes. In analog design it is therefore desirable to separate the digital and analog parts of the chip and route the clock
signals as far as possible from the storing capacitors.
Charge injection is frequently regarded as the clock-feedthrough effect (e.g. Eichenberger and Guggenbühl, 1991), but can be better understood from the solid-state physics
point of view (see, for instance, Aghtar et al., 1997; Dai and Harjani; Gu and Chen,
1996). When a MOSFET is used as a switch, its gate voltage changes between Vss and
Vdd turning the transistor on and off. Being in the ON state, MOSFET contains a small
amount of charge in the potential well under its gate, which forms the channel. When
the transistor switches to the OFF state, this channel disappears and the remaining charge
is injected into the source and drain nodes. The mechanism of splitting of the channel
charge depends on the speed of switching and other characteristics and cannot be neglected when designing high-precision analogue circuits (for formulae and analysis, see
Allen and Holberg, 2002; Palmisano et al., 1999). In the proposed lock-in pixel, for
example, the charge injected several thousands times per measurement on each storing
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capacitor becomes comparable with the charge stored due to the measurement itself; thus
the charge-injection phenomenon can seriously jeopardise the circuit performance.
A number of technics aimed to eliminate or compensate for the charge injection is
described in literature. The simplest and the most widely used is shown in the Fig. 5.9.
In this configuration, two MOSFET switches of the same type with the source and drain
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D
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D
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Figure 5.9. Charge injection and its compensation with dummy switches. When the common
MOSFET switch goes from the On to Off state, the potential well under its gate disappears
and the charge stored in the well is injected into the source and drain nodes. If two dummy
switches of the same type and with a smaller gate size are added, the “extra” charge is used
to fill in the potential wells under the dummy gates. Note that the depth of the wells under
the dummy gates depends on the source and drain voltage; this implies that the effect of the
charge injection cannot be cancelled completely by this structure.

junctions shortened are added at the both sides of the switch. These “dummy” switches
are driven by a complementary clock Φ̄. If the clocks are fast enough, and the channel is
split equally between the drain and source nodes, then the drain part of the charge is used
by the dummy switch on the drain side to form its channel; the same holds for the source
part of the charge. The dummy switches should thus be closed just after the opening of
the normal switch; their length should be half the length of the main switch. Thus this
configuration can be regarded as a special device with a constant charge under its gate;
with carefully selected clocks and MOSFET dimensions, it could almost eliminate the
injected charge.
The use of a complementary switch also allows the effect of charge injection to be
alleviated, as complementary types of transistors inject opposite charge. With a proper
proportion of the aspect ratios, the injected charges cancel each other. The combined
technique of complementary switch and dummy switches can be used as well, though it
complicates the circuit control.
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Multiplexing switch In multiplexing switch, the charge injection can result in charge
redistribution due to unequal voltages on the drain nodes. In the example in Fig. 5.10 the
results of the (simplified) numerical simulations of the surface potentials are shown for a
commonly used structure for a multiplexing switch. Due to the unequal drain voltages,
the amount of injected charge will be different for two drain nodes; moreover, in some
cases the repetitive switching may result in charge redistribution, thus making the circuit
behaviour depending on the stored charge.
On
Vi = 2V

out1
in
out2

»

in

out1

Off

Drain1

Vi = 2V

Vo,1 = 3V
out1

Off
out2
Vo,2 = 1V

Gate1

On

Vo,1 = 2V

out2
Vo,2 = 2V

Common source
Gate2
Drain2

Figure 5.10. Multiplexing switch is a configuration of two or more switches with a common
input and separate outputs. This configuration driven by non-overlapping clocks is often used
in circuits with changing topology. In CMOS, this can be realised by MOSFET structures
with merged source diffusion. Two 3D plots present distribution of the Fermi levels for the
multiplexing switch in two different states. By analogy with a water on an uneven terrain,
the charge tends to go to the lowest point. These plots suggest that the charge will be mostly
injected to the drain1 resulting in the asymmetrical charge redistribution.

5.2.5

Operational amplifier

An operational amplifier or an op-amp is a complex circuit and not a CMOS structure in
a literal sense. Nevertheless, it is commonly used as a building block in the chip design;
afterwards, the op-amp with desired characteristics can be chosen from a design library
or created from scratch.
The ideal op-amp, shown on Fig. 5.11, is a voltage-controlled voltage source (VCVS);
its output is an amplified with a gain A replica of its input voltage. Used with a feedback
network, op-amp can perform various functional operations, hence its name. The values
of the passive elements used in the feedback network define the performed function almost independently from the gain A provided it is big enough. For the ideal amplifier,
the gain is infinity; a finite gain of real amplifiers results in an error. Usually, the op-amp
is designed with such a gain that the error is dominated by the matching of passive com-
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ponents; according to Maloberti, a gain a bit larger than 60–70 dB is normally enough
for most applications if the matching accuracy of integrated components is around 0.1%.
Real op-amps have finite bandwidth; the gain A depends on the frequency of the input
signal and usually exhibits a 20 dB/decade roll-off after a corner frequency fc .
There is a long list of small and large signal parameters determining the op-amp performance, for instance common mode gain, common mode rejection ratio, offset voltage,
slew rate, phase margin, etc, which fall out of the scope of this thesis; the reader is referred to devoted to this subject literature (see, for instance, Gregorian, 1999; Huijsing,
2001; Maloberti, 2001). Necessary terms will be introduced later in situ while discussing
the proposed circuits.

5.2.6

Current conveyor

The second-generation current conveyor (CCII) was introduced by Sedra and Smith
(1970). It represents a grounded three-port network with specific terminal characteristics given by the hybrid matrix shown in Fig. 5.12(a); one of its numerous applications
is a current-controlled current source or current buffer. In the op-amp-MOSFET realisation of the CCII shown in Fig. 5.12(b), the feedback holds inverting input at a constant
voltage level given by the non-inverting input, while the MOSFET transfers the current
to the drain terminal independently of the drain voltage. More accurately, if A is the op
amp’s gain, Vb is the voltage applied to its non-inverting input, Vq is its quiescent voltage,
MOSFET operates in saturation region and Vgs = Vgs (I) is its gate-source voltage, one
has
A
1
1
V- =
Vb +
Vq V (i).
(5.8)
A+1
A+1
A + 1 gs
From this equation it is evident that the voltage level of the inverting terminal is A + 1
times less dependent on the output voltage than Vgs (i) which is already almost independent from the drain voltage for the MOSFET operating in saturation.

5.2.7

Redirection and copying of signals

There are two approaches in the design of analogue circuits, based on redirecting of the
signal flow or on copying the signal. The former is usually realised with switches which
allow the circuit topology to be changed dynamically and to redirect the signal current;
thus the signal is localized every time in the circuit. The other approach does not use
V+
Vo = A(V+ - V- )

+

A

V-

Figure 5.11. Symbol of the ideal op-amp
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Figure 5.12. (a) The second-generation current conveyor and (b) its realisation with an op
amp and a MOSFET.

switches but makes copies of the signal for processing; the same signal presents in various part of the circuit every time. The advantage of the circuits with changing topology
is the improved matching, as the same components can be used for the various phases
of the signal processing; however, the number of possible algorithms realised with this
approach is limited. For instance, the continuous version of 4-bins algorithm cannot be
implemented without signal copying when the support of the pattern function5 is larger than T / 4. Unfortunately, the signal copying never can be done without introducing
additional errors.

5.2.8

Application requirements and the process parameters

By combining the application specification with the DIMOS01 process parameters, it becomes clear that the chip area is the main limiting factor (see Table 5.4). For example,
four storing capacitors 1 pF each and four minimum-sized switches with the charge injection compensation already occupy approximately half the area available inside the
pixel. This, in turn, limits the maximum available measurement time — for the expected
current level of 50 pA, 1 pF capacitor, and 5 V supply voltage, it takes only 0.1 second
for the storage voltage to change from rail to rail.

5.3

Passive lock-in pixel

For the discrete lock-in pixel, the reference functions are just pulse trains; multiplication
by this type of reference functions is a one-bit multiplication signal/no signal. For nonoverlapping pulses, this can be done by redirecting the signal current with switches. Figure 5.13 shows the simplest circuit for the discrete lock-in pixel based on this principle.
Before the measurements, the storing capacitors are charged to Vdd and the photocurrent
is not used. During the measurement phase the photodiode is connected by the switches
to one of the capacitors and discharges it by the photocurrent. Voltage values of the four
capacitors serves as the circuit outputs and are used to calculate the phase.
5 see

Eq. (4.12) on page 91
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Table 5.4. Specifications of the lock-in pixel and DIMOS01 structures
Parameter

Value

Phase detector
791´333 Μm2
2.5´108 per second
£1s

Pixel size
Photon flux
Total measurement time
Photodiode
Size
Type
Quantum efficiency at Λ = 632.8 nm
Expected signal-current level
Expected dark-current level
Depletion layer capacitance, at 0V reverse bias

11 ´ 33 Μm2
NWell-Sub
35 – 60 %
» 50 pA
» 1 fA
» 30 fF

Capacitor
Type
Parasitic capacitance
Area, at 1 pF capacitance
Maximum integration time, at 50pA

“sandwitch” Poly-In1-In2
» 53 %
» 10000Μm2 , e.g. 100 ´ 100
0.1 s

Switch
Type
W/L of the MOSFETS
Total size
Ron
RC constant for 1 pf capacitance

TG with dummy switches
8/2 Μ/ Μ
45´30Μm2
» 5 kW
5 ´ 10-9 s

Due to its simplicity, this circuit is very easy to implement even in a small chip area.
The main disadvantage is however its low accuracy due to the absence of constant biasing
of the photodiode. The intrinsic capacitance of the diode needs therefore to be constantly
recharged; a part of the signal photocurrent and a part of previously stored charge are
used for it. The influence of this effect can be minimised if the capacitance of the storage
capacitors is much larger than that of the photodiode’s depletion layer. Namely, when
switching from C1 with voltage V1 to C2 with voltage V2 , the diode’s depletion-layer
capacitance Cd needs an amount of charge DQ expressed as
DQ = (V2 - V1 )

CstCd
» (V2 - V1 )Cd .
Cst + Cd

(5.9)

For large storing capacitances and small currents the difference V2 - V1 is also small. On
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Vout4

Φ4
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Figure 5.13. The simplest possible lock-in pixel consists only of 4 capacitors, one photodiode
and 9 switches. The photocurrent is redirected to one of the storage capacitors by switches
driven by non-overlapping clocks Φ1 , . . . , Φ4 to form the output voltages Vout1 , . . . , Vout4 . When
not used for integration, the photocurrent is directed away from the capacitors by the switch
‘Not Φ’. The ‘Reset’ switches are used to charge the capacitors to the initial voltage Vdd .

every switching cycle the relative voltage error is given by
DV
DQ V2 - V1 Cd
V - V1 Cd
=
=
» 2
.
V2
Q2
V2 Cst + Cd
V2 Cst

(5.10)

For instance, for storage capacitance about 1pF and diode capacitance about 10 fF, the
difference in stored voltage more than 0.5V produces an error greater than 0.1% already
on every switching cycle6 . The asymmetrical dependence on the difference of the accumulated voltage and on the non-linear inner capacitance makes the error dependent on
the phase and the amplitude of the signal and difficult to eliminate a posteriory. An additional error is introduced because photo-responsivity of the diode depends on the reverse
voltage, which changes from V1 to V2 .
Thereby, a circuit with passive elements only is not suitable for the accurate phase
calculation. We consider now schematics where active elements and a feedback are introduced to keep the photodiode under constant reverse bias.
6 An accurate estimate for the error can be obtained by representing the voltage jump as an equivalent spike
in the current signal which affects the spectrum of the signal and increases the calculated phase error given by
the formula (4.30).
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5.4

Switching-integrator pixel

Figure 5.14 presents another possible circuit for a discrete lock-in pixel where the photodiode is held at a constant reverse bias by the virtual ground of an operational amplifier.
The reverse bias voltage Vpb is set by the non-inverting input gate of the op-amp. In this
configuration the photocurrent is linearly proportional to the optical signal.
Each of the four storing capacitors C1 , . . . , C4 in combination with the op-amp forms
Miller’s integrator. Switches Sw1 , . . . , Sw4 are driven by non-overlapping clocks Φ1 , . . . , Φ4 ;
they redirect the photocurrent to one of the capacitors implementing the storage bins for
the 4-bucket algorithm. The circuit has only one output node Vout ; the output values
V1 , . . . , V4 for the phase calculation should be read sequentially. As an example, an ideal
voltage change across capacitors and resulting op-amp output voltage for a constant light
intensity are shown in Fig. 5.14. The maximum charge that can be stored on each capacitor is defined by the photobias and op-amp saturation voltages; this value limits the
maximum measurement time.
Like the previously considered example, this is a circuit based on the current redirection – no current mirroring or copying is used; this decreases effect of mismatches due to
fabrication tolerances. By sharing one op-amp between 4 integrators, the circuit provides
a better matching, which is limited only by capacitors matching and parasitic elements
on the IC.
The disadvantage is that, although op-amp characteristics are of low importance during one of the four integration phases, a low slew rate or a poor gain-bandwidth product
can affect the performance during switching from one capacitor to another.
This schematics does not include the readout stage, because in the prototype chip we
are interested only in the continuous monitoring of the op-amp output. The readout of
the stored photo-charge is done by setting clocks Φi to High in sequence, or simply by
considering the pixel output during the last period of the measurement. Due to the low
output impedance of the op-amp no additional voltage buffer is needed.

5.4.1

Charge redistribution

Because of the presence of parasitic capacitances and non-ideal op-amp characteristics,
the behaviour of this lock-in pixel may differ from that shown in Fig. 5.14, especially during the switching phase. As the Fourier spectrum of abruptly changing voltages contains
high-frequency component, small parasitic capacitances cannot be neglected anymore;
various effects related to the presence of fast changing digital signals in analog circuits
are usually related to the clock feedthrough and charge injection. The op-amp gain also
depends on the signal frequency; the low gain value during switching can result in the
redistribution of the charge accumulated on the storage capacitors.
Consider the equivalent schematics where the storing capacitance Cst is represented
by Miller’s theorem as two capacitances – reflected Cr , with value (A + 1)Cst on the input
node and Cst (1 + 1/ A) » Cst on the output node, where A is op-amp’s gain (see Fig. 5.15).
Cpar represents the diode’s intrinsic capacitance and the parasitic capacitance of the opamp input node. As in the previous section, some amount of charge DQ is needed to
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Figure 5.14. Schematics of the 4-bin lock-in pixel, 4-phase clocks, and plot of voltages across
the storing capacitors and resulting op-amp output voltage.

recharge Cpar , but now this amount is given as
DQ »

(V2 - V1 )Cpar
(A + 1)

,

(5.11)

that is A + 1 times less. Unfortunately, the finite op-amp gain and its dependence on the
frequency can result in the gain value close to 1 for the fast changing clock, and therefore,
again in a large charge loss.
There are two ways to deal with this problem besides using the slow-changing clocks.
The first is to improve the op-amp bandwidth, so that its gain A is large on clock transition
frequencies. An op-amp with such a bandwidth can be expensive in terms of chip area,
however. Another, more practical way, is to cure the asymmetrical character of the charge
loss by introducing an additional idling phase through closing the reset switch after every
charge storing phase. In this case, when switching from the idling phase to the i-th
capacitor, the voltage drop becomes dependent only on Vi :
V - Vv Cd
DV
DQ Vi - Vb Cd
=
=
» i
,
Vi
Q2
Vi Cst + Cd
Vv Cst

(5.12)

and the same percentage of the stored charge will escape from every capacitor. Because
of the symmetry of phase calculation formula for the lock-in pixel, the error due to the
finite op-amp bandwidth will be minimised.
We can conclude that charge redistribution and the charge injection considered in
section 5.2.4 are the most accuracy-limiting factors in this circuit.
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Figure 5.15. Influence of parasitic capacitances and finite op-amp gain on the charge conservation during switching from capacitor Ci to Ci+1 . In the equivalent schematics the storing
capacitance Ci in the feedback loop of the op-amp is split according to Miller’s theorem; the
photodiode is presented as an ideal current source in parallel with a resistor and a diode; the
op-amp is represented as a voltage-dependent voltage source.

5.5

Current-conveyor-based lock-in pixel

Figure 5.16 presents another approach of introducing a constant reverse bias in the schematic shown in Fig. 5.13 on page 117. The CCII is used here as a buffer to decouple the
diode bias from the voltage change due to the charge accumulated. The multiplexing
switch can be placed outside (Fig. 5.16(a)) and inside (Fig. 5.16(b)) the CCII; in the
first case the only advantage of the circuit compared with the straightforward approach is
the constant bias of the diode. However, there is a problem of charge redistribution due
to asymmetrical charge injection by the multiplexing switch for this configuration. The
more is the difference between the voltages across the storing capacitors, the more is the
difference between the injected charge.
When switches are placed inside the current conveyor, the effect of charge redistribution is minimised because the voltage swing of the switches’ drain nodes is reduced.
Moreover, in this configuration, the injected charge does not depend on the output voltage
and becomes symmetrical for all 4 capacitors, not influencing the phase value given by
the 4-bins algorithm.
The disadvantage of the circuit is that the accuracy of the calculation depends now
on the matching of transistors M1 , . . . , M4 . The matching is better for larger transistors,
but this results in larger parasitic capacitances and leakage currents.

5.6

Translinear lock-in pixel

For the continuous version of the lock-in pixel, a circuit able to perform multiplication
of the signal with reference functions is needed. There exist a number of “multiplier”
circuits reported in literature; an example shown on Fig. 5.18 is based on the translinear
loop principle (Liu et al., 2002). The word “translinear” in electronics denotes elements
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Figure 5.16. Lock-in pixels based on the multiplexing switch and the CCII.

whose transconductance depends linearly on the current, i.e
âI
µ I,
âV

(5.13)

ln I µ V .

(5.14)

and hence

In CMOS, a MOSFET in the subthreshold region in saturation with an exponential
dependence of the drain channel current on the gate-source voltage is a translinear element:
W
(5.15)
Ids = I0 ã(ΚVg-Vs )/UT .
L
A translinear loop is a closed path in a circuit formed by gates and sources of translinear
elements, as shown in Fig. 5.17. As the sum of all positive gate-source voltage drops in
this loop equals to the sum of all negative voltage drops, it follows from Eq. (5.15) that
the products of corresponding currents scaled by factors Λi = Wi / Li are also equal. Thus
for the circuit shown in Fig. 5.17, one has
I1 =

I2 I4 Λ1 Λ3
.
I3 Λ2 Λ4

If I3 is taken for the unit current,
I3 = Iu ,

(5.16)
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I3
I1
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V3
V4

= Λ1 ã(ΚV1 -V4 )/UT
= Λ2 ã(ΚV1 -V3 )/UT
= Λ3 ã(ΚV2 -V3 )/UT
= Λ4 ã(ΚV2 -V4 )/UT
Þ
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I I
= 2 4
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Figure 5.17. The translinear loop principle in a one-quadrant multiplier. If all four MOSFETs operate in the subthreshold region in saturation, then the product of “clockwise” drain
currents is proportional to the product of “anticlockwise” drain currents; the coefficient of
the proportion is determined only by the aspect ratios Λi of the transistors, and is independent
on the process and environment parameters.

and I2 and I4 represent positive numbers a and b,
I2 = aIu
I4 = bIu ,
then I1 gives the product of a and b multiplied by a constant factor,
I1 = ab

Λ1 Λ3
I.
Λ2 Λ4 u

Thus this circuit realise a one-quadrant multiplier. In Fig. 5.18, four similar translinear
loops with equal aspect ratios Λi = Λ perform four multiplications needed for continuous
version of 4-bins algorithm:
I1 = Isin+ Iph / Iu ,

(5.17a)

I2 = Icos+ Iph / Iu ,

(5.17b)

I3 = Isin- Iph / Iu ,

(5.17c)

I4 = Icos- Iph / Iu .

(5.17d)

This circuit does not use switches to change its topology; instead the current signal
is actually converted logarithmically by Mph and Mu to the voltage signal Vph which is
copied by a wire to calculate I1 , I2 , I3 , and I4 according to equations (5.17). Thus the
obvious advantage of the circuit is absence of the charge-injection problem. However
there are some trade-offs related to the sizes of the transistor used. While larger transistors have better matching, they are also have larger gate and parasitic capacitances
which are driven by the relatively small subthreshold drain currents. This will introduce
an additional systematic error to the phase calculation.
The problem can be solved by reducing the contrast level of the photo-signal and
thus reducing logarithmically the gate-source voltage swing. On the contrary, in interferometry fringe patterns with high-level of contrast are produced. By adding a DC current
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Figure 5.18. Lock-in pixel with 4 translinear multipliers. CCII block with one-stage op amp
(and optional DC-level shift transistor Mb ) hold the photodiode under constant reverse bias
and supply the photocurrent as input to four one-quadrant multipliers. The output currents
I1 , . . . , I4 can be integrated on storage capacitors.

to the photo-signal (with a current source like transistor Mb in Fig. 5.18), we inevitably
introduce an additional noise source.

5.7

Experimental results

This section presents results obtained in experiments on measuring the phase with the
Fast-Sampling-Type camera and the test results for the shifting integrator type of the
lock-in pixel.

5.7.1

Fast Sampling Camera

The goal of the first experiment was to show the possibility of the use of an analogue
camera with a fast enough data acquisition system for precise phase calculation. Another
goal was to test quickly the optical setup in its early stage of development.
Setup
The optical setup (Fig. 5.19) used for the experiment was similar to the final setup shown
in Fig. 4.2, with the only difference that both the object fibre and the reference fibre
shone directly on the sensor. This created a heterodyne interferometric pattern consisting of parallel fringes. Visually the fringes appeared moving linearly with the speed of
frequency modulation (thus 10kHz frequency difference resulted in interferometric pattern moving with 10000 fringes per second).The optical setup was tuned to 10 kHz beat
frequency, with an accuracy of 10-6 Hz.
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Figure 5.19. Scheme of the setup

A custom sensor by Davies William de Lima Monteiro (described in de Lima Monteiro and Vdovin, 2001) was used. Although originally the sensor was developed for
the Hartmann wavefront sensing, it was possible to use it as a matrix of photodiodes
with current-to-voltage converters. The sensor was chosen because of its highly linear
response and possibility of random pixel access (see Table 5.5).
The signals from up to 8 different pixels were sampled by Adlinc PCI9111 data acquisition board. The card was able to sample up to 16 channels with 100kHz multiplexed
frequency. The sampling frequency was not synchronised with the interferometric setup;
this results in a slight frequency detuning.
Frequency mismatch To determine the frequency detuning, we made several tests with
the maximum sampling frequency and total measurement time of 10 seconds. From the
data obtained (illustrated by Fig. 5.20) the relative frequency mismatch was found to be
D fopt
fsampling

= 7.8 ´ 10- 5.

6.75

(5.18)
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Figure 5.20. (a) The reference signal sampled for 0.2 seconds. Every 10k + i-th sample is
shown in its own colour Hue[i/10] for the sake of clarity. In the absence of the frequency
mismatch, the colour lines should be parallel to the x axis. (b) By considering only every
10-th sample from the reference signal for the long period of time (10 seconds are shown
here) allows the frequency detuning to be found by the autocorrelation.
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Table 5.5. Parameters of the experiment

Parameter

Value

Detector
10 ´ 10 mm2
» 0.3 ´ 0.3 mm2
4 or 8
» 50 pF

chip area
pixel area
# of parallel output
Cdiode
Data Acquisition System
integration time
maximum frequency
resolution
maximum # of channels
frequency mismatch

8, 5 × 10-6 sec
100kHz
12 bit
4, multiplexed
£ 1Hz @ 10kHz

Signal
frequency
contrast Γ
SNR

10kHz
0.05 . . . 0.35
49 dB

Expected phase error We have completed several experiments in which 4 pixels were
sampled during 1 second with 25kHz sampling frequency per pixel (see Fig. 5.21). To
estimate the phase error found by the discrete Fourier transform, we can use reasoning
of section 4.3 used to obtain Eq. (4.30). For simplicity, let us consider only the 0-th and
±1-st harmonics and assume that the magnitudes of the other orders are smaller than the
noise contribution. In this case the following formula can be used to estimate the phase
error:
ÄÄ 1
Ä
ÄÄ 2 b sinc( f0 ¶)W ( f ¢ + f0 )ÄÄÄ + ÄÄÄÄaWs ( f ¢ )ÄÄÄÄ
Ä
Ä
DΦ 6 arcsin
,
(5.19)
ÄÄ 1
Ä
ÄÄ 2 b sinc( f0 ¶)Ws ( f ¢ - f0 )ÄÄÄ
Ä
Ä
where ¶, the integration time of the card we have used, was 8, 5 × 10-6 sec.
For the constant ratio of the sampled signal about 1/ 3, from (5.19) and from equations
for the Fourier transform of rectangular and Hanning windowing
Ws,rect ( f ) =
and

N
sin I N-1
ΠfM
Πf
N sin I N-1
M

1
1
Ws,Hanning = Ws,rect ( f ) + Ws,rect ( f - 1) + Ws,rect ( f + 1)
2
2
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Figure 5.21. First 20000 samples (.2 seconds) of the signal. The visual thickness of the
lines is related to the noise level of the signal. The second plot shows the noise component
separately for 10 seconds of measurement. Note the presence of 1/ f component.

one can expect systematic error to be approximately 1, 4 × 10-3 - 1, 8 × 10-3 for the rectangular window and 5 × 10-8 - 7 × 10-8 for the Hanning window.
Results

Phase difference, rads

Phase, rad

Phase_dif pixels1_2

Measurement

Number of measurement

Figure 5.22. Plots of calculated phase difference for two pixels, in the centre and on the
peripheral region of the spot, for the total measurement length of (a) 0.1 seconds and (b) 20
seconds.

Having a snapshot of the signal, it was easy to experiment with different algorithms.
The results in Fig. 5.22 represent the phase differences for two pixels. The first plot was
obtained by dividing one 10-second-long block of data into 100 virtual measurements
with length of 0.1 seconds each. The second plot was obtained by performing 56 independent measurements with length of 20 seconds each. In both cases the phase was
calculated by the discrete Fourier transform method.
It is interesting to note that the standard deviation of the phase difference is about
0.0035 » 2Π/ 2000 for both the “long” and “short” measurements, while according to
the conclusions of chapter 4, the accuracy should be about 14 times better for the long
measurements. This can be explained by the presence of vibrations and light source
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Figure 5.23. The phase value calculated for the data shown in Fig. 5.21 with the “2.5-bins"
lock-in algorithm.
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instabilities in the setup. To investigate the effect, we have simulated the phase calculation with a virtual lock-in pixel with “2.5 bins”7 by applying the Surrel approach (see
section 2.3.1, starting from page 30) with Ζ = ã2Π/ 2.5ä . The results shown in Fig. 5.23 feature the linear phase change due to the frequency detuning, see Fig. 5.23(a) and (b). The
noise level visible in Fig. 5.21 appears in the calculated phase as well, see the close-ups in
Fig. 5.23(c) and (d). When the linear component is removed, a large phase drift becomes
apparent, Fig. 5.23(e). Nevertheless, the phase difference shown in Fig. 5.23(f) almost
does not change with time. We conclude that the drift was caused by a parallel motion
of the detector because of vibrations. The next plot shows the results of averaging the
phase difference obtained for each 100 subsets. This is equivalent to lock-in pixel behaviour with N=100. As expected, the variance also decreased hundredfold. However, the
plot of standard deviation of calculated values Σj1 -j2 versus number of period averaged
in lock-in algorithm N clearly converges to a non-zero value of 0.00326 » 2Π/ 2000, the
limit of the accuracy that can be achieved in this setup. This limit can be caused either
by the presence of angular movements due to vibrations or by the limited optical stability of the laser, which produces phase jumps similar to the ones visible in Fig. 5.22.
Being averaged, these jumps hinder the further increase in accuracy. In other words, it
is difficult to remove the pink noise component of the signal by narrowing the filter in
the Fourier domain. In this case, a higher beating frequency might help to achieve the
desired accuracy of 2Π/ 10000.

5.7.2

Lock-in Camera

The switching-integrator-based version of CMOS lock-in pixel was manufactured in
Delft Institute of Microelectronics and Submicron Technology (DIMES), TU Delft in
a standard 1.6 Μm CMOS (DIMOS-01) process. The chip shown in Fig. 5.24 features
4 ´ 4 matrix of identical switching-integrator pixels (see Fig. 5.14 on page 119) and
support electronics. Each pixel is 791.6 ´ 333.3 Μm2 , and has an N-well-substrate photodiode of 11 ´ 33 Μm2 as its photosensitive part. Well-substrate photodiodes have a
larger sensitivity for the red light used in the optical setup (He-Ne laser, Λ = 632.8nm)
than diffusion-well photodiodes. The measured quantum efficiency Η was 39% for this
wavelength.
Each of the pixel’s output is connected directly to an output pad. Bias voltages and
clocks are common for all of the pixels. The transmission gate (TG) made of MOSFETs
4´4Μm2 , about twice the minimal transistor size, is used as a switch. Two “dummy” TGs
of minimal size driven by the inverted clocks generated on the chip surround every switch
to minimise the charge injection effect. “Sandwich” capacitors poly-metal1-metal2 of
1 pF are used as the storage bins. The rest of the chip area is occupied by a low-noise
3-stage op-amp with p-MOSFETS input gates8 . All pixel area except the photodiode is
shielded from the optical signal by an additional metal layer.
7 that

is, 5 equally spaced samples in 2 periods, with ∆ = 2 ´ 2Π/ 5 = 2Π/ 2.5
“ready-made” operational amplifier by Kofi Makinwa, Electronic Instrumentation laboratory, TU Delft,
from the DIMOS01 design library was used in this chip.
8A
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The chip was mounted on a custom PCB developed for this test (Fig. 5.25), which
generates 4-phase clocks from the “master” clock used by the optical setup. The integration time of each phase Τ is set by the duty cycle of the master clock. The board can
also generate the reset signal complementary to all clocks, which prevents the saturation
of the op-amp output for small values of Τ. Total measurement time is set by the master
reset signal, and can be controlled either manually or by a control signal from a PC.

Figure 5.24. A microphotograph of the chip.

Figure 5.25. Photo of the PCB carrying the 4-phase clock generator and the biasing electronics.

To test the chip performance a simpler optical setup based on a LED and an optical
chopper was used. Depending on the distance from the LED to the chopper’s disk, the
optical signal generated by the setup varied from the rectangular to the sinusoidal signal.
The phase difference in the signals seen by different pixels appeared because of the finite
sizes of the LED and the chip. In addition, to check the integration linearity a constant
not modulated light source with a known intensity was used.
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The chip performance was tested against two main characteristics defining the accuracy of the phase measurement: charge integration and charge conservation. To validate
the charge accumulation mode a rectangular optical signal (light – no light) was generated. The results have shown a linear integration behaviour (see an example in Fig. 5.26).
The slope of each pixel’s output monitored with an oscilloscope corresponded to the
measured light intensity. The linearity was achieved in all ranges of the output voltage.
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Figure 5.26. Test of pixel’s integration mode (in this and the following illustrations, voltage
in Volts (y-axis) is plotted against time in seconds (x-axis)). The first plot represents the
output voltages of two pixels with all switches Swi turned on and a rectangular optical sinal
as an input. The second plot was obtained with a chip covered with a lid at low sampling
frequency to estimate the photodiode’s dark current.

Acceptable charge conservation was obtained only for small (< Vpb ) differences of
accumulated charge (Fig. 5.27). For large voltage differences and small gaps between
2.6
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Figure 5.27. Pixel’s output obtained with 1 kHz rectangular optical signal. The red dotted
lines connect the values corresponding to the same storage capacitors. Note that due to finite switches’ on-off resistances and the charge redistribution effect the accumulated charge
slightly differs from period to period. The second plot illustrates how small voltage differences grow linearly, in accordance with the theory.

the accumulation phases (Τ » T / 4), the charge losses occur. This effect is especially
noticeable for the signal in form of a rectangular wave, or a sinusoidal wave with a high
contrast. Increasing the clock’s gap or decreasing the signal contrast helps to avoid the
problem.
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Discussion
There are several factors which limit the maximum achievable accuracy of the phase
measurement with the described prototype. These are: poor SNR characteristics at the
readout stage, finite slew rate of the op-amp, asymmetrical charge injection, and devices
mismatch.
Figure 5.28 shows the experimental data obtained with a constant light source and
4kHz master clock frequency. In this case, all four capacitor voltages were expected to
grow linearly with equal speed, as in Fig. 5.14 on page 119. However, the first plot in
Fig. 5.28 shows how a spurious phase was measured. This can be explained as a result
of capacitive coupling of the clock signal to the capacitors or the capacitors mismatch. A
close-up view of the similar measurement shows a large noise level at the output caused
by external electro-magnetic fields. From the linear growth of the stored voltages we
conclude that this noise affects only the read-out values, and not the 4-bucket functioning.
However, the read-out uncertainty limits the phase measurement accuracy to 2Π/ 300.
Proper shielding of the chip and PCB can be used to alleviate the readout noise. A better
solution could be an improved read-out schematics with an on-chip ADC.
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Figure 5.28. Pixel’s output at constant light and 4kHz sampling frequency. The light intensity
was big enough to saturate the sensor in 25 periods. The first plot presents the spurious phase
calculation due to master clock coupling to the photodiode biasing. Two second plots show
the close-ups of the same data. High noise level due to interfering electro-magnetic fields
does not affect the charge conservation and linear growth of voltage differences.

Finite slew rate of the op-amp (see Fig. 5.28(b)) limits the maximum frequency of
the measurements. This in turn reduces the total number of acquired samples before the
op-amp saturates, and reduces the accuracy. Improved output stage of the op-amp is a
way to deal with this problem.
The charge injection effect is inevitable in switching analog IC’s. The amount of
the charge injected to a low-impedance node when a MOSFET is switched off depends
on a number of factors and is difficult to predict. There exist different techniques to
minimize it; we have used dummy transistors in our chip. The experiments were made
in the absence of the light signal, with different clock frequencies to estimate the amount
of injected charge. Although the average spurious current produced by charge injection
at 1kHz frequency is comparable with the photodiode dark current (about 150fA), it
appeared to be asymmetrical for some pixels (see Figure 5.29). This can be the result of
the mismatching of switch transistors, whose dimensions were close to the minimal ones.
Careful design of switches, with an accent on the symmetrical layout, should exclude this
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Figure 5.29. Output of two pixels with asymmetrical charge injection. The incoming light
intensity is zero, the sampling frequency is 1kHz for the first plot and 2kHz for the second one.
The plot appears as a thick line because of the device mismatching. The fact that the slope is
proportional to the frequency indicates that the total growth is due to the charge injection.

5.8

Conclusions

This chapter consideres possible circuits for the CMOS implementation of “4-bins” phase
detection algorithm and presents the results of the experiments obtained with a fastsampling type camera and a prototype of the switching-integrator-based lock-in pixel.
We can conclude that the main factors affecting the performance of the CMOS lock-in
pixel are:
• charge redistribution due to inevitable parasitic capacitances,
• charge injection phenomenon appearing when switches are used, and
• mismatch of the integrated elements.
As compared with the fast-sampling-type camera, the lock-in pixel is more dependent
on the careful and symmetrical layout of its components. In FSTC, the use of the same
circuit for signal sampling results in a perfect matching. In lock-in pixel, where either
signal redirection or signal copying is used, a small, allowed in the process component
mismatch of 0.1-1% leads to the equivalent phase error. The use of the process optimised
for analog designs or of a special CCD-CMOS process is recommended.

Chapter

6

Conclusion
This thesis has investigated several problems related to the high-accuracy wavefront sensing. Existing methods and sensors based on Hartmann-Shack principle and interference
have been analysed, and several optimisation have been suggested. An overview of the
main results of this research is given below.
• A new method was developed for extracting the phase from a set of three or more
interferograms with unknown tilts purposely introduced in the reference wavefront.
The method is independent of both the carrier frequency and the exact control of
the phase shifts, and can be used in applications which use inexpensive or nonlinear actuators or a control system with such characteristics.
• Numerical simulations of an AO system with an interferometer as a wavefront
sensor was performed. It was shown that the control signals for the adaptive element can be generated by direct decomposition of the wrapped phase over the
influence functions of the adaptive element. Numerical simulations show that the
errors introduced by this type of decomposition do not affect the system performance if the registered interferograms have a low noise content. The speed is limited
by the speed of 2D fast Fourier transform.
• A mathematical model for the general case of modal wavefront reconstruction with
Hartmann or Hartmann-Shack sensor was elaborated. The model allows several
important conclusion to be drawn, namely:
– no definitive statement about the accuracy of HS-sensor-based measurements
should be made in the lack of a statistical model of the incoming wavefront;
– masks with randomly distributed centres gives better results than the regular
mask;
– true Monte-Carlo randomisation should be used; small-movement randomisation does not result in optimisation.
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• Smart phase detector with at-pixel phase calculations should be used when increased spatial resolution or high heterodyne frequency are desired;
• “4-bins” phase detection algorithm was shown to be the best candidate for implementation as a CMOS structure.
• Detailed error analysis for the heterodyne phase detector (“lock-in pixel”) was performed. The continuous version of algorithm with shifted integration windows was
shown to provide the best accuracy and to be contrast-independent. The discrete
“4-bins” algorithm has a larger error and is intrinsically contrast-independent if
each sampling is shorter than one-quarter of signal’s period. Linear conversion of
photo-signal into an electrical one with the lowest possible noise level and harmonic distortion is more important to the sensor design than choice of sampling
function and the contrast level.
• Three different approaches to the realisation of the active lock-in pixel were demonstrated, based on:
– switching integrator,
– current conveyor, and
– translinear mode of MOSFET operation.
The main factors affecting the performance of the CMOS lock-in pixels were found
to be related to:
– charge redistribution due to inevitable parasitic capacitances,
– charge injection phenomenon appearing when switches are used, and
– mismatch of the integrated elements.
• A prototype chip with a 4´4 matrix of switching-integrator based pixels was designed, fabricated, and tested. The performance of the lock-in pixel was compared
with that of a fast-sampling camera. It was found that in the both cases, the phase
accuracy was limited by the noise level present in the system.
Based on the results of this research, the following topics are proposed for further
study:
• to design self-calibrating phase-shifting interferometer which use low-cost actuator
system to introduce tilt terms in the reference wavefront for fast phase extraction;
• to implement interferometer-based adaptive optical system;
• using the mathematical model elaborated in this thesis, to evaluate the improvement of the performance of a Hartmann-Shack sensor with a randomised mask
and an active element’s influence functions, which are usually not orthogonal, as
basis functions;
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• to investigate the construction of the optimal decomposition operator L, either for
a given statistic or for a least-square approximation;
• given a level of the wavefront reconstruction error, to estimate the minimum possible number of subapertures in the HS sensor;
• to fabricate a microlens array with random center distribution and 100% fill-factor
using the technology described in de Lima Monteiro et al. (2003), and to evaluate
the increased accuracy;
• to implement low-noise read-out circuitry in the lock-in pixels proposed;
• to investigate the application of heterodyne phase sensor in 3d robot-vision systems
based on fringe projection.
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Summary
Methods and sensors for accurate wavefront sensing
The wavefront measurement is an important part both in adaptive optics and in optical
shop testing. A number of wavefront sensors based on interferometric or on Hartmann
principle is known; usually, the former are used where high accuracy is required, and the
latter where the speed is important.
Recently, the need for high-accuracy wavefront sensors appeared in relation with
the next-generation optical lithography – extreme ultra-violet lithography. The surface
smoothness of the aspherical mirrors required for the EUVL stepper should be controlled
with 1 Å accuracy in the millimetre range.
Unfortunately, the existing instruments are not able to measure with this degree of
accuracy. A novel heterodyne interferometer specially designed for measuring substrates
of EUVL mirrors was reported to achieve 4 nm accuracy with a convenient camera as
a phase sensor; it is believed that use of custom heterodyne phase sensor can break this
limit.
Another field with a vivid interest for the accurate wavefront measurements is adaptive optics. While usually the speed of the wavefront reconstruction is more important for
the AO applications, an existing trade-off speed-accuracy allows to increase the speed by
using intrinsically more accurate wavefront sensors.
This thesis investigates particular technologies that can help to increase the accuracy
of existing wavefront sensors either by optimising the wavefront reconstruction algorithm
or by optimising the hardware. The topics discussed are interferogram analysis, optimising of the Hartmann mask geometry, and design of a 2D heterodyne phase detector.
Chapter 1 (Introduction) contains a general introduction to the thesis and discusses
the research question.
Chapter 2 (Optical testing) gives a brief general introduction to interferometric measurements and to existing interferometer configurations, followed by a closer explanation
of the phase retrieval and phase unwrapping problems. The chapter also contains a review of the recent literature devoted to the problems. The Hartmann(-Shack) wavefront
sensor is discussed in comparison with interferometers.
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Chapter 3 (New algorithms for optical metrology) describes the original contribution
to the problems of phase extraction, phase unwrapping, and Hartmann mask optimisation. First, a new algorithm for phase extraction from a set of three or more interferograms with unknown tilts purposely introduced in the reference wavefront is described.
Then, the case of interferometer-based AO system is considered. After the fast algorithm
of direct decomposition of the wrapped phase over the system’s influence function gradients is justified, the total system performance is evaluated on the basis of a numerical
simulation. For the systems with Hartmann(-Shack) wavefront system, a detailed analysis of the total wavefront reconstruction error is presented; the particular cases of the
regular and randomised Hartmann masks are investigated for the Kolmogorov case of atmospheric turbulence. The results demonstrate the superior performance of the irregular
mask.
Chapter 4 (2D phase detector for heterodyne interferometry) introduces the concept
of a “smart” sensor for the heterodyne interferometry. This sensor, able to calculate the
phase of the amplitude-modulated light on-chip at every pixel, decreases significantly the
data flow and increases the accuracy by analogue calculation. The chapter proposes the
“4-bins” phase detection algorithm for the “smart” sensor and estimates the phase error
for its two possible versions.
Chapter 5 (CMOS lock-in pixel) considers the CMOS implementation of the 2D phase
detector for the heterodyne interferometer. It reviews the building blocks of CMOS imaging and considers three designs of a phase-sensitive pixel. The chapter outlines the main
sources of the error in this type of circuits related to charge injection and charge redistribution, and proposes solution based on symmetrical circuit. In conclusion, the chapter
reports on experimental results obtained with a prototype of the device.
Chapter 6 (Conclusion) finishes with a summary and discussion of the presented
research topics, concluding with some recommendations for future research directions.

Oleg Soloviev

Samenvatting
Methoden en sensoren voor nauwkeurige golffront metingen
Golffrontmetingen zijn belangrijk in zowel adaptieve optica alsmede in optische fabricage. Er zijn verscheidene golffront sensoren beschikbaar die zijn gebaseerd op interferometrische principes of de Hartmann methode. De laatst genoemde wordt toegepast in het
geval dat er een hoge nauwkeurigheid wordt verlangd en de eerst genoemde daar waar
snelheid belangrijk is.
Recentelijk is door de ontwikkeling van een nieuwe generatie optische lithografie, de
Extreme Ultra Violette Lithografie (EUVL), de behoefte ontstaan aan zeer nauwkeurige
golffront sensoren. De oppervlakte vlakheid van asferische spiegels die noodzakelijk zijn
voor de EUVL stepper, moet een nauwkeurigheid hebben van 1 Å.
Helaas kan met de bestaande sensoren deze nauwkeurigheid niet gehaald worden.
Met een nieuwe heterodyne interferometer die speciaal ontwikkeld is voor het meten van
substraten van EUVL spiegels heeft men een nauwkeurigheid gehaald van 4 nm met een
daarvoor geschikte camera als fase sensor. De verwachting is dat door gebruik te maken
van een heterodyne fase sensor deze limiet kan worden doorbroken.
Zoals al aangegeven heeft men in de Adaptieve Optica (AO) een grote interesse in
nauwkeurige golffront metingen. Terwijl veelal de snelheid van golffront reconstructie
belangrijker is voor AO applicaties kan door een bestaande uitruilmogelijkheid tussen
snelheid en nauwkeurigheid de snelheid vergroot worden door intrinsiek meer nauwkeurige golffront sensoren te gebruiken.
In het uitgevoerde onderzoek zijn specifieke technologieën onderzocht die een bijdrage kunnen leveren aan het verhogen van de nauwkeurigheid van bestaande golffront
sensoren. Dit is gedaan door het golffront reconstructie algoritme te optimaliseren of
door de hardware te optimaliseren. De drie hoofdonderwerpen van dit proefschrift zijn:
interferogram analyse, optimaliseren van de Hartmann-masker geometrie en het ontwerp
van een 2D heterodyne fase detector.
Hoofdstuk 1 (Introductie) geeft een algemene introductie van dit proefschrift en behandelt de onderzoeksvraag.
Hoofdstuk 2 (Optisch testen) geeft een algemene introductie in interferometrische
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metingen en bestaande interferometer configuraties, gevolgd door een nadere uitleg over
fase reconstructie problemen. Het hoofdstuk bevat ook een overzicht van de recente
literatuur op het gebied van de onderwerpen van dit proefschrift. Ten slotte wordt de
Hartmann-(Shack) golffront sensor vergeleken met interferometers.
Hoofdstuk 3 (Nieuwe algoritmes voor optische metrologie) beschrijft de originele bijdrage aan de problemen van fase extractie, fase reconstructie en Hartmann-masker optimalisatie. Ten eerste wordt een nieuw algoritme voor fase extractie van een set van drie of
meer interferogrammen met onbekende hellingen die doelbewust zijn geïntroduceerd in
het referentie golffront beschreven. Vervolgens wordt de op een interferometer gebaseerd
AO systeem besproken. Nadat eerst het snelle algoritme voor directe decompositie van
de gereconstrueerde fase op de systeem invloed functie gradiënten wordt gerechtvaardigd, wordt de totale systeem prestatie geëvalueerd op basis van numerieke simulatie.
Voor de systemen met een Hartmann(-Shack) golffrontsysteem wordt een gedetailleerde
analyse van de totale golffront reconstructiefout gepresenteerd. In het bijzonder worden
de regelmatige en willekeurige Hartmann-maskers onderzocht voor het specifieke Kolmogorov geval voor atmosferische storing. De resultaten tonen de superieure prestatie
van het onregelmatige masker.
Hoofdstuk 4 (2D fase detector voor heterodyne interferometrie) introduceert het concept van een ’smart’ sensor voor de heterodyne interferometrie. Deze sensor die in staat
is om de fase van het amplitude gemoduleerde licht ’on-chip’ voor iedere pixel te berekenen, vermindert de ’data flow’ significant en verhoogt de nauwkeurigheid door analoge
berekening. In het hoofdstuk wordt een ’4-bins’ fase detectie algoritme voorgesteld voor
de ’smart’ sensor en de fase fout geschat voor de twee mogelijke versies.
Hoofdstuk 5 (CMOS lock-in pixel) beschouwt de CMOS implementatie van de 2D
fase detector voor de heterodyne interferometer. Het geeft een overzicht van de bouwstenen voor CMOS ’imaging’ en beschouwt drie ontwerpen voor een fase gevoelige pixel.
In het hoofdstuk worden de grootste bronnen van fouten aangegeven in dit type circuit
die te herleiden zijn tot injectie van lading en herverdeling van lading en wordt een oplossing voorgesteld die gebaseerd is op een symmetrisch circuit. Aansluitend worden in dit
hoofdstuk de experimentele gegevens behandeld die met een prototype verkregen zijn.
Hoofdstuk 6 (Conclusies en aanbevelingen) geeft een overzicht van de onderzoeksonderwerpen en bespreekt deze. Ten slotte worden aanbevelingen gedaan voor nader
onderzoek.
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